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EDITORS’ NOTE: INTRODUCTION TO THE 
THEMATIC ISSUE ON RESPONSIBLE ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE AND PLATFORM LABOUR

Hojjat Adeli, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, USA

Csaba Makó, Institute of the Information Society, Ludovika University of Public Service, 
Budapest, Hungary

Norbert Kis, Institute for Environmental Sustainability, Ludovika University of Public 
Service, Hungary

Bernát Török, Institute of the Information Society, Ludovika University of Public 
Service, Budapest, Hungary

By increasing the number of social and industrial applications of big data, Artificial 
Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) and Algorithmic Management (AM) 
technologies have become increasingly important for Digital Transformation. AI and 
ML have become an integral part of our life, the cognitive work system and its broader 
social or organisational context. Multi-disciplinary research into AI and ML, along 
with convincing empirical evidence, is essential for it to be understandable, useable, and 
useful. The scope of explainable AI (XAI) is very broad, encompassing diverse technical 
methods, theories of explainability and understanding, philosophical perspectives, ethical 
considerations, legal issues, human-centred evaluations, and applications. These involve 
many different fields, including but not limited to computer science and informatics, legal 
studies, cognitive science/psychology, sociology and political sciences. This special issue 
aims to provide a  common forum to bring these different perspectives together for the 
benefit of the international research community.

The essays in this special issue deal with an extremely rapidly growing field of studies, 
highlighting the contributions of AI, ML and AM technologies to both social and energy 
sciences, as well as providing legal perspectives on AI regulation and especially on the 
variety of labour platforms.1

1 The number of online web-based (e.g. Upwork, Topcoder) and location-based (e.g. Uber, Foodora) platforms 
rose from  142  to over  777  in  2020.  ILO (2021): The Role of Digital Labour Platforms in Transforming the 
World of Work, 19, see: https://www.ilo.org/publications/flagship-reports/role-digital-labour-platforms-
transforming-world-work

https://doi.org/10.32575/ppb.2024.1.1
https://www.ilo.org/publications/flagship-reports/role-digital-labour-platforms-transforming-world-w
https://www.ilo.org/publications/flagship-reports/role-digital-labour-platforms-transforming-world-w
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The essays in the Special Issue explore novel concepts and practices in the following fields: 
deep learning in the social sciences, AI and ML in smart grids, theoretical perspectives 
on the legal regulation of AI, the legal and social regulation of various types of labour 
platforms and the inclusiveness of digitalisation.

The essays are organised in two sections.
1. Applications of AI and ML: Selected examples in social science and energy sciences, 

with a special focus on regulation issues
2. Legal regulation, digital usage groups and a variety of empirical experiences of plat-

form labour as it relates to work practices

1: Application of AI and ML: Selected examples in social and energy sciences, with a special 
focus on regulation issues

The leading essay by Sina Ardabili, Amir Mosavi, Csaba Makó and Péter Sasvári, 
A  Comprehensive Review and Evaluation of Deep Learning Methods in Social Sciences 
analyses the emergence of Deep Learning (DL) as a novel data-driven methodology. The 
paper aims to systematically review and assess the performance of DL methods in the 
field of social sciences. Publications were sourced from Scopus and Web of Science (WoS). 
Applications in social sciences were categorised into twelve domains: social information, 
social network analysis, social development, social movements, social inequalities, social 
cooperation, social conflicts, social technology, social health, social risks, the social 
environment, and social media. The findings suggest that evaluation criteria play a crucial 
role in determining the effectiveness of DL models.

Rituraj Rituraj, David T. Varkonyi, Amir Mosavi, József Pap, Annamária R. Várkonyi-
Kóczy and Csaba Makó’s article, Machine Learning in Smart Grids: A Systematic Review, 
Novel Taxonomy, and Comparative Performance Evaluation presents a  state-of-the-art 
review of machine learning (ML) methods and applications used in smart grids to predict 
and optimise energy management. The article proposes a new taxonomy for categorising 
ML models and evaluates their performance based on accuracy, interpretability, and 
computational efficiency. Finally, the article discusses some of the limitations, challenges 
and future trends of using ML in smart grid applications. The value-added contribution 
of the article is that it highlights how ML can enable the creation of efficient and reliable 
smart grid systems.

In his article, Upside Down: Liability, Risk Allocation and Artificial Intelligence, Tamás 
Fézer challenges the currently dominant concepts of liability in relation to the rapid growth 
of AI and ML. This paper examines some of the most affected fields of tortious liability, and 
analyses whether the existing legal standards in civil liability can still be used, or whether 
a brand-new approach needs to be adopted and therefore, novel liability scenarios should be 
established. Considering the patchy and sporadic regulatory framework underlying AI and 
ML in civil liability, the paper aims to serve as a blueprint for an instrumental research study 
that would target concept and policy building for regulators and legal practitioners alike.
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2: Legal regulations, digital usage groups and variety of empirical experiences of platform 
work

The paper by Zsolt Ződi entitled A  Legal Theory of Platform Law examines the recent 
discussions in the field of platform law from a  jurisprudential point of view. The essay 
argues that the main reason for regulation is that platforms, as coordination mechanisms, 
tend to become unstable without intervention or to become harmful from the point of 
view of society. The paper lists four features which characterise platform law: its ex-ante 
regulatory nature, the predominance of technology regulation and self-regulation, and 
the extensive use of user protection tools, such as complaint mechanisms, the protection 
of user accounts and explainability obligations. The latter toolbox partly resembles the 
familiar and well-established methods of consumer protection, but in certain aspects, it 
also differs from it.

Drawing on a rich empirical analysis, Tuomo Alasoini’s article Digital Tools Usage Groups 
as Features of the Digital Divide between Finnish Employees argues that digitalisation 
relates to the work of different employees in different ways. The paper attempts to make 
a  theoretical contribution by examining how the research results relate to the previous 
research literature on digital divides. The empirical evidence is not fully in line with the 
stratification theory argument, according to which the digital world reproduces offline 
inequalities. For example, many of the employees in the study who have a relatively low 
level of education, especially young employees, are classed as Skilled Users in terms of 
their digital skills. As a practical contribution, the paper reveals that there are usage gaps 
of various types. To bridge them, there are no easy one-size-fits-all solutions.

The paper by Branka Andjelkovic, Tanja Jakobi and Ljubivoje Radonjic Right Before Your 
Eyes, Yet Unnoticed: The Growth of Online Labour and Country Differences in Southeast 
Europe makes a cross-country analysis of the online web-based platforms in nine selected 
Southeast European countries. Digital labour platforms, as part of an innovative business 
model, play an important role in today’s labour markets by linking the demand and supply 
of digital work. The number of online workers increased in all the countries investigated, 
with creative services and multimedia and software development being the most dominant 
fields employing online workers in each country. Moreover, men are more commonly 
represented in these digital markets compared to women. The results of the analysis can 
provide useful information to national policymakers, as they work to address the novel 
challenges in the labour market brought by technological advancements.

In The Consequences of (in) Visibility for Platform Workers, Laura Seppanen analyses how 
digital infrastructures can lead to considerable increases in the behavioural visibility of 
people. This paper aims to examine the consequences of visibility for workers who carry out 
work tasks via digital labour platforms. Visibility paradoxes of connectivity, performance 
and transparency are used as methodical lenses. The same features of platform operations 
can have both empowering and marginalising consequences for workers at the same time. 
While labour platforms continuously improve visibility for workers, they may also hide, 
inadvertently or intentionally, central information.
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Anna Ürmössy, in Control or Resistance? The Role of Gamification in Algorithmic Work 
Management examines the work organisation of Foodpanda, and the bicycle couriers’ 
strategies related to the gamification of work in this sector. The games contribute to the 
formation of consent among the couriers. However, some games can be seen as a form of 
resistance. Taking part in the games initiated by the platform (from above), the couriers 
are obliged to accept the rules and the logic of the work organisation. On the other hand, 
some games initiated by the platform workers (from below) have the potential to make 
work easier, allowing for strategies that sabotage the system in minor ways. While these 
practices can be seen as a form of resistance, it remains unclear whether they cause actual 
financial damage to the company.

Klára Nagy’s article, Body and Mind. Reframing Labour Exploitation and Risk as a Sport 
among Platform Workers also focuses on the food delivery service business, which has been 
one of the most visible sectors in the platform economy in recent years – especially during 
the Covid-19  pandemic. She explores how bicycle delivery workers accept, normalise, 
and justify precarious working conditions, labour exploitation and risk. The essay tries 
to understand the blurring frontiers between sport and work. Based on participant 
observation and interviewing platform workers, the author examines how food delivery 
companies create new frontiers, framing labour as a challenging cardio activity. The riders 
embrace the idea that they get paid for training their bodies, an activity that is otherwise 
expensive and tiring.

THE WAY FORWARD

The editors – instead of drawing conclusions – wish to enrich the further discussion at a time 
of the dizzying technological changes, adopting the perspective outlined by Acemoglu & 
Johnson’s recent emblematic book: “The type of government leadership we advocate […] 
seeks to encourage the development of technologies that are more complementary to workers 
and citizens empowerment rather than trying to select specific technological trajectories.”2 
This powerful perspective highlights the importance of making careful choices in order to 
balance benefits for employers (i.e. productivity) and employees (i.e. improving quality of 
life) while reducing the adverse impacts for society.

With this in mind, we intend to draw attention to the following future challenges for 
both the communities of practitioners and academics. Firstly, it is worth focusing on the 
development of human-centred AI regulation, and secondly on the need to address some 
understudied areas of platform-related research.

2 Acemoglu, Daron – Johnson, Simon (2023): Power and Progress. Our  1000-Year Struggle over Technology & 
Prosperity. New York: PublicAffairs,  410.
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Regulatory burden

In  2023, the US Senate launched a  series of “AI Insight Forums” hosted jointly by the 
two dominant political parties. As part of this initiative, a session held on  1st November 
was dedicated to the way AI will change the world of work. Coincidently, the European 
Council and the Parliament agreed in December  2023  on a  legal3 regulation of AI (the 
AI Act). In this haste to pass AI regulation – on both sides of the Atlantic –  it is worth 
stressing the urgent need for “evidence-based” regulation initiatives in order to avoid 
the so-called “non-alignment regulatory syndrome”. The recent report of the Stanford 
University Human Centred Artificial Intelligence stresses: “Rather than rushing to 
poorly calibrated or infeasible regulation, policymakers should first seek to enhance the 
government’s understanding of the risks and reliability of AI systems.”4 Similarly, the 
employers’ organisation in Europe (Business Europe) insists that in the context of “lack of 
consistent and robust data across different sectors […] any initiative at EU level will need 
to be assessed carefully and should not take the form of new European legislation”.5 These 
important observations draw attention to the fact that if we do not allow enough time to 
understand a phenomenon that is as new as AI is, then hastily enacted regulations can do 
more harm than good.

Knowledge deficiencies of platform work research

The majority of essays in the Special Issue mapped and assessed the various characteristics 
(e.g. surveillance, digital agency, visibility, consent, and resistance, etc.) of platform 
labour both from Southern/Central European and Nordic Perspectives. It is worth 
noting the asymmetric/unbalanced nature of empirical data collection on platform work 
and the related European legal regulation efforts. The recent regulation of working and 
employment conditions is centred on “location-based platform” workers operating in the 
delivery economy.6 At the same time, there are rather few and sporadic global initiatives 
aimed at regulating freelancers’ services on the so-called “web-based digital platforms”.7 
Finally, the other generally underestimated dimension of platform work research is that, 
conceptually, researchers have reached a consensus on the key control role of customers/

3 See: www.techpolicy.press/us-senate-ai-insight-forum-tracker/
4 Guha, Neel et al. (2023): The AI Regulatory Alignment Problem. Stanford: Stanford University Human-Centred 

Artificial Intelligence, RegLab,  3.
5 Algorithmic Management at Work: Improving Transparency to Achieve More Trust in AI (2023). Brussels: 

Business Europe, Policy Orientation Note, 2.
6 European Parliament, Committee on Employment and Social Affairs (2022): Report on the Proposal for 

a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on Improving Working Conditions in Platform Work. 
A9-0301/2022,  21 December  2022.

7 Charter of Principles for Good Platform Work (2020). World Economic Forum,  4.

https://www.techpolicy.press/us-senate-ai-insight-forum-tracker/
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clients on the platform workers’ behaviour. However, the syndrome of “talking the 
talk” dominates without fully “walking the walk”: besides the theoretical discussion, 
systematically collected empirical evidence about this key actor’s role in the platform work 
is largely missing.8

8 Until presently, the rare exception of this critic is the following paper – focusing on the practice of the location-
based delivery platforms: Schor, Juliet B. et al. (2023): Consent and Contestation: How Platform Workers 
Reckon with the Risks of Gig Labour. Work, Employment and Society, (September),  35.
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Sina Ardabili – Amir Mosavi – Csaba Makó – Péter Sasvári

A COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW AND EVALUATION 
OF DEEP LEARNING METHODS IN SOCIAL 
SCIENCES

Sina Ardabili, Research Fellow, Ludovika University of Public Service, Institute of the 
Information Society, s.ardabili@ieee.org

Amir Mosavi, Research Fellow, Ludovika University of Public Service, Institute of the 
Information Society, Mosavi.Amirhosein@uni-nke.hu

Csaba Makó, Professor, Ludovika University of Public Service, Institute of the 
Information Society, mako.csaba@uni-nke.hu

Péter Sasvári, Associate Professor, Ludovika University of Public Service, Faculty of 
Public Governance and International Studies, Department of Public Management and 
Information Technology, University of Miskolc, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and 
Informatics, Institute of Information Science, sasvari.peter@uni-nke.hu

Artificial intelligence (AI) is widely used in social sciences and continues to evolve. Deep learning 
(DL) has emerged as a powerful AI tool transforming social sciences with valuable insights across 
many areas. Employing DL for modelling social sciences’ big data has led to significant discoveries 
and transformations. This study aims to systematically review and evaluate DL methods in social 
sciences. Following PRISMA guideline, this study identifies fundamntal DL methods applied to 
social science applications. We evaluated DL models using reported metrics and calculated 
a  normalized reliability score for uniform assessment. Employing relief feature selection, 
we identified influential parameters affecting DL techniques’ reliability. Findings suggest 
evaluation criteria significantly impact DL model effectiveness, while database and application 
type influence moderately. Identified limitations include inadequate reporting of evaluation 
criteria and model structure details hindering comprehensive assessment and informed policy 
development. In conclusion, this review underscores DL methods’ transformative role in social 
sciences, emphasising the importance of explainability and responsibility.

https://doi.org/10.32575/ppb.2024.1.2
mailto:s.ardabili%40ieee.org?subject=
mailto:Mosavi.Amirhosein%40uni-nke.hu?subject=
mailto:mako.csaba%40uni-nke.hu?subject=
mailto:sasvari.peter%40uni-nke.hu?subject=
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Keywords:
social science, deep learning, big data, machine learning, artificial intelligence, generative 
artificial intelligence

INTRODUCTION

The integration of artificial intelligence (AI) in social sciences is expanding rapidly, 
profoundly shaping the field. AI equips researchers with powerful tools to analyze vast 
and complex social datasets with greater accuracy and efficiency. AI’s application in 
social sciences is becoming increasingly prevalent and transformative, offering valuable 
tools for analyzing intricate social data. Machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL), 
as the fundamental AI tools are revolutionizing social sciences, providing unprecedented 
opportunities for analysis and insight. This merging of technologies with social science 
methodologies represents a  pivotal moment in research, enabling scholars to explore 
complex societal phenomena with enhanced depth and precision. ML and DL provide 
a  robust toolkit for social scientists to uncover meaningful patterns and relationships 
from diverse datasets. This is the reason of referring the current decate as the golden age 
of social sceinces.1 ML algorithms, including deep neural networks, decision trees, and 
support vector machines, can reveal hidden structures and trends within social data, 
facilitating tasks like classification, prediction, and clustering. By utilizing these tools, 
researchers can gain fresh insights into human behavior, societal dynamics, and cultural 
trends. DL, a subset of ML, holds particular promise in social science research due to its 
capacity to automatically learn hierarchical representations from data. DL techniques are 
increasingly applied in social sciences to analyze large-scale textual data from social media 
platforms, revealing sentiment trends, identifying social networks, and understanding 
public discourse. Additionally, DL models can process multimodal data, integrating text, 
images, and videos to offer a more comprehensive understanding of social phenomena. 
Moreover, DL enables the integration of diverse data sources and methodologies in social 
science research. By merging structured data from surveys and administrative records with 
unstructured data from textual sources and social media, researchers can gain a holistic 
view of human behavior and societal trends. Furthermore, AI-driven methods facilitate the 
integration of quantitative and qualitative approaches, bridging disciplinary boundaries 
and fostering interdisciplinary collaboration in social science inquiry. In essence, the 
application of DL in social sciences ushers in a  new era of discovery and innovation, 
providing unprecedented opportunities to understand and address complex social issues. 
By harnessing the power of ML and DL, social scientists can advance knowledge, inform 
policy, and contribute to societal improvement. Social science is experiencing a  golden 
age, marked by explosive growth in new data and analytic methods, interdisciplinary 

1 Miller 2019; Grimmer et al. 2021; Buyalskaya et al. 2021.
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approaches, and a recognition of their necessity in solving the world’s most challenging 
problems. Computational social science 2 has risen in prominence over the past decade, 
with thousands of papers utilizing observational data, experimental designs, and large-
scale simulations that were once unfeasible or unavailable to researchers.These studies have 
significantly enhanced our understanding of social sciences.

With abundant data and an increasing reliance on DL, social scientists are reevaluating 
applications and best practices.Unlike traditional tasks in computer science and statistics, 
DL applied to social scientific data aims to discover new concepts, measure their prevalence, 
assess causal effects, and make predictions. The abundance of data facilitates a shift from 
deductive social science toward a more sequential, interactive, and ultimately inductive 
approach to inference. Historically, empirical work in social sciences was constrained 
by scarcity, where data, surveys, and computational resources were limited. However, 
the current landscape is defined by abundance, with big data transforming the evidence 
base.Social scientists are increasingly turning to deep learning methods to leverage 
this abundance, prioritizing performance on established quantitative benchmarks. DL 
methods offer transformative potential in social science, necessitating a  reevaluation of 
conventional practices. This involves reapplying deep learning techniques to gain insights 
into social science big data. The current abundance of data allows for a  shift toward 
a  more inductive approach, characterized by sequential and iterative inferences.3 Using 
DL is crucial in social science research today. DL contributes in processing and analyzing 
large datasets, uncovering patterns and relationships within social phenomena.4 These 
technologies support evidence-based decision-making, improve prediction accuracy, 
and offer new perspectives on human behavior and societal dynamics. DL are used in 
areas such as sentiment analysis, opinion mining, and social network analysis. Big data 
analytics help understand social trends and demographic changes, while DL allows the 
analysis of unstructured data like text and images. These technologies work together 
to enhance researchers’ ability to understand and predict complex social phenomena. 
Reviewing the application of deep learning in social sciences can help identify successful 
applications, evaluate effectiveness, and highlight research gaps and opportunities. 
Ethical considerations are essential, ensuring responsible use of these technologies.5 
A comprehensive review provides valuable insights for policymakers, informing policies on 
data privacy, algorithmic transparency, and responsible implementation of deep learning. 
Concequently this article provides an overview of how social scientists utilize DL methods 
and evaluate model performance. Several review studies on the applications of ML and DL 
have been conducted in various sections of the social sciences. Table 1 summarises these 
studies. Newetheless a  review that is systematic following an standard guideline which 
includes the methods’ evaluation is missing from the literature.

2 Lazer et al. 2020; Moon–Blackman 2014. 
3 Hofman et al. 2021; Galesic et al. 2021; Zhang et al. 2020.
4 Poole–Mackworth 2010; Al-Sartawi 2021.
5 Lecun et al. 2015; Goodfellow et al. 2016.
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Table 1: Notable DL and ML-based review studies in social sciences

Ref. Description Limitations Systematic 
review

Review 
guideline

Evaluational 
viewpoint

Rani–
Sumathy 2022 

To analyse DL and ML 
techniques in Sentiment 
Analysis

Single field ✓ x x

Özerol–
Selçuk 2022 

To study the ML and AI 
techniques in analysing 
the relationship between 
machines and humans

Single field ✓ x x

Bai–Bai 2022 To study the role of ML in 
Sports Social Networks Limitation of analysis x x x

Nasir et al. 
2021

To analyse the trend of 
Financial Technology 
using ML

Single field and 
limited applications ✓ x x

Khan–Ghani 
2021

A Survey of DL for 
Human Activity 
Recognition

Limitation of analysis ✓ x x

Kumar et al. 
2021

ML and DL for analysing 
Online Social Network 
Security

Limitation of 
performance analysis x x ✓

Present study
Evaluation of DL in 
different applications of 
social science

We did our best to 
cover the limitations 
of previous studies

✓ ✓ ✓

Source: compiled by the authors.

METHODOLOGY

Database preparation

The database was created using Scopus and further refined employing PRISMA guideline,6 
and Selçuk (2019) as a guideline. The search syntaxes included the terms deep learning and 
further deep learning general algorithms, e.g. convolutional neural network, Long short-
term memory, deep neural network, deep belief network, Recurrent neural networks, and 
deep reinforcement learning, employed for social science (see Table 2). The subfield of DL 
and its applications in the social sciences was investigated using a comprehensive search 
filter. Table 2 indicates the search queries within article titles, abstracts, and keywords 
using AND, OR/AND operators.

6 Page et al. 2021.
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Table 2: Searching queries from databases

Search within Operators Keywords

Article title, abstract, 
keywords OR

(deep learning, convolutional neural network, long short-term 
memory, deep neural network, deep belief network, recurrent neural 
networks, and deep reinforcement learning)

Article title, abstract, 
keywords AND (social science and the related keywords)

Source: compiled by the authors.

The PRISMA guidelines have four main phases including (1) identification phase, (2) 
screening phase, (3) eligibility phase, and (4) inclusion. Figure 1 presents a flowchart of the 
PRISMA guidelines for the present research principles.

The main prospect of this review is to evaluate the DL-based techniques in the different 
applications of social science. The 1st phase of the PRISMA guidelines (Identification 
phase) involves identifying the required cases and building the database (Figure 1, 1st 
Phase). Accordingly, about 511 cases, 482 cases (about 94% of total cases) were exported 
from the WoS, and Elsevier Scopus, and 29 cases (about 6% of total cases) were exported 
from the other databases. Figure 2 presents the statistical trend of the records in the field 
per year. According to Figure 2, the trend of cases published is rising significantly. Figure 3 
presents the progress of a decade of DL in social science. Figure 4 presents the geographical 
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Figure 1: PRISMA guideline for preparing the database of the study
Source: compiled by the authors.
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distribution of the DL for social science. It is worth mentioning that social science closely 
interacts with various scientific and applied fields including medical, pharmaceutical 
and engineering fields. One of the challenges is to exclude the irrelevant studies from 
the database. However, in many cases due to interaction of various fields, this remains as 
a challenge and identified as a limitation of this study. Thus, including several irrelevant 
studies is inevitable.
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Figure 2: Progress of a decade of AI in social science
Source: compiled by the authors.
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Figure 3: Progress of a decade of DL in social science
Source: compiled by the authors.
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Figure 4: Geographical distribution of DL for social science
Source: compiled by the authors.

In the 2nd phase of the PRISMA guideline, i.e. the screening phase, the duplicate cases, 
irrelevant cases, and cases without any information about DL are eliminated. In the 2nd 
phase, 169 cases were removed during the screening for duplication and 156 cases were 
removed by considering the title and abstracts. Figure 5 presents a bibliographic network 
based on the frequently used keywords after the first phase filtration which were extracted 
as a map from bibliographic data by supporting WoS and Scopus databases.

Figure 5: Bibliographic map of frequently used keywords
Source: compiled by the authors.
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In the following step, 186 cases were considered in the 3rd Phase (eligibility phase). The 
3rd phase takes into account eligibility to filter the relevant articles. In this phase, the 
authors considered the full text of the cases, and the most relevant cases were chosen. 
Accordingly, 99 cases were selected for further evaluation. In some cases, there were 
limitations in accessing the full text of the records, especially in conference articles. In the 
last phase, 54 cases (about 11% of total cases) were selected for possible further evaluation. 
This “including phase” is the last step in the PRISMA guidelines. Finally, by analysing the 
included cases, the main taxonomy of the study was prepared. The materials studied were 
categorised into twelve subsets of the social sciences including social information, social 
network, social development, social movement, social inequalities, social cooperation, 
social conflict, social technology, social health, social risk, social environment, and social 
media (Figure 6).

Figure 6: The subsections of social science
Source: compiled by the authors.
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Figure 7: The main taxonomy of the study
Source: compiled by the authors.

The next section presents the studies in each application of the social sciences. This section 
analyses the DL techniques in each section separately to highlight information along with 
the evaluation of the DL techniques employed (Figure 7).
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Social information

Social information is one of the most frequently used keywords in the social science. 
Information about the notable studies that employed DL in different applications connected 
to social information is presented in Table 3. It has nine columns, including References, 
year of publication, description of the study, model characteristics, DL method type, 
evaluation criteria, application type, and the main keyword. This format for preparing 
the table description was also applied to the other fields of social science. Table 3 indicates 
some of the limitations of the studies that were selected. The phrase “NA” refers to non-
available content.

Table 3: Notable DL-based studies for social information analysis
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The main aim of the present study is to evaluate DL techniques in relation to social science, 
therefore, we categorised the analysis by exploring the application type and the evaluation 
criteria. Figure 9 presents the statistical report of the evaluation criteria. Based on Figure 8, 
Accuracy (about 36%) followed by AUC (about 18%) provided the highest proportion 
for evaluating the application of DL techniques in social information. Accuracy was 
employed for evaluating the Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers 
(BERT) technique in the urban function recognition using.7 BERT was also evaluated by 
the accuracy criteria for analysing the automatic assistance capabilities of social network 
applications.8 Accuracy was employed for evaluating the deep neural network (DNN) for 
Cardiovascular disease prediction.9 The performance of the Bidirectional long-short term 
memory (Bi-LSTM) was evaluated by accuracy criteria to diagnose the effect of depression 
diagnosis on Twitter.10 The performance of LSTM for the diagnosis of unusual human 
activities in urban areas was evaluated in terms of its accuracy.11 Accuracy was employed as 
the criterion for evaluating LSTM in popularity-aware content detection in a closed social 
network.12 Accuracy evaluated the performance of 3DNN to propose a multi-dimensional 
NN for social image classification.13
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Figure 8: Statistical report of the evaluation criteria
Source: compiled by the authors.

7 Zhang et al. 2021.
8 Cui et al. 2021.
9 Chu et al. 2021.
10 Khan et al. 2021.
11 Ludl et al. 2020.
12 Wu et al. 2020.
13 Bai–Cheng 2020.
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Figure 9 presents the share of each application, which employed DL in social information. 
Based on Figure 9, prediction (about 44%) followed by detection (about 31%) were the areas 
employing DL the most for social information applications. In Miao–Yang (2022), graph 
neural network (GNN) was employed in collaborative signals detection. In Daneshvar et al. 
(2022) convolutional neural network (CNN) and LSTM were employed for the detection of 
situations for social hybrid recommendation. In Zhang et al. (2022) some GNN techniques 
were employed to predict factors affecting social recommendation. In Zamboni et al. (2022) 
CNN and recurrent neural networks (RNN) were employed to develop a platform for the 
prediction of pedestrian trajectory. In Masson–Isik (2021) CNN was employed to predict 
social interaction perceptions. In Chopra–Kaur (2021) CNN was employed to develop 
a platform for IoT-based group size prediction. In Bi et al. (2021) GNN was employed to 
identify situations for proposing the social recommendation system.
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Figure 9: The statistical report of the application type
Source: compiled by the authors.

Table 4 presents the evaluation results and the advantages of each DL technique in each 
application, separately.
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Table 4: The evaluation results and the advantages of each DL technique

Ref. Evaluation criteria Advantages

Miao–Yang 2022 NA NA Captures reliable information

Daneshvar–Ravanmehr 
2022 NA NA Using DL improved the effectiveness of the model

Zhang et al. 2022 Precision 0.99 The proposed technique was successfully able to 
cope with the task

Zamboni et al. 2022 NA NA More advanced techniques were proposed

Masson–Isik 2021 Performance score 0.48 Reduces the gap between the real world and the 
experimental approach

Zhang et al. 2021
Kappa index 0.61 The model can successfully be employed to 

investigate the historical POI dataAccuracy 0.84

Cui et al. 2021 Accuracy 0.9 The method provided a real time classification 

Chu et al. 2021

AUC 0.91

Provides an automated detection platform for 
patients

Accuracy 0.875

Sensitivity 0.88

Specificity 0.87

Chopra–Kaur 2021 RMSE 1.18 Issued labels to improve the estimation 
performance

Khan et al. 2021 Accuracy 0.95 The platform ensured the reliability of real-time 
depression analysis

Bi et al. 2021 
MAE 0.71 Provided a platform to improve the quality of 

recommendationsRMSE 0.97

Ludl et al. 2020 Accuracy 0.98 The proposed technique was successfully able to 
handle the task

Wu et al. 2020 Accuracy 0.893 The platform enabled efficient placement 
decisions to be taken in a real-time task

Cong 2020 MAE 0.71 The proposed technique has a suitable application 
effect on TV films and programs

Diaz et al. 2021 
AUC ResNet3D-34 0.81 The proposed platform allowed real-time 

detection AUC ResNet3D-18 0.79

Bai–Cheng 2020 

Accuracy 0.96
Provided valid and accurate outputs in real 
experimentsPrecision 0.95

Recall 0.95

Source: compiled by the authors.

According to Table 4, some of the cases did not provide evaluation criteria. There are several 
reasons for this. In some cases, the evaluations were performed by graphical comparisons. 
In some cases, the study was conducted in order to develop a system without an evaluation 
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step and in some cases, the full text was not available. In general, most of the cases 
employing DL techniques were evaluated as promising analytical tools to help address the 
research problem. Figure 10 presents the general evaluation of each DL in each application 
based on the strategy employed in our previous study.14 We performed a relative reliability 
analysis by normalising accuracy, precision, and recall values (Eq. 1):

 (1)

where ZN refers to the normalised reliability point, and Zmin and Zmax are the parameters 
(depending on the specific metric reported) employed for the limitations of the scores to 
provide scores between 0 and 1. For better interpretation, we further separated Z values 
into four categories:

Low if 0 ≤ ZN < 0.25
Moderate if 0.25 ≤ ZN < 0.5
High if 0.5 ≤ ZN < 0.75
Very high 0.75 ≤ ZN ≤ 1

Figure 10 presents the reliability of the DL methods used in social information. The x-axis 
lists the DL methods, and the y-axis presents the reliability score, which is computed using 
Equation 1.
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14 Band et al. 2022.
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Figure 10: Reliability score for a) detection, b) prediction, c) recognition, and d) 
classification
Source: compiled by the authors.

Bi-LSTM and LSTM displayed very high reliability scores for detection and recognition 
purposes, respectively, while for prediction LSTM had a moderate reliability score. CNN 
achieved high reliability for detection purposes while it exhibited a low-reliability score for 
prediction. GNNs achieved moderate to high reliability scores for detection purposes while 
some GNNs provided very high reliability scores for prediction. BERT produced high and 
very high reliability scores for recognition and classification purposes, respectively. It can 
be observed that the reliability score depends on the application type.

Social network

Table 5 presents the information about the notable studies that employed DL in different 
applications connected to the topic of social networks. The nature of the content of Table 5 
is similar to Table 3. Table 5 indicates some limitations of the studies developed. The phrase 
“NA” refers to non-available content.
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Table 5: Notable DL-based studies for social network analysis
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As is clear from Table 5, in social networks, the number of studies reported which employed 
DL technique is low and this entails some limitations for analysing and evaluating the 
application of DL techniques in this field. According to the data presented in Table 
5, classification is the main application of DL for researching social networks. For this 
purpose, accuracy was employed as the criterion for the evaluation of DL techniques in 
these applications. Zhao and Liu (2020) employed deep reinforcement learning (DRL) 
for optimization and to enhance the overall utility of vehicle drivers. Cowen et al. 
(2021) employed DNN to classify human facial expressions with specific social contexts 
in different cultures for adaptive responses to different emotions. Xingxing et al. (2021) 
developed a recommendation system for modelling purposes using GNN. Ivanenko et al. 
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(2020) also developed a classification system for selecting sex and strain. Table 6 presents 
the numerical findings and the advantages of each model in the social network.

Table 6: The evaluation results and the advantages of each DL technique

Ref. Results Advantages

Zhao–Liu 2020
Average utility 0.8–2

Optimal sensing and solution strategyExtrinsic utility 0.8–2
Intrinsic utility 0.1–1.6

Cowen et al. 
2021 

Natural faces 0.84
Neutral classification in terms of region and gender

Native origin 0.87
Xingxing et al. 
2021 NA NA Improved data sparsity and cold start in recommendations

Ivanenko et al. 
2020 

Accuracy DNN 0.77
To achieve above-chance classificationAccuracy SVM 0.56

Accuracy LR 0.51

Source: compiled by the authors.

By employing Equation 1, it can be concluded that DNN achieved a moderate reliability 
score for classification purposes. Also, for optimisation purposes regarding social network 
data, DRL provided a high optimisation capability.
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Figure 11: Reliability score for DRL and DNN
Source: compiled by the authors.
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Social development

Table 7 presents information about the notable studies that employed DL in different 
applications connected to social development. Table 7 presents the hot points of the studies 
developed. The phrase “NA” refers to non-available content. However, the main limitation 
related to this field is the lack of enough studies to investigate.

Table 7: Notable DL-based studies for social development
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Table 7 illustrates how studies on social networks applied DL for identification and 
prediction purposes. Kim et al. (2021) proposed a  DNN-based technique to investigate 
school development. Moreover, Ren et al. (2018) presented an RNN-based modelling 
technique to evaluate the interaction between objects and model every trajectory’s moving 
pattern. Table 8 presents the main results and criteria for evaluating the performance of the 
DL techniques. Using Equation 1, it can be observed that the reliability score of the DNN 
for identification purposes is evaluated as moderate.

Table 8: The evaluation results and the advantages of each DL technique

Ref. Results Advantages

Kim et al. 2021 Accuracy 0.84 Improve the bias detection framework

Ren et al. 2018 NA NA The proposed technique successfully cope with the task

Source: compiled by the authors.
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Social media

Table 9 presents the notable DL-based studies on the subject of social media. As Table 9 
shows, DL in social media has been employed for detection,15 recognition,16 and prediction17 
purposes.

Table 9: Notable DL-based studies for social media
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Source: compiled by the authors.

To evaluate the use of DL in social media, we employed data presented in Table 10 and 
calculated the reliability score by Equation 1. Figure 12 presents the reliability scores.

15 Tirdad et al. 2021.
16 Li–Goldwasser 2021.
17 Khaefi et al. 2018.
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Table 10: The evaluation results and the advantages of each DL technique

Ref. Results Advantages

Tirdad et al. 
2021 

CNN F1-score 0.621

Provides an understanding of the culture around 
concussion through sentiment analysis

CNN Accuracy 0.617

LSTM F1-score 0.613

LSTM Accuracy 0.612

BLSTM F1-score 0.607

BLSTM Accuracy 0.622

Li–Goldwasser 
2021

CNN Accuracy 0.84
Pre-training provided an effective improvement in the 
accuracy of the modelBERT Accuracy 0.84

Ensemble Accuracy 0.86
Khaefi et al. 
2018 Accuracy 0.8724 Using social media datasets improves real-time 

forecasting of property

Source: compiled by the authors.

Figure 12 illustrates that the reliability score of CNN for detection is evaluated as moderate 
but for prediction CNN achieved a very high score. For recognition purposes, the Ensemble 
technique produced a  very high score while BERT and CNN provided High scores. In 
detection, BLSTM improved reliability in comparison with LSTM and CNN ,with a score 
from Moderate to High. In general, it appears that the reliability score of prediction and 
recognition applications is higher than the score for detection applications.
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Figure 12: The reliability score
Source: compiled by the authors.
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Social environments

Table 11 presents the notable DL-based studies on social environments. Figure 13 presents 
the statistical report on the share of applications of DL. As can be seen in Figure 13, Detection 
represented the highest proportion (30 %) in comparison with other applications. It can 
be asserted that, in the field of social environment, detection is the main problem that 
required DL-based techniques. Figure 13 presents the statistical report on the evaluation 
criteria employed in the social environment.

Table 11: Notable DL-based studies for social environments
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Figure 14 presents evidence supporting the claim that the Accuracy criteria is the most 
frequently used evaluation criteria for the application of DL in Social environments. Table 
12 presents the main findings and advantages of the proposed methods and procedures for 
each study, separately.

Table 12: The evaluation results and the advantages of each DL technique

Ref. Results   Advantages

Tsiktsiris et 
al. 2020 

Accuracy 0.996

The proposed method improved timely detection of petty 
crimes incidents

Precision 0.98

Recall 0.98

F1-score 0.98
Liu–Zhang 
2020 NA NA Continuously explore in the shallow information

Shukla et al. 
2019 

Gesture accuracy 0.98 The proposed technique provided real-time detection 
capabilitySpeech accuracy 0.913

Thang et al. 
2018 

SB-CNN 0.674

Pre-training provides a highest classification performanceVGG-16 0.707
VGG-16-
PREtrained 0.96

Feng et al. 
2018 Accuracy 0.913

The proposed platform improved the utilisation rate of 
computing 
resources and realised real-time application 

Jaiswal et al. 
2018 MSE < 0.0001 The proposed technique was able to implement humanoid 

robots in real time

Luo–Hsieh 
2017 

Encoded image + 
HOG 0.947

The proposed platform improved the identification 
of assistance via taking spatio-temporal factor into 
consideration

Encoded image + 
optical flow 0.887

Optical flow + HOG 0.981

Source: compiled by the authors.

Accordingly, Figure 15 was prepared to present the reliability score (calculated from 
Equation 1). Based on Figure 15, it can be stated that CNN plays different roles for different 
applications. CNN achieved a  very high reliability score for detection while exhibiting 
moderate and high scores for estimation and classification purposes. Also, RNN-LSTM 
achieved very high reliability scores for recognition and LSTM for detection purposes.
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Figure 14: Statistical report of the evaluation criteria
Source: compiled by the authors.
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Figure 15: The reliability score
Source: compiled by the authors.

Social risk

Table 13 presents several notable DL-based studies on social risk applications. As reported 
in Table 13, DL has been employed for detection, prediction, and forecasting purposes of 
the social risk. Choi et al. (2022) employed BERT to “claim a sentence of a rumor” [sic] 
using 7403 claims from fact-checking sites and evaluated the model using the area under 
the curve (AUC) and accuracy criteria. Liu (2021) employed a classification and regression 
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tree (CART) and CNN to forecast risk information of the community in the presence of the 
community public information. The evaluations were performed by correlation coefficient 
and mean square error (MSE) values. Gao et al. (2019) employed spatial incomplete multi-
task deep learning to predict Spatio-Temporal Event Subtype and evaluated the model by 
AUC factor. In general, it can be said that accuracy and AUC have been frequently used for 
the evaluation of DL techniques in social risk.

Table 13: Notable DL-based studies for social risk
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Table 14 presents the evaluation results and the advantages of each DL technique. Figure 16 
shows the reliability score calculated by Equation 1.

Table 14: The evaluation results and the advantages of each DL technique

Ref. Results Advantages

Choi et al. 2022
AUC 0.7 The pre-trained model can successfully deal with a wide range of 

applicationsAccuracy 0.72

Liu 2021

CC, CART 0.862

DL provided better system reliability
MSE, CART 0.743

CC, CNN 0.925

MSE, CNN 0.855

Gao et al. 2019 AUC 0.81 The proposed technique has been successfully coped with the task

Source: compiled by the authors.
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According to Figure 16, CNN for prediction achieved a very high reliability score while 
CART provided high reliability for prediction. Furthermore, SIMDL provided high 
reliability for forecasting applications. Moderate reliability was achieved by BERT for 
detection purposes.
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Figure 16: The reliability score
Source: compiled by the authors.

Social health

Table 15 presents the notable DL-based studies on topics relating to social health. Figure 17 
presents information about the evaluation criteria employed for evaluating DL techniques 
when applied in investigations relating to social health.

Table 15: Notable DL-based studies for social health
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Figure 17 indicates accuracy provided the highest application portion (about 42%) for 
evaluating the DL in social health.
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Figure 17: Statistical report of the evaluation criteria
Source: compiled by the authors.
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Table 16 presents the results and advantages of DL techniques used in studies on social 
health. Figure 17 was prepared by calculating the reliability score using Equation 1.

Table 16: The evaluation results and the advantages of each DL technique

Ref. Results Advantages

Zheng et al. 
2019

Accuracy 0.99

General representation of epileptic spikes was successfully 
identified using the DL technique 

Precision 0.99

Sensitivity 0.99

Specificity 0.99

AUC 0.99

F1-score 0.99

Xiao et al. 
2020

Precision 0.97 The proposed technique provided a considerable improvement 
in reliabilityRecall 0.96

Zhao et al. 
2020

Accuracy UECfood 0.84 The proposed technique achieved high food recognition 
performance on mobile platformsAccuracy Food-101 0.91

Meng et al. 
2020 Accuracy 0.84 The obtained results provided practical significance for city 

managers and designers

Source: compiled by the authors.

According to Figure 17, CNN provided very high reliability for detection purposes while 
CNN provided high reliability for recognition. In addition, DNN attained moderate and 
high reliability for detection and estimation purposes.
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Figure 18: The reliability score
Source: compiled by the authors.
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Social conflict

Table 17 presents notable DL-based studies related to social conflict. Ma et al. (2022) 
employed LSTM to estimate pedestrians’ trajectories to model crowds hierarchically. The 
evaluations were conducted by graphical analysis. Hana et al. (2020) employed CNN for 
the classification of the hate data in a database of Twitter posts. Choi et al. (2018) employed 
a  pre-trained CNN technique to propose a  classification platform. According to the 
analytical results, accuracy is the most frequently used evaluation criteria for evaluating 
DL in social conflict.

Table 17: Notable DL-based studies for social conflict
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Source: compiled by the authors.

Table 18 presents the results and advantages of the DL techniques employed. It is clear, 
however, that there is a  lack of the evaluation criteria for further analysis. This can be 
considered the main limitation of DL-based studies on social conflict. By calculating 
the reliability score (using Equation 1) it can be said that CNN and pre-trained CNN 
provided significant differences in reliability scores (high and very high reliability scores, 
respectively) for detection purposes.
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Table 18: The evaluation results and the advantages of each DL technique

Ref. Results Advantages
Ma et al. 2022 NA NA Same time prediction of the span using a shorter observation period
Hana et al. 2020 Accuracy 0.64 CNN provided a low accuracy rate
Choi et al. 2018 Accuracy 0.96 Pre-training is a promising technique

Source: compiled by the authors.

Social inequalities

Table 19 presents the notable DL-based studies on the topic of social inequality analysis. 
Palmer et al. (2021) employed CNN to automatically extract and classify unhealthy 
advertisements. The evaluations were conducted by referring to the precision, recall, and 
F1-score. Zhou et al. (2019) employed deep convolutional encoder-decoder to provide 
a framework for understanding street visual walkability. The evaluation was conducted by 
accuracy criteria.

Table 19: Notable DL-based studies for social inequalities
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Table 20 presents the evaluation metrics and advantages of the models. Accordingly, the 
reliability score was calculated by Equation 1 and presented in Figure 18.
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Table 20: The evaluation results and the advantages of each DL technique

Ref. Results Advantages

Palmer et al. 2021

Precision 0.662
The platform provided identification areas for tackling 
social inequalitiesRecall 0.787

F1-score 0.718

Zhou et al. 2019 Accuracy 0.785 The proposed platform can be extended to other unfeasible 
or challenging cases

Source: compiled by the authors.
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Figure 19: The reliability score
Source: compiled by the authors.

According to Figure 19, CNN achieved very high and high reliability scores for Detection 
and Classification purposes, respectively. Moreover, the deep convolutional encoder-
decoder achieved a very high reliability score for Detection purposes.

Other applications

We created a  section entitled other applications for those applications which do not 
include Social cooperation, Social movement, and Social technology. A  limitation of 
these applications is that there is an insufficient number of such studies and analytical 
evaluation metrics. In addition, there was a  lack of the analytical datasets for analysing 
Social cooperation, Social movement, and Social technology applications. These limitations 
hinder the evaluation prospects for these studies and make statistical analysis difficult. 
This is one of the main disadvantages of the following applications, and is known to be 
their main limitation. Limited studies have been performed on these applications. Ni 
and Zhang (2022) employed multi-graph gated graph convolution to develop a platform 
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for spatial-temporal traffic flow prediction. Zhang (2018) proposed a platform of highly 
intelligent robots using the CNN technique. Dam and Turzo (2021) employed GRU-RNN 
for handling a Bangla social media dataset to estimate social movements. Ertugrul et al. 
(2019) employed LSTM to explore protest events along with the social and geographical 
contexts. Zhang and Pan (2019) employed CNN for image data and LSTM-RNN for text 
data to investigate social media activities. In these cases, the lack of enough information 
in the dataset presented or in analytical results or model description prevented us from 
obtaining sufficient information to categorise and present reliability scores for evaluating 
the DL techniques employed in the studies.

DISCUSSION

For evaluating DL methods, it is often essential to review a series of parameters, metrics 
and criteria provided in the results section of each article. Some articles used evaluation 
and comparative parameters for evaluation. Others used visual and graphic methods 
to examine and compare DL methods. However, the success rate of these parameters in 
evaluating deep learning methods in different applications is a  general and important 
question. This study seeks to fill this gap in the evaluation of DL methods by employing 
the most innovative methods possible. The performance of different methods in different 
applications was in the focus of the previous sections. However, it is also important to 
consider whether the presented method is able to provide useful results when applied to all 
databases, and this reliability must be independent of the database type. With this aim in 
mind, we used a feature selection method in order to select the most effective parameter in 
determining the accuracy and performance of a network and, based on this, to determine 
the most suitable policy for future study. In this technique, we employed the Relief feature 
selection method to choose the most effective parameters for DL evaluation from each 
study separately. Accordingly, we emphasised y = f(x1,x2,x3) where y refers to the DL 
reliability score, x1 refers to the evaluation criteria, x2 refers to the database dimension 
and the number of the dataset, input variable, and output variables and x3 refers to the 
application type. This technique may allow us to find the most effective variables related to 
DL performance in order to formulate the policies based on the selected variable. The use 
of this technique is the first time that has been employed in the present study for evaluating 
the DL techniques applied in the social sciences. This method considers a data set with n 
samples with properties of p. The algorithm starts with a weight vector (W) zero and is 
repeated m times. Each iteration considers the attribute vector (X) belonging to a random 
instance, and next to that the attribute vector indicates the instance closest to X. Based on 
this, the parameters of the closest instance of the same class are near-hit and the nearest 
instance of the different class is near-miss.18 Equation 2 shows the weight vector:

18 Kira–Rendell 1992.
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Weighti = Weighti – (Xi- near-tar.)2 + (Xi – near-lo.)2 (2)

Accordingly, the weight of properties close to the class increases and decreases in reverse. 
After m is repeated, each weight vector element is normalised to m. This is called the vector 
of a relation vector. Relief can also be described as generalisable to polynomial classification 
by breaking down several binary problems.19 The relief feature selection technique was 
applied by Python software. Table 21 presents the output of the relief feature selection for 
choosing the best factor affecting the reliability score of DL methods in social science.

Table 21: The results of relief feature selection technique
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Cowen et al. 2021 ** * * Zamboni et al. 2022 NA ** **
Xingxing et al. 2021 NA ** * Masson–Isik 2021 *** ** *
Ivanenko et al. 2020 ** * *** Zheng et al. 2019 ** ** **
Kim et al. 2021 *** * * Cui et al. 2021 ** * *
Ren et al. 2018 NA ** ** Chu et al. 2021 *** ** **
Tirdad et al. 2021 *** ** * Chopra–Kaur 2021 *** ** **
Li–Goldwasser 2021 *** ** ** Khan et al. 2021 *** ** *
Khaefi et al. 2018 ** ** ** Bi et al. 2021 *** ** **
Tsiktsiris et al. 2020 * ** * Ludl et al. 2020 *** ** **
Liu–Zhang 2020 NA ** * Wu et al. 2020 ** * **
Shukla et al. 2019 ** ** * Cong 2020 ** * **
Thang et al. 2018 *** * * Diaz et al. 2021 *** *** **
Feng et al. 2018 ** ** * Miao et al. 2022 *** * *

Jaiswal et al. 2018 *** * ** Daneshvar–
Ravanmehr 2022 *** ** *

Luo–Hsieh 2017 ** * * Zhang et al. 2022 *** ** **
Choi et al. 2022 ** * * Ma et al. 2022 *** ** *
Gao et al. 2019. ** ** * Hana et al. 2020 *** *** **
Zheng et al. 2019 *** *** * Choi et al. 2018 *** ** **
Xiao et al. 2020 ** *** ** Chikushi et al. 2020 *** ** **
Zhao et al. 2020 *** ** ** Palmer et al. 2021 *** * *

Meng et al. 2020 *** * *
Zhou et al. 2019 *** ** **
Total score Very High Moderate Moderate

Source: compiled by the authors.

19 Kira–Rendell 1992.
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The results presented in Table 21 suggest that the most effective parameter of DL reliability is 
the evaluation criteria. The effect of database and application type is moderate. Accordingly, 
it can be considered that the best criteria for evaluating the DL techniques are evaluation 
criteria values. Based on this conclusion, some limitations can be identified in the studies 
that were surveyed. One of their main limitations is the lack of reporting evaluation criteria 
values in the evaluation phase. Some studies did not calculate these parameters to examine 
the model employed. Other limitations include the lack of reporting on the structure and 
architecture of the models and networks used by some of the studies, which deviate from 
the descriptive nature of the model and which do not allow the researcher to recommend 
policies based on these models. Also, some articles failed to provide the studied data and 
its sources, which can be a deterrent to further studies. This requires a proper policy when 
selecting and preparing the articles that employed ML and DL techniques for different 
applications, in order to prevent similar limitations in future.

CONCLUSIONS

This study reviews and presents the performance of DL methods in social sciences. 
It finds that accuracy and AUC are the key metrics for evaluating DL techniques in 
social information. LSTM is reliable for detection and recognition and also popular for 
prediction. In social networks, the limited number of studies expressed the evaluation, 
with DNN being moderately reliable for classification and DRL capable for optimisation. 
Social media analysis rates CNN as moderately reliable for detection and very high for 
prediction, with Ensemble techniques, BERT, and CNN scoring high for recognition. In the 
social environment, CNN is very reliable for detection and moderately to highly reliable for 
estimation and classification. For social risk, CNN shows very high prediction reliability, 
and CART shows high reliability. In social health, CNN is very reliable for detection and 
recognition, while DNN is moderately to highly reliable for detection and estimation. In 
social conflict, evaluation criteria are lacking, limiting analysis, but CNN and pre-trained 
CNN show high to very high reliability for detection. For social inequalities, CNN scores 
very high for detection and high for classification, with deep convolutional encoder-
decoder also scoring very high for detection. Other applications face limitations due to 
insufficient studies and metrics for comparison. The review emphasizes the importance of 
transparent evaluation criteria, model structure, and architecture to ensure reproducibility 
and advancement of DL research in social sciences.
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This article presents a state-of-the-art review of machine learning (ML) methods and applications 
used in smart grids to predict and optimise energy management. The article discusses the 
challenges facing smart grids, and how ML can help address them, using a new taxonomy to 
categorise ML models by method and domain. It describes the different ML techniques used in 
smart grids as well as examining various smart grid use cases, including demand response, energy 
forecasting, fault detection, and grid optimisation, and explores how ML can improve these cases. 
The article proposes a new taxonomy for categorising ML models and evaluates their performance 
based on accuracy, interpretability, and computational efficiency. Finally, it discusses some of the 
limitations and challenges of using ML in smart grid applications and attempts to predict future 
trends. Overall, the article highlights how ML can enable efficient and reliable smart grid systems.
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INTRODUCTION

The smart grid (SG) is an upgraded type of electrical grid that improves reliability, 
security, and efficiency using advanced technology, facilitating real-time communication 
for managing power supply and demand. It promotes the integration of renewable 
energy sources and supports electric vehicles and distributed energy resources, reducing 
reliance on fossil fuels. It also enhances grid resilience and security, potentially 
transforming the electricity sector into a  more sustainable and dependable energy 
system. In the Ahmad et al.’s (2007) review,1 they highlight the unique challenges arising 
from the growing integration of energy storages and renewable energy sources into the 
conventional power systems and AI. This shift requires forward-thinking investments 
in SG technologies, integrating advanced measurement equipments, controllable 
transmission assets, and software control systems. Kwak and Heo (2007) stress the 
importance of creating a  resilient and adaptable infrastructure capable of responding 
to both internal and external changes, given the intricate interconnectedness of 
modern infrastructure systems, which can magnify the impact of local disruptions into 
broader cascade failures.2 The vision for the SG, as presented by Bari et al. (2014),3 is of 
a profound transformation in the electric power sector. This transformation centres on 
the integration of bidirectional power and information flows, addressing critical factors 
like capacity, efficiency, reliability, sustainability, consumer engagement, and the ever-
growing energy demand. It promotes a range of generation and storage solutions, and 
advocates for environmentally responsible practices.4 Ardito et al. (2013) add that the 
development of the SG entails enhancing the existing network with new features and 
services while preserving the core physical infrastructure, marking a significant stride 
toward a more resilient and adaptable power system.5 The conventional electricity grid, 
often referred to as the legacy or analogue grid, functions as a one-way system in which 
electricity is centrally generated and transmitted to consumers via long-distance lines. 
In contrast, the SG is a modernised grid that harnesses advanced digital technology to 
enhance the power system’s reliability, security, and efficiency.

1 Ahmad et al. 2022.
2 Kwak–Heo 2007.
3 Bari et al. 2014.
4 Mei–Chen 2013.
5 Ardito et al. 2013.
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Figure 1: Overview of an SG implementation
Source: compiled by the authors based on an adaptation from Ahmad et al. 2022.

The SG stands out due to four key features: bidirectional communication, facilitating real-
time monitoring and management of electricity supply and demand; integration of RESs 
such as solar and wind; support for electric vehicles and distributed energy resources. It 
reduces dependency on fossil fuels, and enhances environmental sustainability. Moreover, 
robust security measures provide protection against potential threats. Figure 1 visually 
demonstrates the information and energy flow within the SG infrastructure, a  concept 
absent in the traditional power system.

In the context of modern SGs, Berghout et al. (2022) emphasise the critical importance 
of condition monitoring, which is facilitated by cutting-edge computing technology and 
secure cyber-physical connectivity.6 ML, and particularly deep learning (DL), has rapidly 
advanced and demonstrated exceptional performance in various SG-related activities, as 
highlighted by Xu et al. (2022).7 The transition from traditional power distribution systems, 
which relied on human intervention, to more robust SGs has played a crucial role in ensuring 
reliable power delivery, as discussed by Elbouchikhi et al. (2021).8 Effectively processing 
the extensive data within SGs, required for tasks such as power flow optimisation and 
system monitoring, necessitates dynamic energy management, as elucidated by Hossain et 
al. (2019).9 ML and DL techniques offer valuable tools for SG development, encompassing 
three key phases: the constituting element phase, the process phase, and the power 

6 Berghout et al. 2022.
7 Xu et al. 2022.
8 Elbouchikhi et al. 2021.
9 Hossain et al. 2019.
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converter stage, as discussed by Behara and Saha (2022).10 However, developments such 
as the integration of prosumers into SGs, power system decarbonisation using blockchain 
and artificial intelligence (AI), and the functionalities of various SG applications represent 
both challenges and opportunities, as highlighted by Hua et al. (2022).11 Applications of 
SG include such aspects as demand response initiatives, automated data processing for 
SCADA systems, voltage stability assessment, smart city planning, and home automation, 
as noted by Chaurasia and Kamath (2022).12 The possible sources of disruption, including 
harmonic production, load variations, and wiring and grounding issues pose risks to the 
electricity supply system, as explained by Rangel-Martinez et al. (2021).13 Widespread 
implementation of advanced technologies like 5G and specialised algorithms plays a pivotal 
role in developing ML-based sustainable non-industrial energy management applications, 
as outlined by Omitaomu and Niu (2021).14 Security issues in SGs, particularly the threat of 
false data attacks, have substantial implications and are a subject of concern, as addressed 
by Cui et al. (2020).15

Figure 2: Machine learning’s role in SG
Source: compiled by the authors based on an adaptation from Ahmad et al. 2022.

10 Behara–Saha 2022.
11 Hua et al. 2022.
12 Chaurasia–Kamath 2022.
13 Rangel-Martinez et al. 2021.
14 Omitaomu–Niu 2021.
15 Cui et al. 2020.
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Additionally, concerns about cybersecurity emerge due to the heavy reliance of SGs on 
communication technologies, while the management of extensive data volumes for privacy 
and analytical purposes presents an additional obstacle. Enhancing grid resilience to 
natural disasters, achieving regulatory standardisation, fostering consumer engagement, 
addressing the high initial infrastructure costs, and seamlessly integrating diverse 
energy resources constitute critical areas for enhancement. Making sufficient progress 
in these domains requires collaborative efforts among stakeholders and advancements in 
technology to facilitate the widespread adoption of sustainable electricity grids. In this 
regard, Raza and Khosravi (2015) review techniques for developing SGs and building load 
demand forecasting based on AI, with Figure 2 illustrating the various applications of AI, 
computational intelligence, and ML across different aspects of SG.16

METHODOLOGY

This section presents an overview of the classification and research methodology 
employed in the comprehensive review study. It first explicitly delineates the primary 
taxonomy of the article, followed by an explanation of the process utilised for information 
gathering and conducting related investigations. The section is structured into six 
main segments, including an introduction, details of the study’s execution, its primary 
objectives, a review of studies focusing on energy demand forecasting, the introduction 
of evaluation criteria, and a  presentation of research findings. The central focus of this 
review is the examination of machine learning applications in smart grids (SGs). The 
study follows the PRISMA standard for data collection, which consists of four essential 
phases: identification, screening, eligibility, and inclusion. Initially, a total of 550 articles 
were identified, and following a rigorous evaluation, 89 articles were chosen for in-depth 
analysis, constituting the qualitative and quantitative foundation of the study. Figure 3 
offers a visual representation of the flowchart illustrating the PRISMA technique employed 
in constructing the study’s database.

16 Raza–Khosravi 2015.
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Figure 3: The PRISMA flowchart illustrating the standard search and screening
Source: compiled by the authors.

RESULTS

Artificial Neural Network

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are ML algorithms inspired by the structure of the 
human brain and are thus well-suited for pattern recognition and feature extraction tasks 
in SGs. They are pivotal in load forecasting, fault detection, and energy management 
within SGs, and have been widely adopted by researchers and practitioners. ANNs 
predict electricity demand based on factors such as weather and time, optimising grid 
operations and reducing the need for additional energy generation or storage. They also 
excel at identifying power transmission line faults, enhancing grid performance, and 
preventing outages through sensor data analysis. In energy management, ANNs optimise 
the operation of distributed energy resources, such as photovoltaic panels and wind 
turbines, using historical data and predictive analysis, and thus significantly improving SG 
efficiency, reliability, and sustainability. The creation of ANN networks involves a crucial 
training process with connections and nodes, detailed in Equation (1).17

 (1)

17 Zain et al. 2012.
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The equation provided describes the input value (Ij) from neuron i to neuron j, with Oj 
representing the output value of neuron i. The weight value is denoted as wij, and the 
related bias for neuron j is woj. A simplified representation of a basic ANN approach in 
the presence of related components is depicted in Figure 4. The development of an ANN 
approach typically involves three stages: training, testing, and validation.

Figure 4: The architecture of ANN
Source: compiled by the authors based on an adaptation of a standard ANN.

ANNs find application in SG contexts, such as material selection for dye-sensitised solar 
cells, based on Bhagya Raj et al. (2022).18 These networks have demonstrated their prowess 
at capturing nonlinear relationships even without prior knowledge and exhibit high degree 
of accuracy, with metrics like root mean square error (RMSE), high correlation coefficients, 
and low relative deviation, as exemplified in Li et al.’s (2021) photovoltaic fault detection 
study.19 Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), incorporating feedback loops, excel at tasks 
such as time-series forecasting but may face challenges with long-term dependencies. 
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are adept at grid-structured data tasks like 
image recognition but may be less effective for non-grid-structured data. Autoencoders 
efficiently handle data compression and noise removal in SG applications, but their 
effectiveness depends on data quality. Common ANN configurations include multi-layer 
perceptrons and the implementation of the back-propagation learning technique. ANNs, 
as described by Jawad et al. (2021), are a  ML technique inspired by biological neurons, 
sharing computational parallels with human brain learning processes.20 Feedforward 
Neural Networks are a  fundamental type, with unidirectional interconnected nodes 

18 Bhagya Raj – Dash 2022.
19 Li et al. 2021.
20 Jawad et al. 2021.
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suitable for basic SG tasks like regression and classification. However, FNNs may struggle 
with complex relationships in nonlinear data. ANNs aim to create links between input and 
output variables through data-driven learning procedures. Additionally, a study by Dong 
et al. (2003) underscored the extensive application of radial basis function networks and 
multi-layer perceptron’s in function approximation, contributing to the development of 
Support Vector Machines (SVMs).

SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES

SVMs are versatile supervised learning algorithms applied in SGs for both classification 
and regression tasks, addressing such challenges as load forecasting, fault detection, 
and power quality event classification. SVMs excel at handling high-dimensional power 
systems data, being robust to noise, and can perform well even with limited training 
data. They effectively model nonlinear relationships between features, enhancing system 
accuracy. SVM integration in SG applications has the potential to improve power system 
efficiency, reliability, and security when using advanced ML. In SVM, data analysis for 
regression and classification creates reliable prediction models, assigning new instances 
during training. The closest data points to the hyperplane, referred to as support vectors, 
influence both the hyperplane’s position and orientation. It is essential to maximise the 
margin, which is the distance between the support vectors and the hyperplane, when 
selecting the hyperplane. Even a slight alteration in the position of these support vectors 
can change the hyperplane. Nu-SVM introduces the “nu” parameter, providing flexibility 
in controlling support vectors and errors. Despite offering a  more intuitive trade-off, 
selecting an appropriate “nu” value involves difficulties, with interpretations varying across 
datasets. Equation (2) represents any hyperplane as the set of desired points, as explained 
by Blanco et al. (2022).21

,  (2)

Here,  is the standard vector to the hyperplane.  represents the offset value of the 
hyperplane from the origin along the normal vector.

Within SVM, two types of margins are considered: soft margins and hard margins. The 
concept behind the soft margin is to permit SVM to make minor errors, thus enabling the 
widest possible margin to correctly classify other data points. Linear-SVM seeks optimal 
class separation through a hyperplane, maximising the margin with support vectors. It 
excels at high-dimensional spaces for approximately linear relationships but is less effective 
with complex, nonlinear data and is sensitive to outliers. This approach leads to a distinct 
optimisation problem, as shown in equation (3).22

21 Blanco et al. 2022.
22 Ranganathan et al. 2011.
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  (3)

In this context, λ represents the trade-off between the margin size increase and the 
requirement for xi to remain on the current side of the margin. Nonlinear-SVM with 
Kernels extends linear SVM, effectively capturing complex relationships through higher-
dimensional transformations. It is versatile in scenarios with nonlinear boundaries 
and its performance relies on kernel selection, which raises challenges and increased 
computational costs. Support Vector Regression adapts SVM for regression, effectively 
minimising deviations within a specified margin and handling nonlinear relationships. It is 
robust to outliers. It demands careful parameter selection, particularly with large datasets. 
Various studies have highlighted the versatility of SVMs in different applications. Diana et 
al. (2019) emphasised the adaptability and high accuracy of SVMs for electromyographic 
signal classification.23 Multiclass-SVM expands binary SVM for multiple classes, utilising 
one-vs-one or one-vs-all strategies. It is versatile for scenarios with more than two classes, 
while its performance is strategy-dependent, with heightened computational costs for 
additional classes.

EXTREME LEARNING MACHINE

Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) is a widely used ANN in SGs due to its quick training 
and high accuracy. ELM plays a pivotal role in predicting energy consumption, improving 
load forecasting, and enhancing grid stability in SGs. ELM functions as a single-hidden 
layer feedforward NN, featuring randomly assigned input weights and biases, and 
exclusively learning output weights. It emphasises swift training with a fixed hidden layer. 
It can optimise grid operations by forecasting energy demand based on weather and time. 
ELM can also detect system failures, such as power line faults, preventing outages and 
improving overall grid performance. Additionally, ELMs are valuable for real-time network 
retraining, although they may not match the accuracy of CNNs, as shown in equation (4).24

 (4)

L is the number of hidden or covert units in the NN. N is the number of training samples or 
data points. β represents the scaled vector between the hidden layer and the output layer, ω 
represents the scaled vector between the input layer and the hidden layer, g is an activation 
function applied to the output of the hidden layer, b is a  bias vector typically added to 
the output of the hidden layer, while x is the input vector to the NN. Zheng et al. (2022) 

23 Diana et al. 2019.
24 Mishra et al. 2022.
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conducted a  review of ELM in data stream classification, emphasising its effectiveness, 
universal approximation capabilities, and simplicity.25 Mohanty et al. (2021) proposed 
a hybrid model combining kernel ELM and an autoencoder for financial market prediction, 
which exhibited improved profitability analysis compared to traditional methods.26 
ELM has proven to be computationally efficient for extensive datasets, particularly in 
big data applications. Its advantages include reduced overfitting through hidden layer 
randomisation and faster training times compared to traditional neural networks. 
Yaseen et al. (2019) used ELM for river flow forecasting and water resource management, 
enhancing prediction accuracy through orthogonal decomposition.27 ELM has limitations 
such as potential constraints on model interpretability and potential performance gaps 
in complex tasks requiring deep hierarchical feature learning. Additionally, the absence 
of iterative tuning in the hidden layer may restrict its adaptability to specific data types. 
Kariminia et al. (2016) applied ELM to analyse visitors’ thermal comfort in public spaces, 
achieving precise predictions and reducing training time.28

Dou et al. (2022) identified a vulnerability in power system state estimators with a new 
cyber-attack called a  false data injection (FDI) attack, using online sequential ELM.29 
Dewangan et al. (2022) proposed an enhanced ELM model for forecasting the stability 
of cyber-physical systems in SGs, considering technical and socioeconomic factors that 
could impact their stability.30 Zhang et al. (2020) improved intrusion detection in SGs by 
applying a genetic algorithm ELM, enhancing accuracy and reducing false positives.31 Naz 
et al. (2019) enhanced the recurrent-ELM model’s scalability and prediction accuracy, 
especially with larger datasets.32 Duo et al. (2019) employed a  hybrid model combining 
Variational Mode Decomposition and online sequential ELM for FDI attack detection in 
SGs.33 Xue et al. (2019) introduced a predictive recovery technique for addressing incorrect 
data using geographical power data correlation to enhance system resilience.34 Li et al. 
(2018) proposed an intrusion detection system using online sequential extreme learning, 
optimised with the artificial bee colony-differential evolution algorithm, achieving a 95.3% 
accuracy rate for detecting bogus data injection attacks.35

25 Zheng et al. 2022.
26 Mohanty et al. 2021.
27 Yaseen et al. 2019.
28 Kariminia et al. 2016.
29 Dou et al. 2022.
30 Dewangan et al. 2022.
31 Zhang et al. 2020.
32 Naz et al. 2019.
33 Dou et al. 2019.
34 Xue et al. 2019.
35 Li et al. 2018.
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DECISION TREE

Decision Trees (DT) are widely used in SGs due to their simplicity, interpretability, and 
versatility in handling various data types. DTs have diverse applications in SGs, including 
load forecasting, fault detection, and energy management. They predict electricity demand 
based on factors such as weather and time, allowing grid operations to be optimised, and 
reducing the need for extra energy generation or storage. DTs also help detect power line 
faults, improving grid performance. In energy management applications, DTs optimise 
the operation of distributed energy resources, maximising their contribution. When 
used in SGs, DTs can enhance efficiency, reduce costs, and enhance grid reliability and 
sustainability. Figure 6 illustrates the DT workflow, and DT algorithms apply equations 
like (5) for classification and (6) for regression.36

 (5)

 (6)

Where, fi is the frequency of label i at a node and c is the number of unique labels, yi  is the 
label for an instance, N is the number of instances and µ is the mean given by .

Jena and Dehuri (2020) explored the role of data mining in prediction, encompassing 
regression and classification.37 DTs are preferred for their simplicity and effectiveness, but 
their complexity grows with larger datasets, often requiring advanced algorithms. Zekić-
Sušacand Knežević (2021) investigated the Classification and Regression Tree Algorithm 
(CART) and its relevance to energy cost.38 Kadiyala and Kumar (2018) used Python to 
assess various DT-based boosting algorithms and found extreme gradient boosting to 
perform best.39 Subramaniam et al. (2017) compared CARTs and Conditional Inference 
Trees (CTree) in terms of subgroup identification and prediction accuracy.40 Peng et al. 
(2017) emphasised CART’s significance in cocaine reward research.41 Heidari et al. (2013) 
introduced a hybrid DT and discrete wavelet transform model to facilitate the detection 
of islanding in distributed systems.42 DT models have also been applied for the transient 
security assessment (TSA) of power systems.43

Turanzas et al. (2022) introduced an event detection algorithm for the SG focused 
on identifying the status and location of attacked devices. They employed two DTs to 
improve event detection accuracy, achieving 80.59% accuracy for status prediction and 

36 Achlerkar et al. 2016.
37 Jena–Dehuri 2020.
38 Zekić-Sušacand–Knežević 2021.
39 Kadiyala–Kumar 2018.
40 Subramaniam et al. 2017.
41 Peng et al. 2017.
42 Heidari et al. 2013.
43 Niazi et al. 1999.
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maintaining 79.39% for location prediction using the nested FDI algorithm.44 Da Cunha et 
al. (2022) employed the DT algorithm to analyse power system stability in SGs, achieving 
a remarkable degree of accuracy of 93% when identifying small signals within the system.45 
Tehrani et al. (2020) utilised DTs, Random Forest (RF), and gradient boosting algorithms 
to detect non-technical losses in power consumption data, achieving accuracy rates of 
87%, 88.1%, and 88.6% for DT, RF, and gradient boosting, respectively.46 Taghavinejad 
et al. (2020) stressed the significance of IoT security in SGs and proposed a hybrid DT 
method with 83.14% accuracy in detecting technical losses, outperforming DT, KNN, and 
SVM with accuracy rates of 80.90%, 79.12%, and 78.52%, respectively. Eissa et al. (2019) 
compared DT’s role in load optimisation to other methods, noting its efficient management 
of local heat ventilation and air conditioning units.47 Radoglou-Grammatikis et al. (2019) 
introduced an intrusion detection system based on DT for safeguarding advanced metering 
infrastructure, achieving high accuracy and a true positive rate.48 Wang and Kong (2019) 
enhanced air quality predictive modelling in a “weather-smart grid” through DT-based 
techniques.49 Singh and Govindarasu (2018) presented an intelligent remedial action 
scheme for detecting cyber-attacks and physical disturbances in the SG.50 Steer et al. (2012) 
demonstrated the effectiveness of DT ensembles, referred to as “forests”, in delivering near-
ideal control strategies in real-time.51

RANDOM FOREST

RF, a widely used ML algorithm, is prominent in the SG industry for its high accuracy 
and ability to handle complex datasets. In SG-related applications, RF excels at load 
forecasting, fault detection, and energy management, optimising grid operations and 
reducing the need for additional energy generation. It also enhances grid performance by 
detecting and diagnosing power transmission line faults and improving sustainability by 
optimising distributed energy resources. The integration of DTs into the RF algorithm to 
make predictions involves the combination of independent DT models through majority 
voting. Gini Importance, as implemented in Scikit-learn, evaluates feature relevance 
in each DT, as illustrated in equations (7) and (8). An overview of the RF algorithm is 
provided in Equation (9).52

44 Turanzas et al. 2022.
45 Da Cunha et al. 2022.
46 Tehrani et al. 2020.
47 Eissa et al. 2019.
48 Radoglou-Grammatikis–Sarigiannidis 2019.
49 Wang–Kong 2019.
50 Singh–Govindarasu 2018.
51 Steer et al. 2012.
52 Das et al. 2022.
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  (7)

The following formula is used to determine each feature’s relevance on a DT:

  (8)

  (9)

At the RF level, the ultimate feature relevance is determined by finding its average over all 
trees. Calculating the relevance of each attribute for each tree, then dividing that total by 
the number of trees, yields:

  (10)

Where, ni sub(j) = the value of node j, w sub(j) = scaled number of samples reaching node j, 
C sub(j) = the value of the impurity node j, left(j) = toddler node from the left split on node 
j, right(j) =+ toddler node from right split on node j, fi sub(i) = the importance of feature 
i, ni sub(j) = the importance of node j, RFfi sub(i) = the importance of feature i calculated 
from all trees in the RF model, normfi sub(ij) = the normalised feature importance for i in 
tree j, T = total number of trees.

Recently, RF has been successfully applied in water resource applications, offering 
predictive power with simplicity and speed. RF aids in urban surface thermal environment 
analysis53 and enhances high-voltage circuit breaker diagnosis through a  hybrid RF 
and stacked Autoencoder model.54 Its interpretability supports applications requiring 
understanding, and its efficiency and minimal parameter adjustment make it a valuable 
tool.55

LOGISTIC REGRESSION

Logistic Regression (LR) is a widely employed statistical model in the field of SGs, being 
particularly well-suited for classification tasks focused on predicting event probabilities 
based on predictor variables. In SG applications, LR is effective in tasks such as load 
forecasting, fault detection, and energy management, and has gained favour among 
practitioners and researchers. For example, LR can predict the likelihood of power outages 
based on factors including weather and infrastructure age, thus contributing to enhanced 
grid reliability. Furthermore, LR aids in optimising the operation of distributed energy 
resources such as solar panels and wind turbines by predicting their capacity to meet 

53 Xu et al. 2021.
54 Ma et al. 2019.
55 Tyralis et al. 2019.
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electricity demand. In summary, LR enhances efficiency, cost-effectiveness, and grid 
reliability and sustainability in SG. LR algorithms are applied for both classification and 
regression techniques, while Equation (11) embodies the core equation for evaluating the 
LR ML algorithm.56

  (11)

Where, x = input value, y = predicted output, b0 is bias or intercept term, b1 is the coefficient 
for input (x).

Drilling engineering, a  crucial aspect of gas and oil exploration, involves significant 
investments and technological complexities. Deng et al. (2021) used LR algorithms to 
predict the rate of penetration, contributing to the field.57 Hewett et al. (2020) proposed 
a five-factor maximum model for risk prediction with LR in drilling engineering.58 Sun et 
al. (2018) focused on environmental ecosystem monitoring, employing an early-warning 
LR model for timely alerts.59 Additionally, Bashir et al. (2021) found LR to outperform 
other classification algorithms, achieving high precision and accuracy in experiments.60

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The reliability of various ML algorithms in SG applications can be assessed using 
a dependability score based on performance metric normalisation. Equation (12), developed 
by Band et al. (2022), demonstrates the min-max normalisation process for these metrics, 
ensuring comparability with scores ranging from 0 to 1.61

  (12)

The dependability scores have been divided into four zones for easier interpretation:
1. Low if 0 ≤ YN < 0.25
2. Moderate if 0.25 ≤ YN < 0.5
3. High if 0.5 ≤ YN < 0.75
4. Very high if 0.75 ≤ YN < 1.0

56 Bashir et al. 2022.
57 Deng et al. 2021.
58 Hewett et al. 2020.
59 Sun et al. 2018.
60 Bashir et al. 2021.
61 Band et al. 2022.
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According to the reliability analysis, the most reliable ML algorithm for SG applications 
is ANN. Additionally, ELM, RF, and LR exhibit comparatively high levels of reliability 
within the SG context.

Efficiency analysis

Figure 5 illustrates an efficiency analysis using processing time as a metric for the surveyed 
ML methods, employing min-max normalisation for score comparability shown in 
equation (13).62

  (13)

The equation defines the normalisation of processing time scores using the min-max 
method, yielding scores between 0 and 1, and categorises them into four zones for clarity.

1. Low if 0 ≤ XN < 0.25
2. Moderate if 0.25 ≤ XN < 0.5
3. High if 0.5 ≤ XN < 0.75
4. Very high if 0.75 ≤ XN < 1.0

A lower score signifies faster ML algorithms, with ANN demonstrating the fastest 
performance, while DL and hybrid/ensemble models exhibit reduced speed due to their 
intricate computational structure.

Table 1: Novel studies based on ML-based method in SG

Reference Contribution Application Source MLbased method
Zheng et al.
2021

Addressing the load 
shifting associated with 
demand response

Customer 
incentive pricing

IET SG Sliding time window 
technique, genetic 
algorithm

Jarmouni et al.
2021

Ensuring the safety of 
electricity for consumers 
while maximising the 
integration of RESs

Multiple-
source energy 
management

International Journal 
of Power Electronics 
and Drive Systems

Multilayer 
perceptron network

Liu & Shu
2021

Implementing a hybrid 
ML model to minimise 
false attacks in SGs

Security Computers and 
security

Gradient-based and 
population-based 
algorithm

Gupta et al.
2021

Suggesting a cyber 
detection method for 
recognising cyber 
intrusions in the SG

FDI system International Journal 
of Engineering, 
Transactions B: 
Applications

Intelligent Loop 
Based-ANN

62 Band et al. 2022.
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Reference Contribution Application Source MLbased method
Teekaraman et 
al. 2022

Identifying regression 
losses within the SG

Loss 
identification 
in large-scale 
system

Wireless 
Communications and 
Mobile Computing

LSTM, heuristic 
algorithm, Adaptive 
ARIMA, Linear 
regression

Bao et al.
2022

Optimising the dispatch 
of the SG through 
a multi-objective 
approach

Forecasting the 
actual load

Mobile Information 
Systems

Multi-particle 
swarm optimisation

Wang et al.
2022

Real-time assessment of 
regulatory system risks

Communication 
and data 
security

Journal of Shenyang 
University of 
Technology

CNN-SVM 
classification model

Dou et al.
2022

Evaluating the 
detection accuracy and 
assessing the impact 
of attack intensity and 
environmental noise 
on the performance of 
the SG

FDI attack CSEE Journal of 
Power and Energy 
Systems

Variational Mode 
Decomposition, 
OS-ELM

Dewangan et al. 
2022

Introducing a Genetic 
Algorithm-ELM for 
forecasting the stability 
of cyber-physical systems

Stability 
prediction

Electric Power 
Systems Resiliency: 
Modelling, 
Opportunity, and 
Challenges

Hessenberg 
Decomposition 
ELM, GA-based 
ELM

Zhang et al.
2020

Enhances the accuracy, 
detection rate, and 
precision of intrusion 
detection while 
minimising the false 
positive rate

Intrusion 
detection

Energies Online 
sequential-ELM, 
GA-ELM

Singh & 
Govindarasu
2018

Reducing the impact on 
both system reliability 
and economic factors

Anomaly 
Detection

IEEE Power and 
Energy Society 
General Meeting

Special Protection 
Scheme, Intelligent 
Remedial Action 
Scheme

Steer et al.
2012

Implementing a receding 
horizon controller to 
dynamically adjust the 
output of the SG in real-
time

Online 
operation of SG

Energy Conversion 
and Management

C4.5 algorithm, 
Particle swarm 
optimisation

Ganesan et al. 
2022

Regularly monitoring 
the operational status of 
wearable sensing devices 
in the SG

Human activity 
Recognition

Mathematical 
Problems in 
Engineering

K-means ++ 
algorithm, RF

Chen et al.
2021

Enhancing energy 
efficiency and promoting 
the use of clean energy

Energy 
optimisation

IOP Conference 
Series: Earth and 
Environmental 
Science

 RF

Lin et al.
2020

Enhancing the precision, 
recall rate of fault 
prediction, and reducing 
the rate of negative 
samples

Fault prediction Enterprise 
Information Systems

Voted RF algorithm, 
NSGA algorithm
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Reference Contribution Application Source MLbased method
Moldovan
2021

Categorising the stability 
status of an SG

Stability Lecture Notes in 
Networks and 
Systems

Improved Kangaroo 
Mob Optimisation, 
LR

Manoharan
et al.
2020

Identifying optimal 
solutions for energy 
consumption, distance, 
and cost

Monitoring Energies Binary LR

Mukherjee 
et al.
2020

Developing a cost-
effective solution 
for interconnecting 
electrical and electronic 
devices

Lightweight 
sustainable 
intelligent LF

Sustainable 
Computing: 
Informatics and 
Systems

KNN-regressor 
model, SVM

Naz et al.
2019

Ensuring the 
effectiveness of load 
scheduling and reducing 
prices

Short-term 
electric load and 
price forecasting

Energies Enhanced-LR, 
Enhanced Recurrent 
ELM

Source: compiled by the authors.
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Figure 5: The score for processing speed of ML-based methods used to SG applications
Source: compiled by the authors.

Figure 6 shows the evaluation criteria used in the reviewed papers for ML methods, where 
such metrics as accuracy, precision, recall, correlation coefficient, and various error-
related measurements are prevalent, while specialised or complementary metrics are less 
frequently employed.

Obtaining precise accuracy percentages for different ML algorithms in SG data security 
is challenging due to factors including application, training data quality, problem 
complexity, and hyperparameters. Typically, more complex algorithms, such as ANNs 
and SVMs, tend to achieve higher accuracy compared to simpler ones like DT and KNN. 
However, actual accuracy varies depending on the specific application and data quality. 
It is important to consider factors beyond accuracy, including computational resources, 
model interpretability, and generalisation capabilities. Figure 6 depicts accuracy values, 
highlighting the lower accuracy produced by single ML models (e.g. ANN, DE, binary LR, 
Feed Forward NNs) across various SG applications.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the models’ accuracies
Source: compiled by the authors.

Multiple ML algorithms are useful for SG applications, including LR for continuous value 
predictions, DTs for adaptable classification, RF for ensemble learning, ANN for various 
types of parameter forecasting, SVM for its trade-off between high accuracy and processing 
speed, and ELM for rapid scalability. Selection of the most appropriate algorithm for a task 
hinges on the specific challenges and data attributes within SG contexts.

Figure 7 depicts the allocation of ML methods across diverse SG applications, with ANN 
and RF models being prevalent in security. Additionally, ELM and ANN excel at FDI, 
whereas ELM is predominant in customer incentive pricing, while LR and ANN dominate 
energy management. RF emerges as a  suitable choice for real-time voltage stability 
monitoring in the SG. ML algorithms play a crucial role in optimising Demand Response 
by accurately predicting energy demand in the Grid, thereby enhancing program efficiency 
and grid management. Google’s DeepMind utilises ML for renewable energy integration, 
specifically in wind farms, improving their overall efficiency through advanced wind 
forecasting and turbine optimisation. Predictive analytics powered by ML contribute to 
grid stability and predictive maintenance, proactively identifying potential equipment 
failures. ML is applied for energy theft detection, analysing consumption patterns to 
prevent unauthorised usage. ML models are employed to improve the grid’s resilience 
to natural disasters, simulating and strategising for potential impacts post-events. ML is 
also leveraged for electric vehicle integration, by optimising charging infrastructure and 
alleviating strain on distribution networks. ML is utilised for grid anomaly detection, 
swiftly identifying and responding to cybersecurity threats and unexpected grid behaviour 
in real-time.
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Figure 7: Distribution of the utilisation percentages of various ML techniques in this study 
among diverse application categories within the field of SG
Source: compiled by the authors.

Limitations, challenges, and future trends

The definition of AI varies by time. Therefore, this study instead of reviewing the AI 
methods, enforced limitation to only investigate standard ML methods. The deep 
learning  methods  had been excluded from this study and can be studied in a  future 
research. There are some limitations in the usefulness of ML for SG Applications: 
a) data quality and variability  –  ML models face difficulties due to the quality and 
variability of SG data, affecting their performance as they struggle with inaccuracies and 
fluctuations; b) interpretability –some ML models exhibit inherent complexity, reducing 
their interpretability. This limitation hinders a  clear understanding of decision-making 
processes, which is crucial in critical infrastructure like SGs; c) scalability – the growth 
of SG systems raises concerns about scalability, particularly when handling extensive data 
processing and resource-intensive ML algorithms. The challenges arising from the use 
of ML for SG applications included: A) privacy and ethical concerns – striking a balance 
between the demand for data-driven insights and privacy considerations presents 
a  significant challenge. Careful implementation of privacy-preserving measures and 
ethical considerations is thus essential; B) regulatory compliance – continuous adherence 
to evolving regulations and ensuring compliance with legal frameworks governing ML 
applications in SGs poses an ongoing challenge for system operators and developers; C) 
cybersecurity risks – ML models and the data they handle are susceptible to cyber threats, 
demanding the implementation of robust cybersecurity measures to safeguard against 
potential attacks and breaches. The likely future trends in ML for SG applications may 
include: A) explainable AI- anticipated future ML models in SGs will prioritise enhancing 
interpretability through explainable-AI techniques, fostering transparency and trust in 
decision-making processes; B) edge computing for real-time processing: The integration 
of edge computing with ML in SGs is set to revolutionise real-time data processing at 
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the edge, reducing latency, and enhancing overall system responsiveness; C) federated 
learning – the future may witness the rise of federated learning, emphasising decentralised 
model training across devices. This approach is expected to address privacy concerns 
effectively by keeping sensitive data localised; D) hybrid models – an emerging trend is 
the combination of traditional physics-based models with ML techniques, leading to more 
accurate and robust SG models that leverage the strengths of both approaches.

CONCLUSION

This article studies the ML applications in SGs, conducted a systematic review, introducing 
a novel taxonomy, and carried out a thorough comparative performance evaluation. The 
well-structured taxonomy established a foundation for categorising and comprehending 
various ML approaches within SG context. The performance evaluation not only 
illuminates the strengths and weaknesses of the various ML models but also furnishes 
invaluable insights for practitioners aiming to implement effective solutions in real-world 
SG scenarios. Navigating the intricate landscape of contemporary energy distribution, the 
integration of ML not only becomes a technological imperative but also a transformative 
catalyst, amplifying efficiency, resilience, and sustainability in SG operations. This 
research not only contributes to the academic debate but can also serve as a pragmatic 
guide for engineers, system operators, and policymakers striving to advance and optimise 
SG infrastructures. This research found that the applications of ANNs, ELM and RF 
methods are popular. Looking forward, the findings presented underscore the dynamic 
nature of the field, fostering continual research, development, and collaboration to propel 
innovation and tackle the evolving challenges in SG management.

TABLE OF ACRONYMS

RESs Renewable Energy Resources
SG Smart Grid
ML Machine Learning
KNN K-Nearest Neighbours
DL Deep Learning 
AI Artificial Intelligence
ANN Artificial Neural Network
NN Neural Network
SVM Support Vector Machine
ELM Extreme Learning Machines
DT Decision Tree
CART Classification and Regression Tree Algorithm
CTree Conditional Inference tree
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RF Random Forest
LR Logistic Regression
FDI False Data Injection attack
LSTM Long-Short Term Memory
CNN Convolutional Neural Network
NB Naive Bayes
IoT Internet of Things
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The dynamic evolution of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) tools poses 
challenges to the existing liability concepts. This paper aims to examine some of the fields of 
tortious liability that are most affected by these developments to analyse whether the existing 
legal standards in civil liability can still be used, with slight reinterpretation, when approaching 
liability scenarios related to AI and ML, and whether fine tuning of the existing liability regimes 
is needed, or novel liability scenarios should be established. To answer this question, the paper 
begins by examining the nature of the regulation of AI and ML: whether it should be a regulatory 
regime neutral to technology or whether, instead, a sector specific approach is essential. The study 
considers the already existing legal authorities of the EU and the U.S. as starting points for the 
analysis, and briefly examines the interpretations municipal courts apply when deciding in AI 
and ML related tort cases.

Keywords: 
data protection, machine learning, privacy law, product liability, tort law

Liability is a  central element of any legal system. Liability is the legal consequence of 
breaching norms and it is also indicates the attitude of the lawmaker and the judiciary 
toward expected social behaviours. In civil law legal systems, the internal structure of 
liability reflects the dichotomy of the legal system, and is thus divided into two important 
categories that often overlap with each other or, in certain cases, complement each other: 
liability for breach of contract and liability for breaching non-contractual obligations. The 
former body of civil liability is less driven by social standards as it is concerned with ensuring 
the enforceability of contractual promises, and therefore bolsters the ancient contractual 
principle of pacta sunt servanda. The latter category of civil liability, liability for breaching 
non-contractual obligations, has more of an influence on policy, and may also effectively 
establish behavioural standards in a society. In common law, liability for breach of non-
contractual liability is known as tortious liability and, lacking the dichotomy of civil law 
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legal systems, it focuses more on the compensation angle of liability.1 Irrespective of the 
form of legal system in an analysis of civil liability, a battle of principles can be identified 
through the maze of tortious liability. In the search for the functions of tortious liability, 
several theories compete with each other and, depending on the type of tortious liability and 
on the circumstances of a given case, these theories may supplement each other, or they 
may collide. Prevention, compensation, punishment, education, and satisfaction can all be 
traced back to the application of the rules on tortious liability. At the same time, in civil law 
legal systems, lawmakers must keep in mind the need for abstract legal provisions when 
determining the path of liability law. This apparent chaos must all be harmonised by judges 
when abstract norms are applied to real life scenarios. Unsurprisingly, the borders between 
civil law and common law become somewhat blurred when one examines tortious liability, 
as in both systems, judges use civil liability as the starting point for policy making.2

As technology has evolved, it has become clear how powerful judicial decisions can be 
when judges are called upon to adapt existing legal principles or doctrines to a new social 
phenomenon. In the  19th century, across Europe, the courts were the first to regulate the use 
of steam engines and their massive potential for damage. Strict liability forms and virtually 
all special types of tortious liability were first developed by judicial practice that eventually 
forced the lawmaker to respond to the developments in the society. By the mid-20th century, 
civil liability underwent a decline in maintaining its original nature of being a negative 
legal consequence that responds to breaches of legal norms and legal duties.3 Courts 
recognised that the dynamically developing technologies of that era and the consequent 
rapid changes this development induced in society required a new approach that is less 
focused on responding to a breach of duty, instead shifting into a concept of risk allocation. 
This change in the attitude of the courts and later of lawmakers in many countries across 
Europe also stemmed from the growing importance and use of the insurance sector that 
was practically pushing individuals and businesses toward an economy-driven concept of 
prevention: if maintaining an insurance policy is reasonably cheaper than bearing of the 
expenses of covering loss for the injured parties of a potential damaging event, insurance 
can become a type of a preventive tactic that ultimately makes the insured party seem to be 
a person who accepted that the risk is in his control.4 Lawmakers also realised the potential 
of linking tortious liability scenarios to the concept of insurance, and started to introduce 
more and more obligations for persons who conduct a potentially harmful activity to take 
out an insurance contract. In some European countries (e.g. Sweden, Finland), by the end 
of the  20th century, the legal system had experienced an almost complete decline in tortious 
liability, which was supplanted by the risk allocation theory.5 The society, including private 
individuals and businesses, soon learned the lawmaker’s approach to novel technologies 

1 Benli– Şenel  2020:  297.
2 Cyman et al.  2021:  93.
3 Martin-Casals  2010:  16.
4 Robinson  2022:  341.
5 Miklič  2021:  71.
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and new activities through the altered approach to liability standards. A new equilibrium 
was established that promised to last for a long time. The  21st century, however, brought new 
challenges, and was accompanied by perhaps the most rapid development of technologies 
that humankind has ever seen. The use of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning 
(ML) systems, on the other hand, also started to erode tortious liability from another 
angle, as these technologies raised question over the concept of who should bear liability 
and, ultimately, who should be held liable to cover the loss of the injured party. While the 
decline of civil liability in the  20th century was induced mainly by the need to reinterpret 
some of the details of the classical model of liability, the advent of artificial intelligence 
and machine learning has initiated a full-scale assault on virtually all aspects of liability, 
throwing into question the identification of the wrongdoer, the need for liability standards 
(fault), the potential defences available to the tortfeasor and the scope of liability.6 The 
approaches of risk allocation and insurance may not function as efficiently as they did 
earlier when responding to the new challenges this century has brought. Moreover, AI 
and ML are growing so rapidly that not only the lawmaker but the courts are evidently 
lagging far behind the evolution of modern technologies. Policy making first requires the 
identification of the phenomenon the law is expected to react to, then it also is expected 
to map the morality of the majority of the society to ultimately establish provisions or 
doctrines that can be considered to meet social standards. None of this is available for the 
lawmaker and for the judiciary due to the rapidness of technological development and also 
due to the increasingly divided nature of societies across the globe. Without sufficient time 
lacking an ethical consensus, lawmakers and judges must rely on concepts that already 
exist in the legal systems and are called upon to ask questions that address the very core of 
their legal systems. Is there a need for a change in the current tortious liability scenarios 
to respond to the challenges emerging from AI and ML? Should we still use the existing 
norms, principles and doctrines, but with slight reinterpretations? Is it reasonable to retain 
the idea of abstract legislation and abstract policy making in tort law when responding 
to the development of new technologies? Would a sectoral or a horizontal approach serve 
the needs of the society best? Can legal systems think globally and take into account the 
responses of other countries when deciding what attitude to adopt toward the use of AI and 
ML? Can the civil law dichotomy of private law and public law survive the rapid evolution 
of technologies, or should civil law merge the two branches of the law to respond to the new 
phenomenon? While these questions may sound philosophical, answering them is essential 
to move forward and to define the role of tortious liability in the new environment. This 
study attempts to respond to these questions by offering views on how tortious liability can 
adapt to challenges that have arisen from the application of AI and ML. As the subject of the 
study is complex and is in constant motion, a mixed methodology is followed throughout 
the paper that merges black letter methods and an analysis of the law in action. The 
former focuses on the analysis of existing norms, doctrines and theories that may derive 

6 Benli–Şenel  2020:  314.
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from old concepts of tortious liability, while the latter deliberately selects court decisions 
from various legal systems, on the assumption that the topic is universal enough to seek 
solutions that are less focused on individual jurisdictions. The general presumption is that 
the challenges described above are global challenges, and hence, before adopting actual 
norms or communicating behavioural standards through individual court decisions, 
legal systems must recognise the globality and the complexity of the task, and look for 
fundamental theories that can serve as starting points for law or policy making. To support 
this ambitious enterprise, the black letter approach to legal analysis will be understood in 
a broader sense, embracing not only the letter of the law (i.e. binding legal documents) but 
also action plans and white papers of both governments and international governmental 
organisations that call for action and may contain ideas for finding a solution. As taking 
a cross-jurisdiction approach runs a clear risk of becoming chaotic, the paper will focus 
on the fundamental theories and doctrines of the law of liability rather than criticising 
or proposing specific texts or drafts for future legislation. For the sake of clarity, some 
legal terms are simplified, and in the attempt to find a global response, the terminology of 
English law is used to cover liability for breach of non-contractual obligations. Therefore, 
tort law and tortious liability are used to describe this category of civil liability irrespective 
of the fact that civil law and common law legal systems take a slightly different approach 
to this form of liability. The emphasis is on the distinction between tortious liability and 
the other branch of civil liability, contractual liability: a form of liability which this study 
has no intention of analysing, as the latter has been less affected by the development of new 
technologies.

PROPOSALS, POLICY DOCUMENTS AND GUIDELINES ON AI AND ML 
SYSTEMS AND APPLICATIONS IN THE EUROPEAN UNION AND IN THE 
UNITED STATES

Artificial intelligence and machine learning are dynamically developing technologies 
that have already led to a  significant transformation, with further change expected, in 
several sectors, including finance, transportation, tourism and healthcare. While these 
technologies have the potential to improve people’s lives, they also raise significant legal 
and ethical questions due to their adaptability and continuously changing knowledge. The 
latter is especially disturbing, given the fact that human interaction is the most important 
source of knowledge for AI and ML applications and it provides the basis for their evolution. 
To some extent, these technologies may behave like humans. In the past, by contrast, most 
smart applications were only able to make people’s lives easier by simplifying tasks which 
human beings had previously performed or by facilitating the organisation of these tasks. 
These now old-fashioned applications were all based on algorithms, which made them 
predictable and easy to understand. AI and ML tools, however, use human interaction 
and their own “experiences” to learn and improve, and therefore, in many instances, it is 
we, human beings, who provide the algorithm to allow their operation and functioning. 
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Recently, the European Union has taken steps to address the legal and ethical challenges 
and implications of AI- and ML-operated technologies. These steps have included making 
legislative proposals and producing several policy documents that envisage a new approach 
to these modern technologies. While none of these measures can be considered to have 
constituted a coherent and consistent approach that clearly shows how the European Union 
will approach AI and ML, the various considerations and the challenges identified in the 
policy documents certainly indicate some potential directions for the future that may form 
the basis of future legislation at the EU level.

In April  2021, the European Commission published a proposal for a regulation on AI 
that intends to introduce a harmonised base legal framework for AI related technologies in 
the  27 Member States of the Union.7 The proposal recommends establishing different levels 
of risk for AI systems and sets out specific requirements for each level. The classification 
is based on a kind of risk assessment, whereby high-risk AI systems, such as those used in 
healthcare or in the transportation sector, would be subject to stricter requirements than 
technologies otherwise applied in these sectors, such as obligatory human oversight and 
proper testing. The latter may be a crucial point for future considerations in liability law as 
the thorough testing requirement alone suggests that the European Commission does not 
prioritise concepts which would entrust AI technologies with personhood; instead, tortious 
liability would be based on the already existing legal schemes which, in all cases, identify an 
existing person, natural or legal, through either factual or risk allocations considerations, 
as being liable for the loss and harm AI technologies could potentially cause to third parties. 
The proposal also includes provisions on transparency, data protection, and liability. The 
proposed regulation has been subject to debate and criticism, however. Some stakeholders 
argue that the proposal is too restrictive and may stifle innovation in the EU that could be 
hugely disadvantageous in the world market for the EU. This fear is certainly legitimate, 
as a “wait and see” mentality can be observed in other parts of the world. In practice, most 
governments are waiting to see how the other states react to modern technologies and 
awaiting the outcome of these reactions.8 Other critics of the proposed regulation have 
argued that it does not go far enough in addressing all the major risks AI tools may pose. 
These commentators also highlight the lack of a clear legal framework on tortious liability.

Beyond the proposed regulation of the European Commission, several other policy 
documents have also been developed by the EU that address some of the legal and ethical 
implications of AI and ML. The European Strategy for Data,9 which was published in 
February  2020, is probably the most noteworthy of these attempts. This strategy aims to 
create a single market for data in the EU, while also ensuring that data is used in a way that 
respects privacy, security, and other fundamental rights. While the strategy exclusively 
focuses on protecting the privacy of people using AI and ML tools, it continues to emphasise 
the importance of data protection as a key element of an individual’s privacy in the EU. 

7 European Commission  2021.
8 Heiss  2021:  207.
9 European Commission  2020a. 
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The General Data Protection Regulation (hereinafter: GDPR) of the EU10 was intentionally 
formulated to be neutral to technology, to allow the GDPR to provide for the rights of 
data subjects in a uniform way, irrespective of what technology was used to control and 
process the personal data of individuals, and in which sector. As part of the data strategy, 
on  23 February  2022, the European Commission proposed a Regulation on harmonised 
rules on fair access to and use of data (hereinafter: Data Act).11 This proposal completed 
the harmonisation of data laws in the digital era that had started with the Data Governance 
Regulation the Commission proposed in November  2020.12 This regulation established 
processes and structures to facilitate data, while the Data Act determines who can create 
value from data and under what conditions. The Data Act includes provisions dedicated 
to the use of data generated by “Internet of Things” (IoT) devices. The Commission, 
through the Data Act, proposes that data generated by IoT should be under the full control 
of the user rather than the manufacturers of the IoT devices. While the Data Act does not 
specifically address AI and ML tools and the challenges they pose to data protection laws, 
it indicates that the European Union, in all forms of digital applications and tools, intends 
to establish safeguards for the users to take full control over their data. This may lead to 
AI and ML also becoming subject to stricter rules, as the Commission intended, and may 
entail the imposition of serious data protection obligations on developers.13

Another important policy document in the European Union is the Ethics Guidelines 
for Trustworthy AI, which was developed by the European Commission’s High-Level 
Expert Group on AI.14 The document was published on  8 April  2019. The guidelines lay 
down a set of principles for the development and deployment of AI systems, calling for 
transparency, accountability, and respect for privacy and human rights. In connection with 
the accountability principle, the guidelines recommend that mechanisms be put in place to 
ensure the responsibility and accountability of AI tools and systems and of the outcomes 
the operation of such systems generate. Auditability is a requirement which the guidelines 
set to enable the assessment of algorithms, data and design processes. Details of the steps 
the manufacturer or developer takes to ensure auditability should also be made available to 
the user as part of the transparency principle. Another consequence of auditability is that 
accessible and efficient redress mechanisms should also be ensured for cases where users 
face negative consequences when interacting with AI systems.

The development and deployment of AI and ML have had significant legal and ethical 
implications, and the EU has developed some initiatives that reveal a  great deal about 
how the European Union intends to address these issues. Legislative proposals such as 
the proposed regulation on AI and policy documents such as the Ethics Guidelines for 
Trustworthy AI provide a framework for the responsible development and deployment of 

10 Regulation (EU)  2016/679,  1.
11 European Commission  2022. 
12 European Commission  2020b. 
13 Mireille  2020:  75.
14 European Commission’s High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence  2019. 
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AI systems in Europe. However, significant challenges remain, particularly with regard 
to bias, privacy, and liability despite the fact that almost all policy documents identify 
these risks. It is obvious, however, that these policy documents and even the proposed AI 
regulation in the EU are currently only at the level of establishing principles and making 
declarations that do not reach the core of the problem: the broader questions of (tortious) 
liability. While the proposed AI regulation, following a categorisation and risk assessment 
of the AI system, imposes a strict, no-fault liability on the service providers (developers) for 
any harm the high-risk AI system may cause to users, it remains a question whether this 
would constitute a new form of tortious liability or whether it can be cited as an example of 
the already existing strict liability scenarios in the Member States such as product liability 
or liability for highly dangerous activities. Another area of concern is how high-risk AI 
systems can be identified and whether the relatively loose criteria on classification and 
risk assessment for these systems will lead to incoherent interpretation by the national 
courts across the EU.15 This would certainly undermine the attempts at harmonisation and 
at establishing a uniform approach across the EU. Given the fact that tort liability is not 
harmonised in the Member States, as the basis of liability is still within the competence of 
the individual national legislations, a mere declaration of strict liability may still lead to 
different applications in practice due to the diverse approaches to the burden of proof, the 
available defences for the wrongdoer, the statute of limitations and other factors that may 
be relevant in the enforcement of claims arising from liability.

An interesting aspect of the proposed AI regulation of the EU is that providers of high-
risk AI systems would be required to maintain mandatory liability insurance or provide 
some other form of financial guarantee (deposit) that would be able to cover the potential 
damages the developers are obliged to pay for loss or harm caused by their high-risk AI 
systems. This is a remarkable idea, as the mandatory insurance obligation shows signs that 
public administration law and tort law are interacting in this area. To enforce the insurance 
obligation or other forms of a  financial guarantee, a  licensing requirement would most 
likely have to also be attached to the legal framework, which suggests a preset classification 
of what constitute high-risk AI systems. While this is a promising idea, the classification 
rules for high-risk AI systems, as proposed in Article  6 of the draft AI regulation, are still 
loose and flexible, and thus it remains uncertain who would implement these rules, and 
how, in the national legal framework.

The Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI also addresses the issue of liability. The 
guidelines state that the developers and operators of AI systems should be held accountable 
for the behaviour of their systems, and that they should be able to demonstrate that they 
have taken steps to prevent harm or damage. The guidelines also states that in cases where 
harm or damage does occur, the developers and operators of the system should take steps 
to mitigate the harm and prevent similar incidents from occurring in the future. These 
requirements also assume the existence of some kind of oversight mechanism in the 

15 Cyman  2021:  103.
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Member States, and that follow-up processes after incidents will also be in place to ensure 
that the already identified faults and malfunctions do not cause loss or harm to people 
again.

While the present study mainly focuses on the European continent and the basis of tort 
law in Europe, it is also worth briefly considering the developments in the United States in 
relation to AI and ML systems. The United States has not yet enacted comprehensive federal 
legislation addressing the liability issues related to AI and machine learning, although 
there have been proposals and discussions on the topic, similarly to the efforts in the 
European Union. Currently, the legal framework in the U.S. is largely shaped by common 
law principles of tortious liability that allow private individuals and legal entities to claim 
damages for loss or personal injury caused by another party’s negligence or intentional 
misconduct. This means that if an AI system causes harm or loss, it may be possible for the 
injured party to lodge a lawsuit against the developers, manufacturers, or operators of the 
AI system based on classic tort law principles.16 However, because AI and machine learning 
are still relatively new technologies, some uncertainty remains around how existing legal 
frameworks will apply to these systems. In addition, there is an ongoing debate about how 
liability should be assigned in cases where an AI system causes loss or damage, particularly 
in cases where the system has some degree of autonomy.17 Some legal scholars and industry 
experts have already called for the adoption of clear guidelines and legal frameworks for 
assigning liability in cases involving AI and ML technologies in order to provide clarity 
for both developers and the users of such systems. Another idea that has been floated is 
that the existing legal frameworks should be sufficient and that common law courts must 
be able to apply the classic legal principles to novel cases involving AI and ML systems and 
the incidents they cause. In the absence of comprehensive federal legislation, states across 
the U.S. have begun to adopt their own laws related to AI and ML. These initiatives also 
embrace laws related to data privacy and security.

California is an example of a U.S. state that has passed legislation related to AI and ML, 
focusing mainly on the data privacy and security angles. In  2018, California adopted the 
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA),18 which grants Californian residents the right 
to know what personal information businesses collect about them. The CCPA also ensures 
Californian citizens the right to request that their personal information be deleted, and the 
right to opt out of the sale (trade) of their personal information. Under the CCPA, businesses 
that use AI and ML to make decisions about consumers must disclose this fact and must 
provide a general description of the underlying logic (algorithm) that is used to make those 
decisions. Businesses must also ensure that consumers are able to request information 
about the specific types of personal information that were used to make decisions about 
them, and that they can correct any errors in that information (right to rectification). The 
CCPA also requires businesses to implement reasonable security measures to protect the 

16 Robinson  2022:  335.
17 Bathaee  2020:  117.
18 California Consumer Privacy Act of  2018 (1798.100 –  1798.199.100).
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personal information of consumers, including data that is used in AI and ML tools and 
applications. Businesses must also disclose the categories of personal information that they 
collect, as well as the type of third parties with whom they share this information. The 
CCPA is considered one of the most comprehensive data privacy law in the U.S., and it has 
proved influential in shaping data privacy legislation in other states.19 It does not, however, 
focuses on issues of tortious liability, which suggests that the concept of the applicability of 
classic tort law principles by the courts is the leading approach in the U.S.

THE APPLICABILITY OF THE EXISTING LEGAL FRAMEWORK ON 
TORTS TO ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND MACHINE LEARNING 
SYSTEMS

Since AI and ML emerged as a  global problem for tort law, many authors have argued 
that regulation, legislation or at least a change in policy is urgently needed in the courts. 
It is, however, crucial to understand that the law has always been shaped by its reaction 
to challenges, emerging social phenomena and hot new topics. At the same time, delayed 
reactions or lack of reaction on the part of the lawmaker have never resulted in a total collapse 
or failure. Tort law and its century old doctrines and principles have always managed to 
adapt to new circumstances. Bending, reinterpreting or twisting these rules should not 
be regarded as blasphemy; instead, this is the normal use of tort law that was designed to 
respond to and to correct civil wrongs through providing for some form of satisfaction or 
compensation for the injured party. This means the lack of AI- and ML-specific legislation 
or the lack of clear policies from the lawmaker or from the courts does not mean no law is 
in place to handle tortious scenarios involving AI and ML. It is even questionable whether 
the emerging new technologies of AI and ML are groundbreaking enough to warrant the 
introduction of new legal concepts, doctrines or principles in the world of tort law. We have 
witnessed the birth of new tort law formations several times in the past (e.g. strict liability 
during the industrial revolution, vicarious liability in the  19th century), and all those 
novelties in tort law emerged from judicial practice and were later enshrined in statutes 
in civil law legal systems.20 When no specific laws could be applied to what were then new 
social phenomena, courts could still fashion a response by interpreting the toolkit of tort 
law that already existed to resolve disputes and communicate an attitude to society on how 
to approach novel technologies. The application of AI and ML tools, therefore, may not 
seem to be real gamechangers that must necessarily induce a drastic change in the existing 
legal framework of tort law.

Importantly for this question, tortious liability relies on concepts about the identification 
of the tortfeasor, the person who is liable for the unlawful act, unlawfulness, causation 

19 Robinson  2022:  359.
20 Martin-Casals  2010:  18.
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theories, various standards of fault and defences available for the wrongdoer. The typically 
abstract rules and theories on these elements of tort law were designed to enable judges to 
shape them and adapt them to various and diverse tort scenarios. Some authors believe that 
AI and ML tools are gamechangers, as the technology is capable of mimicking the acts of 
a reasonable human being, therefore, the technology – the “robot” – itself should be given 
some kind of a personhood to make it accountable and, therefore, liable for its actions.21 In 
common law legal systems it is probably much easier for the courts to personalise a machine 
and furnish it with personhood given the flexible and somewhat open nature of civil liability 
law.22 In civil law legal systems, however, this would lead to a shift of the most important 
paradigm of liability law: only human beings and their organisations and associations are 
accountable for their actions and everything else is just a res that is not capable of making 
decisions. While artificial intelligence may seem like a whole new entity, with free will and 
the capacity to make decisions, in some ways it does not seem very different from some 
animals that are also equipped with skills and abilities to make decisions and act based on 
such decisions. In tort law, civil wrongs committed by animals are accounted to a human 
being of legal entity who is their owner or handler at the time of the commitment of the 
tortious act. In a  similar vein, torts committed by artificial intelligence, in my opinion, 
should also be accountable to the person in whose interest or under whose control the 
artificial intelligence acted. I cannot see how artificial intelligence can be considered 
a  legal person without all the attributes that the law requires from legal persons, most 
importantly assets independent of the legal person’s founders, members or shareholders. 
Although the  developer of the technology may not always be the fairest choice to bear 
liability for the actions or malfunctions of an artificial intelligence, given the somewhat 
autonomous nature of the machine it created, several other existing theories of tort law 
may be of help in this. An obvious solution to the problem is the analogous application of 
the special form of tortious liability: liability for torts resulting from dangerous activities. 
The definition of such dangerous activities is typically missing from the statutes, and courts 
consequently also avoid drawing up an exhaustive list of activities that involve an inherent 
danger, and therefore, they are at a greater risk of causing loss or harm to others while they 
cannot be fully controlled by either the developer, manufacturer or the operator. In some 
legal systems, such dangerous activities include both simple human acts such as digging 
a hole and very sophisticated technologies like using nuclear power, on the grounds that 
these activities are similar to the nature of a wild animal that may be domesticated, but 
which never loses its inherently wild nature and, consequently, can snap at any time. In 
my opinion, artificial intelligence can be compared to such a wild animal that was raised 
and taught by human beings to be sociable and kind to others, while the autonomous 
behaviour of the machine and the machine learning features are probably not capable of 
truly recognising socially good or bad behavioural standards set by various members of the 

21 Robinson  2022:  348.
22 See  2021:  417.
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community and thus always carry a certain risk of becoming intrusive and offensive and 
which, ultimately, may lead to a damaging act against others. The application of AI and 
ML systems, therefore, may be categorised as a dangerous activity in tort law, hence the 
designation of the person liable for the actions of the machine can be identical to the one in 
this special form of tortious liability: either the person who conducts the dangerous activity 
(the person who uses the application) or the person for whom the machine works. The 
lawmaker, in a given legal system, may even decide that the person charged with liability 
for the dangerous activity is the one who makes a profit on the operation and use of the 
machine. Any one of these theories can be justified by the standards and rationale behind 
the concept of tortious liability for dangerous activities once we accept the inherent danger 
coded in the application of AI and ML tools. Personhood, therefore, is no longer a relevant 
consideration and civil law legal systems do not have to create a  brand-new concept in 
the law of persons, absurdly constructing a unique category of legal persons beyond the 
existing ones.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE UNDER THE PRODUCT LIABILITY LAWS 
OF THE EUROPEAN UNION

Today, AI and ML technologies and tools are increasingly being integrated into various 
products and services. As a  result, product liability laws are one of the focal points for 
discussions on possible reactions to modern technologies in the European Union. The 
main focus of a  potential amendment and reform to the existing legal framework is 
currently on autonomous vehicles, medical devices and drones equipped with AI and ML. 
A proposal for a  reform of the EU’s Product Liability Directive recommends extending 
the current product liability laws to also cover AI-enabled products.23 While the Directive 
already requires manufacturers to compensate consumers for damages caused by defective 
products, it provides only a restrictive definition of products and a rather vague definition 
of defectiveness. The definition of products should not be a  problem as the Directive 
embraces tangible movable property, which can cover devices that contain artificial 
intelligence technology. While it is obvious that AI systems that are not manifested in 
physical products remain beyond the scope of the Product Liability Directive, and could be 
integrated only if services were also embraced by the directive, the European legal culture 
does not really support this idea.24 Services are typically provided under contractual 
frameworks where remedies are offered by contract law rather than tort law. This assumes 
that services should not be merged under the scope of the product liability directive as only 
the contractual party would suffer loss or harm, whereas anyone may suffer damage in 
relation to products. The directive defines a defective product as one that does not provide 

23 Council Directive  85/374/EEC. 
24 Ebers  2021:  208.
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the safety that a person is entitled to expect, taking all the circumstances into account, 
including the presentation of the product, the use to which it could reasonably be expected 
to be put, and the time when the product was put into circulation. The directive does not 
specifically address AI-enabled products with complex decision-making capabilities that 
are difficult to predict or control. It would not, however, seem necessary, in my opinion, 
to explicitly name AI-enabled products as products in the directive, as products are 
already within the material scope of the directive irrespective of their smart features and 
functionality. The only reason why the explicit mention of AI-enabled products might be 
beneficial would be to clarify that the conditions for determining defectiveness should have 
a  less flexible interpretation in regard to such products than to others. The autonomous 
and unpredictable decision-making capabilities of AI-enabled products may be misleading 
when focusing on the expectations about the safety of the product based on the current 
conditions set in the directive. It should be obvious that the different levels of autonomy of 
AI-enabled devices should not be decisive factors when determining their defectiveness.

Another proposal is to create a new liability regime specifically for AI-enabled products. 
This proposal is based on the recognition that AI-enabled products have unique characteristics 
that require a  different liability framework. For example, AI-enabled products can make 
decisions autonomously, and in such circumstances, it may be difficult to determine who 
is responsible when something goes wrong.25 Under this proposal, manufacturers would be 
required to ensure that their AI-enabled products meet certain safety standards, and they 
would be strictly liable for any damages caused by the product’s decisions or actions. However, 
liability could be shifted to other parties if they contributed to the defect or if the product was 
misused by the consumer. I do not support this proposal as it does not really add anything 
to the product liability regime in the EU. The possibility of shifting liability to other parties 
already exists in the product liability directive, since the concept of joint tortfeasors is already 
known in the application of the directive. Moreover, the identification of the manufacturer 
is broad enough to provide some freedom to the courts when determining which party had 
control over the function that caused the defect of the product.

Another idea would be to oblige manufacturers of AI-enabled products to implement 
certain safety measures to prevent harm being caused to consumers. Manufacturers could 
be required to implement algorithms that prevent the product from making decisions that 
are likely to cause harm, or to provide consumers with clear instructions on how to use the 
product safely.26 This would require the explicit mention in the product liability directive 
that inadequate instructions and warnings also constitute a  sign of defectiveness. This 
would be a godsend to the users of non-AI enabled products, as currently it depends on 
the interpretation of the national courts whether inadequate warnings and instructions 
alone can be understood as defects that give grounds for product liability. It would also be 
beneficial to require manufacturers to provide consumers with transparent information 

25 Ebers  2021:  214.
26 Ebers  2021:  211.
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about the AI-enabled product’s decision-making capabilities. This would enable consumers 
to understand how the product works and to make informed decisions about whether and 
how to use it, in the hope that they would be more likely to avoid damaging scenarios. The 
real concern about this idea is that it presumes the consumer is seeking information and 
that the consumer understands the operation of the product. This may be doubtful, as 
many consumers do not dedicate any time to getting to know the product better, and even 
if they do, the description of its functionality may not be comprehensible for many.

CLOSING REMARKS

The above discussion of one of the challenges which the application of AI and ML tools pose 
for tort law is only one example of how the existing legal standards in tort law can be adapted 
relatively easily to new technologies without the need to create something entirely new and 
without the necessity of seriously reinterpreting existing doctrines by the courts. Although 
this approach may sound old-fashioned, conservatism, especially in civil law legal systems, 
is a  sign of predictability and certainty which also reinforces the constancy of the legal 
norms. Moreover, at the moment when the emergence of new technologies immediately 
triggers a hysterical reaction from the lawmaker or from the courts to change or amend 
the existing legal framework and to react to the new phenomenon in a  highly targeted 
manner, the way toward a sectoral approach in regulation becomes the only solution for 
the future. Given the rapid development in AI and ML, it is impossible to predict what the 
future holds for us and what the timeline for the evolution of such technologies will be. 
Therefore, the lawmaker or the courts can easily be stuck in a spiral of chasing novelties 
and responding to them in a piecemeal, sector-specific manner. Ultimately, this approach 
leads to fragmented and sporadic laws that lack predictability, certainty and constancy, 
causing inconvenience in the society and eroding the general law-abiding behaviour of 
users and developers alike.

It is obviously a different problem if any of the new technologies is found to be problematic 
enough that public administration law drags it into its circle of regulation. Licensing 
obligations for the manufacture, marketing, sale, import or export of certain technologies 
may seem a world away from tort law, but there is an obvious connection between them. 
If we accept the conservative approach and rely on the existing legal framework of tort 
law, resisting the urge to take a sectoral approach, the courts will carry the torch and find 
suitable analogies between new technologies and existing legal standards in tort law. Courts, 
especially in civil law legal systems, however, are cautious players and crave guidance 
coming from the lawmaker. Any legal norm that shows some attitude of the lawmaker 
toward the new technologies would reassure or even guide judges’ decisions. Naturally, 
if a  judge sees that the lawmaker introduced a  licensing obligation for the marketing of 
a technology, he could interpret it as a highly dangerous technology that the lawmakers 
pay special attention to, rather like other acts which also carrying some inherent damaging 
potential. Therefore, the courts may strive to make deeper reinterpretations of tort law 
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norms simply to be in line with the attitude of the lawmaker, even if it was communicated 
in another branch of the law, public administration law. This demonstrates that the various 
branches of the legal system form a real matrix, where, from some perspectives, everything 
is connected to everything. In search for unlawfulness as a precondition for tortious liability 
and in search of the classification of the new social phenomenon, the reactions of the 
lawmaker, even if communicated through amendments of novel norms in other branches 
of the law (e.g. public administration law), will be considered by the civil courts as hints if 
not direct orders on how to approach torts committed by (the use of) artificial intelligence. 
Based on this presumption, I would recommend taking the path of conservatism even for 
the lawmaker when approaching new technologies, and I believe that licensing obligations 
should be carefully examined prior to their introduction into any legal system.
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This paper discusses the recently emerging platform law from a  jurisprudential point of view. 
After defining the platform as a general coordination mechanism, it deals with topics such as the 
rationale for regulation, its main goals, and its general characteristics. According to the study, 
the main argument for regulation is that the platform, as a coordination mechanism, tends to 
become unstable without intervention, or to become harmful from the point of view of society. 
Above all, it tends to abuse the asymmetric power situation that exists between the platform 
and its users. These conditions must be prevented from occurring and platform users must be 
protected in certain situations. The study lists four features that characterise platform law: its ex 
ante regulatory nature, the predominance of technology regulation and self-regulation, and the 
extensive use of user protection tools, such as complaint mechanisms, protection of user accounts 
and explainability obligations. This toolbox partly resembles the long-established methods of 
consumer protection, but it also differs from it in certain ways.

Keywords:
online platforms, legal theory, theory of code, Digital Services Act, user protection, 
coordination mechanisms

INTRODUCTION

This paper aims to examine the characteristics of the emerging platform regulation from 
a legal theoretical (jurisprudential) point of view.

Internet platforms became widely used in the wake of the  2008 crisis and soon became 
the main protagonists of the Internet. However, until the mid-2010s, the legal regulation 
of platforms was scarce. Most platforms were regarded as an “internet intermediary” (and 
within that a  “hosting” service) which has no direct liability for the activity performed 
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on it.1 By the end of the decade, it had become clear that the great economic and social 
significance of platforms demanded a different, and in many respects much more detailed 
and strict regulation.2

A body of rules to address this regulatory need was created very quickly by the European 
Union3 in the period between  2018  and  2022.  On the one hand, the EU amended 
a  series of directives to align them with the new phenomenon of platforms (AVMSD,4 
Copyright Directive5), and then created new ones (mainly in the form of Regulations) 
specifically aimed at platforms (P2B,6 DSA,7 DMA,8 Platform work directive draft9). The 
norms reveal a picture of a new European platform law, which has some well-described 
characteristics. This paper aims to analyse these characteristics on a higher abstraction 
level, with theoretical ambitions.

The structure of the study is as follows. In the first, methodological part, I clarify 
some theoretical starting points, such as the rationale, purpose and justifying principles 
of platform law and the place of platform law within the legal system. The second part 
analyses platform law in terms of four characteristics. Three of these are typical of any 
legal field which deals with technology. These are: the ex ante nature of the law, the 
extensive use of self- and co-regulation, and the fact that rules are enforced with the help of 
technology (“regulation through technology”). The fourth, longest subsection will attempt 
to characterise a concept that is unique to platform law, because it is its main justifying 
principle. This is the user protection.

1 See e.g. the main regulatory tool of the EU between  2000  and  2022, Directive  2000/31/EC (‘Directive on 
electronic commerce’).

2 A different approach was employed in  2017 with the German “Network-enforcement law” (Netzwerkdurch-
setzungsgesetz  –  NetzDG) which imposed certain transparency and procedural obligations on the social 
media platforms.

3 In the second half of the decade, similar initiatives appeared in other parts of the world. Thus, in the USA, 
several federal and state-level legislative drafts have been published which aimed at regulating the platform 
scene. These are very similar to their European counterparts in terms of their goals, and sometimes also in their 
details, so the theoretical considerations described here also apply to them. 

4 Directive  2010/13/EU (Audiovisual Media Services Directive – old AVMSD) and its revision, Directive (EU) 
 2018/1808 (Audiovisual Media Services Directive). 

5 Directive (EU)  2019/790 (Copyright Directive). 
6 Regulation (EU)  2019/1150 (Platform-to-Business Regulation – P2B). 
7 Regulation (EU)  2022/2065 (Digital Services Act – DSA).
8 Regulation (EU)  2022/1925 (Digital Markets Act – DMA).
9 Information page: https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_6605; Text of draft: Proposal 

for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on improving working conditions in platform 
work COM(2021)  762 final (Platform work proposal).

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_6605
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METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The difficulties of doctrinal analysis

This paper seeks to characterise platform law on a more abstract level. Its main purpose is 
therefore not to summarise the regulations currently in force, but to outline the rationale 
and connections behind the rules, identify their common elements, to organise the rules 
into meaningful groups and to demonstrate the organising logic, goals, and justifying 
principles behind them. It is also not my aim to write primarily about platform theories. This 
paper is about the theory of platform law and not about the theory of platforms – though I 
use one of these theories to conceptualise the platform-phenomenon. Another disclaimer 
is that this legal theory does not operate at the same level of abstraction of the classical 
jurisprudential tradition (which deals, for example with issues such as the problem of 
normativity, the values behind the law, the concept of law, or the relationship between law 
and morality). I have thus chosen a lower level of abstraction for the analysis.

At the same time, despite the fact that it is not my intention to develop a “grand” theory 
here, the task is still not straightforward. Most of the rules that are specifically tailored 
to platforms were created only in the last few years, and therefore have no  case law to 
interpret them, along with their so-called ex ante nature. Both characteristics make the 
task of developing a  theory more difficult, because they weaken the organising role of 
judicial argumentations, which is the usual starting point for doctrinal and jurisprudential 
explanations.

At this point, it is worth explaining the difficulty caused by ex ante regulation. Since 
ex ante type (or compliance-type, preventive) regulation was not created primarily as 
a  “decision norm”, i.e. as “lawyer’s law” (Entscheidungsnormen or Juristenrecht10), with 
the intention of being used by the courts, but instead primarily to prevent problems 
by regulating the actions of the participants or of the technology developed by them, 
its operation in many cases remains invisible. Indeed, the very fact that everything is 
unproblematic and it functions without difficulties, adds little to the exploration of the 
nature of a rule, because this is more apparent in borderline situations, or in complex cases. 
Furthermore, ex ante regulation is typically considered by the courts only if someone has 
violated an obligation, so the legal dispute immediately turns into a question of (ex post) 
liability. In such cases, the court examines compliance with the ex ante law, and may even 
come to doctrinal, systematising conclusions, but very often in such situations the courts 

10 These are the Austrian legal sociologist Eugen Ehrlich’s expressions. He was the first to point out that in 
addition to the “decision law” (Entscheidungsnormen) applied in (and by) the courts, there is another huge 
body of law, the “living law”, which is used by economic participants and private individuals in their everyday 
(economic) life. This living law has something to do with ex ante regulation, but it is not identical to it. At the 
same time, ex ante law can also be well contrasted with the ex-post (lawyers’) law. See Ehrlich  2022:  210,  240; 
Rehbinder  1986:  50.
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appoint an expert witness to interpret the ex ante regulation. In short: from a theoretical 
and dogmatic point of view, ex ante law is much more difficult to grasp than “lawyer’s law”.

The rationale for regulation – platform is an unstable coordination mechanism

What triggers the need for the regulation of platforms, and what causes the crisis of the 
“old” law? There is both a more general and a more specific answer to this.

To understand the general answer, some simple theoretical assumptions must first be 
clarified. In this study, I regard the platform – following the theory of János Kornai11 – as 
a  coordination mechanism. The coordination mechanism is an impersonal order that 
allocates resources and channels human activities. In addition to some less important 
types, Kornai identified three main types of mechanism: bureaucracy, the market and 
ethical coordination.12 While the market and bureaucracy are impersonal in nature, 
ethical coordination is deeply embedded in the everyday life of people. The main drivers 
of market coordination are money and profit, and it channels information through prices. 
The functioning of bureaucracy is based on explicit rules, (very often legal rules) or direct 
orders. Although ethical coordination is also aided by rules (ethical rules), it is largely 
based on human emotions and expectations such as recognition, love, respect and the 
feeling of belonging to a community.

The functioning of platforms, as a coordination mechanism, differ from both of these 
main mechanisms, although they have certain characteristics that make them similar 
to the impersonal types (market and bureaucracy). The most important feature of the 
platform is that it can successfully replace the other three main mechanisms, by emulating 
them. The two impersonal mechanisms, without intervention, tend to become socially 
harmful, or inherently unstable. Platforms also tend (without continuous corrections) 
to end up in a dysfunctional state (not fulfilling their original social function, or acting 
directly against it). Markets have a  propensity towards the formation of monopoly 
markets and cyclical crises,13 while bureaucracies end to operate with their own interests 
in mind, which manifests itself partly in expansion and partly in abuses of power and 
arbitrariness.14 Platforms build up a special type of inequality, known as “platform power”, 
which makes the user of the platform extremely vulnerable. The relationship between 
ethical coordination (“the life-world”) and platforms is much more subtle. In this regard, 
a platform transforms realities to data and algorithms that otherwise cannot be quantified, 

11 Kornai  1992.
12 Kornai  1992:  91–109. Kornai’s main source of inspiration was Karl Polanyi, (Polanyi  2001:  45) who called 

these mechanisms “integration schemes”. Julie Cohen (Cohen  2017:  15) and Stark and Pais (Stark–Pais  2020) 
depart also from Polanyi’s theory when explaining platforms. Both authors come to conclusions that are very 
similar to the ones here. In the same vein: Mises  1944.

13 According to Keynes (Keynes  1936:  313–332), the inherent property of the market is that it operates in trade 
cycles and occasionally drifts into crises. See also Vicarelli  1984.

14 This is the core of Montesquieu’s theory.
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such as love, attachment, or recognition. In this manner, on the one hand, the platform 
creates a dependency in its users, and on the other hand, since it monetises these goods, it 
has an interest in maintaining this dependency.

Sophisticated techniques were developed in the past century to eliminate the instability 
and dysfunctions of “traditional” coordination mechanisms. The correction of the markets 
is performed partly by economic, (anti-cyclical economic policy) and partly by legal 
methods (anti-monopoly, antitrust and consumer protection legislation and authorities). 
For example, in the last century, competition law created a complex system for dealing with 
monopolies. Consumer protection law also developed a series of well-proven rules in the last 
 50 years or so to compensate for the asymmetric situation of the consumer and to curb the 
power of large companies. Rules such as the expectation of comprehensibility of boilerplate 
contracts, or the prohibition of unilaterally beneficial conditions for the service provider, 
are examples of such law. The coordination mechanism of the market was thus curbed not 
by a single set of rules, but by a combination of antitrust and consumer protection rules. 
The former aims at the “ideal” and “equilibrium” state of the market, while the logic of 
the latter is more similar to constitutional and administrative law, which seeks to correct 
abuses of power. It is not by chance that a lively discussion continues amongst specialists in 
constitutional law about the “horizontal effect of constitutional law”,15 (a somewhat similar 
issue in the US is known as “state action”16) which means the use of certain constitutional 
principles, and fundamental rights in the sphere of private relations, between two, legally 
equal non-state actors.

Constitutional law and, to some extent, administrative law have become the main means 
of correcting the dysfunctionalities of bureaucracy. Constitutional law and its international 
counterpart international human rights conventions humanise political power and the 
bureaucratic sphere17 by placing them under the rule of law. The related guarantee rules, 
from the separation of powers to the obligation to provide reasons for individual decisions, 
expand and enforce this ideal in certain sub-areas. The entire corpus is interwoven with 
the means of protecting fundamental rights, which protect the freedom and decision-
making autonomy of individuals, and reduce their vulnerability.

Since the platform is a  new coordination mechanism in the virtual space, it can be 
present in almost all spheres of life and can replace bureaucracy, the market, or even 
“ethical coordination”  –  the normal “offline” private interactions. At the same time, 
control mechanisms similar to those developed to counteract the dysfunctionalities of 
the various coordination mechanisms in these fields are not in place for platforms: the 
platform as a coordination mechanism has not yet been subjected to these rules. The new 
platform law, which will be discussed here, is essentially an effort by the legislators now 
trying to create these mechanisms, based on the closest analogues: constitutional law, data 

15 Some examples from the rich literature: Gardbaum  2003; Phillipson  1999; Tushnet  2003. 
16 Shelley v. Kraemer,  334 U.S.  1 (1948).
17 Bibó  1986:  120.
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protection law, and consumer and (possibly investor) protection rules.18 These rules were 
codified by the European legislator in line with the current fashion for ex ante rules with 
their own agency and sanctions, which make extensive use of self- and co-regulation tools, 
along with technology-based regulation (using the technology-oriented and technology-
regulated method).

Areas, structure and place of platform law in the legal system

The other question that should be explored before discussing the individual characteristics 
of platform, is its place in the legal system as a whole, within the legal corpus.

Platform law is always Janus-faced because it not only has to deal with effects arising 
from the characteristics of platforms such as datafication, algorithmic control, and 
network effects, but must also be adapted to the specific areas of life in which the given 
platform functions. A work platform must take into account the specific risks arising in 
the world of work (e.g. compliance with rest periods) together with the effects arising from 
the fact that it is basically a  marketplace platform connecting supply and demand. An 
accommodation platform must also take into account the characteristics of the field of 
tourism and accommodation rental. At the same time, sectoral logics never completely 
dominate the logic of platforms: it is possible to refer to platform law precisely because 
the effects arising from the characteristics of platforms are so strong that they prevail in 
all areas. Certain approaches (especially certain means of “user protection”) permeate all 
facets of platform law. Of course, this duality often appears in practice in the reverse order: 
the regulators start from the logic of the given sector (e.g. from the logic of media law or 
of labour law in the case of the AVMSD or the Work-Platform Directive), but are usually 
subsequently also forced to take into account the logic of platforms.

This duality produces a  situation where the law very often uses long-established 
approaches in a given field to regulate platforms operating that sector, and some of these 
well-established rules can of course be effective. The advent of platforms does not make 
it necessary to set aside all the old legislative goals (or other justifying principles). The 
AVMSD is an excellent example of how the goal of protecting minors, for example, should 
also apply to video-sharing platforms. The other issue is whether specific measures will 
have a different effect on a platform. In linear television, the placement of content harmful 
to children in late-night broadcast slots, for example, has proven to be quite effective 
for several decades, while in the case of on-demand content, this approach is so far not 
applicable (this is not yet a platform feature) to the recommendation algorithms operating 
on the platforms and their responses to user behaviour, although the risks of using data 
require specific, platform-legal solutions.

18 Hildebrandt  2018. 
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In platform law, three basic nodes or sub-areas are emerging in the regulation: on the one 
hand, there is the “general platform law”, which mainly includes the definition of platforms 
and issues related to their responsibility and transparency. “Specialised” platform law is 
again divided into two parts, one of which is closely related to fundamental rights, and the 
other more infused with economic logic. The former views platforms from the perspective 
of online dangers and the risks of violations of fundamental rights.19 Competition law, 
copyright law, consumer protection and labour law rules can be grouped around the 
economic node. These are more similar to consumer protection and antitrust rules. (The 
copyright directive is an exception to this, where the protection of the rights of authors and 
publishers is dominant.)

The regulations of the EU and the USA may be very similar at the level of individual 
detailed provisions and certifications, but they differ greatly in their overall approach. 
First of all, the US did not create a “horizontal” or “general” platform law, as the EU does 
with the DSA.20 The EU’s general platform law, and the effort to address the platform 
phenomenon in general, is probably based on the comprehensive aspirations of European 
codification traditions. At the same time, generalisation also results in the fact that there 
must be a “special part” related to it, reflecting the Janus face described above. It must fit 
both the concepts and the regulatory environment specific to the sector and the “general 
platform law”.

More importantly, however, the justifying principles and arguments applied in the 
USA differ in general and in individual sub-areas. US law, for example, is more hesitant 
when it comes to the “precautionary principle” than Europe, where this is one of the most 
important justifying principles, 21 and one to which I will return. Some examples of the 
differences in sub-areas include: the topic of “illegal content” in the EU, is most often 
referred to as the topic of the “first amendment”, i.e. freedom of speech, in the US. What is 
a data protection issue in the EU, in the USA either simply does not exist as a problem, or it 
is listed as a “privacy” issue that only partially overlaps with data protection. Competition 
law problems are often mentioned as “common carrier” issues, which is also a specifically 
American concern, unknown in the EU. Finally, comparing the situation of the USA and 
the EU is made very difficult by the fact that the legislation of the USA is fragmented 
both horizontally and vertically, and is very often “situational” legislation. Beyond vertical 

19 The opening sentence of the official website of the European Commission introducing the DSA package is: “The 
Digital Services Act and Digital Markets Act aim to create a safer digital space where the fundamental rights 
of users are protected and to establish a level playing field for businesses.” https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/
en/policies/digital-services-act-package Schlesinger characterises the British situation in the following way: 
“The British policy agenda and regulatory response are presently encapsulated in two portmanteau rallying 
points: remedying ‘online harms’ (which mainly encompass social and political issues) and pursuing a ‘pro-
competition’ approach (by addressing malfunctioning markets to promote consumer interests and business 
innovation)” Schlesinger  2022. 

20 Recently, the main legal source of the platform-regulation is the Communication Decency Act, Section  230, 
and approximately one dozen federal and state bills are on the table of legislators across the US. 

21 Sunstein  2005:  14.

https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/digital-services-act-package
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/digital-services-act-package
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(federal and state) segmentation, horizontal fragmentation means that, for example, the 
federal legislation reflects on certain partial problems and does not seek to deal with 
the issue of platforms as a whole. A good example of this is the ACCESS Act, which aims to 
solve the problem of data portability22 (which in Europe is not part of platform regulation 
at all, but of data protection law23).

Taking all of this into account, I characterise platform law with reference to four concepts 
or pairs of concepts that have sparked legal discourses in recent decades in other fields. 
What they have in common is that they try to describe and capture the set of rules that is 
often contrasted with “law”, which is the “matter” of lawyers, as “regulation”.

Among these, the first three concepts characterise not only platform law, but also the rules 
created for the technology-embedded world in general, and EU legislation in particular.24 
These aspects are: the predominance of ex ante regulation, the intensive reliance on co- and 
self-regulation, as well as the increasing role of technology regulation and regulation with 
the help of technology. These characteristics are therefore those that characterize modern 
legislation anyway, but they are of outstanding importance in platform law too.

The fourth feature is a feature of platform law that is unique to it. This is the justification 
and purpose of platform law: user protection.

FOUR CHARACTERISTICS TO DESCRIBE PLATFORM LAW

The precautionary principle: platform law as an ex ante regulation

One of the key features of platform law is that it is largely ex ante in nature, or in other 
words compliance regulation.25 This characteristic has been brought up many times in this 
book, but here I would like to discuss it on a slightly more abstract level.

The mass appearance of these rules began in the  1960s and  1970s. The paradigmatic case 
of ex ante law is environmental protection and pharmaceutical regulation, in which the 
justification of ex ante rules also received a  special name: the precautionary principle,26 
a kind of legal version of the folk wisdom “better safe than sorry”.27

The ex ante – ex post distinction itself appeared mainly within the discourse of law and 
economics starting in the  1990s, usually in the context of how far it is reasonable to go in 
ex ante regulation, (in contrast with the ex post – liability – rules), and what the advantages 

22 H.R.3849 —  117th Congress (2021–2022), see: www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/3849/text 
23 Regulation (EU)  2016/679, (General Data Protection Regulation–GDPR) Article  20.
24 Walker  2005.
25 Fried  2003.
26 An overview of the history of the precautionary principle: Harremoës et al.  2001 and O’Riordan  2002.
27 Sunstein  2005:  13.  Some say the principle has a  different origin: according to Christiansen, the principle 

originates from the German Vorsorgenprinzip of the  1930s. Boehmer  2002.

https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/3849/text
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and disadvantages of both forms are and how can they complement each other in a good 
regulatory mix.28

Since the  1970s, it has therefore become increasingly accepted that the purpose of the 
law is not to respond to some kind of illegal activity, but to facilitate the avoidance of 
certain risks, by providing participants in a given risky area with behavioural or direct 
technological specifications. This right is often called regulation, or compliance, in order 
to contrast it with law.

A very straightforward and easily understandable example of the distinction between ex 
post and ex ante rules is the system of norms regulating traffic on public highways. In this 
field, on the one hand, there are the traffic rules, which is a classic ex ante regulation, as they 
coordinate road users with a series of specific regulations, and their main goal is to prevent 
accidents. However, traffic is also regulated by ex post rules: liability for accidents in the 
civil law, or traffic offences in the penal law. Further notable differences exist between the 
two systems of rules, such as the fact that traffic rules must be constantly followed, while 
the liability rules only come into play in the event of an accident. Moreover, traffic rules 
are constantly applied and interpreted by civilians, while the rules of responsibility are 
primarily interpreted by lawyers, and within this, especially by the courts.

Ex ante law is not homogeneous, and this also characterises platform law. Some rules 
regulate processes, assess and manage risks, and possibly contain certain quality assurance 
elements. This can be characterised as risk-preventing ex ante law. On the other hand, other 
rules deal with inequalities, injustices, and power asymmetries, very often in a consumer 
protection setting. While the key concept of the latter field of law is “power” and its 
correlative “vulnerability”, the focus of the former is “risk”, “health”, “security”. Even more 
simply, some ex ante law protects a person’s health, and some protects one’s dignity and 
other values arising from it (e.g. decision-making autonomy, freedom of speech, etc.). The 
majority of the ex ante rules of platform law naturally fall into the latter category.

How the centre of gravity of the law has shifted towards ex ante rules is best demonstrated 
by the change in one of the central constructs of platform law, the notice and takedown 
rule. The notice and takedown rule described in the E-commerce directive was clearly 
an ex post rule: it determined when a  platform is not responsible for violating content 
and when it is.29 The obligation of the platform (hosting service) clearly began after the 
publication of the illegal content. Compared to this, the first sentence of the new notice-and-
action regulation stipulates that the providers of hosting services “put mechanisms in place 

28 Kolstadt et al.  1990.
29 Directive  2000/31/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council, Article  14: “Hosting/  1.  Where an 

information society service is provided that consists of the storage of information provided by a  recipient 
of the service, Member States shall ensure that the service provider is not liable for the information stored at 
the request of a recipient of the service, on condition that: (a) the provider does not have actual knowledge of 
illegal activity or information and, as regards claims for damages, is not aware of facts or circumstances from 
which the illegal activity or information is apparent; or (b) the provider, upon obtaining such knowledge or 
awareness, acts expeditiously to remove or to disable access to the information.”
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to allow any individual or entity to notify them of the presence on their service of specific 
items of information that the individual or entity considers to be illegal content”.30

It is important to add that the distinction between ex ante and ex post rules is relative in 
many respects. Some also argue that the ex ante function of criminal law (to prevent people 
from committing crimes) is actually more important than its ex post function (to punish 
those who commit crimes). 31 Based on this argument, the distinction between ex ante and 
ex post regulation actually makes no sense, since one of the most important goals of all ex 
post rules is to avoid problems, and the (secondary) goal of ex ante regulation is also that in 
the event of a problem occurring, it can help guide in the determination of responsibility. 
At the same time, this argument is flawed, in that the ex ante and ex post distinction does 
not (only) apply to the purpose of the law, but also to the method of regulation. Ex ante 
traffic rules describe an “ideally safe”, “accident-free” flow of traffic, and because of this, it 
is no longer up to the driver to decide how to drive safely. Henceforth, he can be punished 
even if he simply breaks the traffic rules; this no longer requires the occurrence of a specific 
accident, or injury, or even a dangerous situation arising. This phenomenon, whereby the 
law pre-empts other (moral, or practical) arguments is one of the leitmotifs of modern legal 
positivism.32 However, as will be discussed below, this ex ante nature, together with the 
embedding of rules in technology, creates a new quality that limits rather than promotes 
the unfolding of human freedom.

The relationship between the two regulatory methods has been accompanied by 
heated debates, on points such as which type of regulation is more effective and how far 
it is reasonable to extend the generally heavy administrative burdens that are typically 
associated with regulation, such as registration and reporting obligations, the operation 
of separate monitoring systems, employing officials, and setting up regulatory and 
enforcement authorities.33 In this regard, the (not very telling) argument is acceptable that 
beyond a certain point, ex ante regulation is counterproductive and it should therefore not 
be exaggerated, because the transaction costs will be too high, or because it is not worth 
to deal with risks that have a very low probability of occurrence.34 The most appropriate 
form of regulation is a  “mixture” of ex ante and ex post regulation. At the same time, 
other affected parties (including many legislators) argue in favour of strengthening ex ante 
regulation,35 and it seems that this position is also more dominant in the field of European 
platform law. Tracing the textual changes made during the drafting of the DSA, it was clear 
that it was continuously being enriched with new ex ante elements. It was not primarily 

30 DSA Article  16.
31 See Darley et al.  2001.
32 Raz  1990:  16.
33 Cass Sunstein argued convincingly against excessive ex ante (precautionary) regulation. Sunstein  2005. 
34 See Kolstadt et al.  1990.
35 Galle  2015.
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completely new obligations that were being added, but rather an increasingly detailed 
description of the fulfilment of already defined ones.36

Co-regulation and self-regulation: platform law as “outsourced” law

Platform law, like European law as a whole, makes extensive use of co- and self-regulation. 
The idea of co- and self-regulation, which partly overlaps with the notion of “soft law”,37 
gained ground in EU law at the end of the  1990s. At that time, a debate about the institutional 
efficiency of the EU began, which ultimately led to the introduction of co-regulation as one 
of the most important recommendations of the White Paper on European governance.38 

According to the White Paper, the essence of co-regulation is that the EU establishes only 
the general rules, the details of which must be worked out by the industry participants. The 
findings of the White Paper were incorporated into the action plan on better regulation.39

Platform law makes extensive use of self-regulation as well as the outsourcing of 
regulation to private organisations.40 Thus, for example, according to the text of the DSA, 
the Commission supports and promotes the development of various industry standards, 
e.g. for the electronic reporting of (perceived) illegal content, the creation of templates, 
designs and procedural standards that make it easier for users to understand the restrictions 
included in contract terms, for an electronic reporting system of reliable whistle-blowers, 
etc. The same applies to codes of conduct: the Commission wishes to encourage the creation 
of voluntary codes of conduct. Similar self-regulation provisions can also be found in the 
AVMSD and other platform law norms.

It may seem that in certain respects the notion of co- and self-regulation runs counter 
to the trend of ever-increasing ex ante regulation. As noted above, the trend has been 
towards a growth in the amount of increasingly detailed ex ante rules. At the same time, 
the detailed description of obligations narrows the room for manoeuvre of legal entities 
rather than expand it. This seems to be a paradox, at least in platform law, but this is only 
on the surface. The vast majority of ex ante regulations in platform law are of a formal and 
procedural nature, as I will detail in the subsection entitled “user protection” (point  2.4). 
At the same time, this also means that the legislation mostly leaves substantial issues to 
be decided by the platforms. The definition of the specific forms of expression of “speech 
that can no longer be tolerated” or of the specific forms of practices that are considered 

36 For example, Article  9 of the draft DSA, which regulates the transfer of information to the authorities, in its 
final version is almost double the length of the original text of the proposal, partly due to the increasingly 
detailed obligations placed on the authorities, and partly of the intermediary service providers. The same is also 
true for Articles  12,  17 and many other texts.

37 Senden  2005. 
38 European Commission  2001. 
39 European Commission  2002. 
40 This expression is used by Caroline Cauffman and Catalina Goanta in connection with DSA. Cauffman–

Goanta  2021.
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detrimental to consumers (to mention only two very important content issues) is essentially 
completely left to the platforms. From this point of view, I also classify it as a matter of 
content when the platform rules refer to “appropriate technical measures”. In such cases, it 
is up to the platforms to determine what services they operate in order to achieve a given 
goal, what functions they implement, and what user interfaces they design for them.

This logic actually suggests that “it doesn’t matter what kind of regulation there will be, 
as long as there is something and it is predictable”. Although, we leave its precise content 
to the profession that previously cultivated it based on its internal rules. However, unlike 
medicine, driving a car, or the banking profession, platform operation is not an independent 
profession that had previously established rules which only need to be translated into legal 
form. The platform is only an “empty” mechanism that coordinates social life, certain 
markets, etc. In other words, banking law can be outsourced in such a way that prudential 
obligations are codified as new rules of banking, and within the framework of this, the 
rest can be entrusted to the bankers, but – I would argue – the same method will not work 
smoothly if applied to platforms.

Regulation of technology and regulation by technology: platform law as a technology

One of the most important parts of platform regulation is the direct regulation of 
technology and/or regulation with the help of technology.41

To establish a  broader context, it is worth recalling Brownsword’s recently published 
book. In this work, he identifies three ways of discussing the law, or three legal mindsets: 
law  1.0,  2.0, and  3.0.42

The correct application of the rules is at the heart of the Law  1.0  way of thinking. 
A lawyer’s special knowledge concerns how to apply the general rules to individual cases. 
Such application can be quite easy, a little more complicated and quite difficult. Sometimes 
difficulties arise due to technological development. For example, such difficulties were 
caused by the railway, electricity (in private liability), photography (in criminal law) and the 
rise of tabloid newspapers (in the field of privacy), or the VHS tape recorder (in copyright 
law). These difficulties may mean that the old legislation has become unusable, or that there 
are “gaps” in its application.

Law  2.0  is a  type of discourse and an approach, according to Brownsword, somewhat 
similar to what was characterised above as “ex ante” regulation, but with some important 
additions. The aim is therefore to avoid risks, but this burdens the regulation with a series 
of new dilemmas and tasks. Finding the optimal point between under-regulation and 
over-regulation43 is a new dilemma, and a new task is presented by this type of regulation 
requiring control and enforcement mechanisms (procedures, authorities). Finding the 

41 Brownsword  2011 and Brownsword  2005.
42 Brownsword  2021.
43 Brownsword  2021:  23.
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right balance between ex post liability rules (representing Law  1.0), and new type of ex ante 
compliance rules (representing Law  2.0) also poses a great dilemma.

Technology plays a different role in the thinking of law  3.0. If the goal is to avoid certain 
risks, then sometimes these risks can simply be handled better by employing certain 
technologies. Brownsword cites the  2009 Västberga robbery in Sweden as an example. In 
this case, a group carried out a helicopter robbery at a cash collection point. Some of the 
money was never recovered, prompting the Swedes to radically reduce their use of cash. It 
is easy to see that electronic money cannot be stolen using traditional methods: technology 
can practically completely filter out a specific type of risk. The same is true, for example, 
of copyright protection. Although, it is possible to stipulate in the user agreement that it 
is forbidden to transfer an electronic file to another person, it is much more effective to 
prevent this by technical means and make the file uncopiable. In fact, in this case, it is 
a matter of embedding either the ex post (liability rules if the person has copied them) or 
even the ex ante rules into a specific technology, which in the majority of cases takes the 
form of some code, software, and (less often) even a physical device.44

It is not difficult to discover the similarities between Brownsword’s theory and Lessig’s 
theory, as well as the American “lex informatica”45 discourse, or even Richard Susskind’s 
idea of “embedded legal knowledge”.46 The essence of all these is that legislators use the 
direct description of technology in order to control the behaviour of people.47

In platform law it is extremely common for a technology to be defined to achieve certain 
legislative goals. Basically, in the DSA, these regulatory (behavioural control) technologies 
are present in two ways. Either they are provisions where technology is specifically 
referred to, the DSA is full of such regulations, such as the internal complaint handling 
system,48 and the adjustable or non-profiling recommendation system,49 or they do not 
refer to them directly, but the given obligation can essentially only be implemented by 
technological means. (The DSA often uses the term “mechanism” or “necessary technical 
and organisational measures”50 in this case as well, which of course can also take the form 
of a tightly regulated procedure without technological support, but most of the time, these 
rules involve a specific technological solution. The notice-and-action “mechanism” itself is 

44 Brownsword  2021:  32
45 Originally by Joel R. Reidenberg (Reidenberg  1997), which was later adopted by others (e.g. Mefford  1997), 

but the idea – the increasing role of codes in influencing behaviour in cyberspace – really became widely known 
with Lessig’s theory. Interestingly, Karen Yeung and Martin Lodge are giving an entirely different origin story 
for the regulation by algorithms in their writing (Yeung–Lodge  2019:  4), stating that algorithmic regulation 
“was popularized by Silicon Valley entrepreneur Tim O’Reilly in  2013” but “the idea that computational 
algorithms might be understood as a form of social ordering was proposed some time earlier by sociologist 
A. Aneesh”.

46 Susskind  2009:  141.
47 Brownsword et al.  2016.
48 DSA Article  20.
49 DSA Article  27(3) (adjustability of recommendation systems) Article  38  (selectability of recommendation 

systems not based on profiling).
50 E.g. DSA Article 9(2) a) “redress mechanisms”, Article 40(8) d) “technical and organizational measures”.
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a good example.51 It is no coincidence that the preamble of the DSA specifically mentions 
that the efficient and uniform application of the obligations contained in the Regulation 
requires technological tools, so it is important to encourage the development of voluntary 
standards.)52

Behaviour control through technology raises countless theoretical and practical problems, 
which cannot be comprehensively discussed here. Instead, I will outline four of them. First, 
since the law is most often manifested in the form of language, ordinary people can easily 
access it if it is formulated in an understandable way.53 At the same time, understanding 
the rules wrapped in technology can be difficult. Second, and closely related to this, if we 
perceive only the outputs of a given regulatory technology, this leads us into the complicated 
area of algorithmic transparency and explainability. Third, the unclear relationship between 
legal rules and technological rules also raises questions of legitimacy: who and how are these 
rules created, and does the political community have a say in the process? Finally, fourthly, 
technical rules typically have a direct coercive effect on us and cannot be broken, or infringed, 
which is not always good. Legal rules sometimes need to be broken, not only on the basis of, 
for example, value considerations, but also for practical reasons.54

The three regulatory characteristics mentioned above (ex ante, self-regulation and 
regulation with technology) may all be present, and may be related to each other. 
Regulation may thus be both ex ante type, directed at a  particular technology (which 
otherwise complies with a rule), and at the same time, the specific form this regulation 
takes is entrusted to the self-regulation of the platforms. As I mentioned above, these three 
characteristics are not only specific to platform law. They characterise, for example, the 
latest draft legislation related to artificial intelligence55 or the data economy,56 which is 
related to platform law in many ways.

USER PROTECTION AND ITS ELEMENTS

Why user protection?

I argued above that the main problem with platforms is the same as that which bedevils 
the other two large coordination mechanisms: that they tend to become dysfunctional in 
the absence of intervention. I also indicated that dysfunctional operation can mean several 
things in the case of platforms.

51 DSA Article  14.
52 DSA Article  44.
53 Ződi  2022. 
54 Joh  2016. 
55 Artificial Intelligence Act. 
56 There are two drafts, the Data Governance Regulation and the Data Sharing Regulation: European Commission 

 2020; European Commission  2022. 
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First, since the role of gatekeepers (news outlets) has ceased or weakened due to “cheap 
speech” on platforms, users are very easily able to post illegal or harmful content. Second, 
the abuse of “platform power”57 can put users in an unjustifiably vulnerable situation. Of 
course, such “abuse” is sometimes in quotation marks. Often there is no real abuse, – which 
describes the actual behaviour of a human being towards another human being. It is very 
often the case, instead, that algorithms “abuse” their “power” on the platform, and even 
when there is human intervention, it is not directed against someone personally. However, 
the power imbalance and the vulnerability are still present.

The interaction between the platform as a coordination mechanism and other mechanisms 
also raises several problems. Sometimes the platform takes the place of other coordination 
mechanisms, but it is also possible that it plays a complementary and sometimes distorting 
role. In such cases, the key issue of the regulation of platforms will be how much interest 
is attached to preserving (conserving) the original functioning of the replaced (emulated, 
or distorted) mechanism. How important is it for the market to function as it did before 
the emergence of algorithms? The fact that the customer does not make a decision in an 
information-deficient environment while only having a very restricted overview of what 
is on offer is obviously not a value that necessarily has to be protected: the platforms are 
able to show the customers the entire offer when appropriate, and this is precisely their 
biggest advantage. This, however, gives rise to a new problem, the question of ranking. In 
the information-deficient world before platforms, if a consumer wanted to buy a used car, 
he/she went to the nearest used-car dealer, or bought an advertising newspaper. Now, it is 
possible to search for the given car type and see the cars for sale in a certain order, defined 
by algorithms. This abundance of information – it seems – gives birth to a new regulatory 
need: the need to make the ranking fair and sometimes understandable.

At the same time, the elimination of the information deficit situation is not a positive 
development in other cases, and intervention may be necessary to maintain it. For example, 
the seller does not need to have the right to access all the information about the users, such 
as the consumer’s searches prior to taking decisions to buy, or her purchase and payment 
histories. On the seller’s side, in some cases, there is more of an interest in preserving the 
information deficiency.

An even more exciting area is the interaction between the “world of life” (or life world),58 
coordinated by “ethical coordination” and algorithmic coordination. Social media tries to 
replace and emulate traditional human interactions in many respects, but in other places 
it instead complements and enhances it. However, the substitution does not work in the 
original form either. Posting news of a family event (e.g. “my daughter got married”) had 
no equivalent in traditional interpersonal interactions. A person could tell a small group of 
friends, or could tell one person at a time the good news, but she could not tell  500 people 

57 Van Dijck et al.  2019.
58 Jürgen Habermas’s expression. Habermas  1987 [1981]. 
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at the same time. Moreover, the question from then on is whether the law has anything to 
do with this, and whether traditional forms of interaction should be protected.

As discussed above, one of the manifestations of the dysfunctional operation of 
impersonal coordination mechanisms is that algorithms are capable of “oppression”, i.e. 
creating asymmetric power situations, almost without any human intervention. The law, 
however, is not set up to deal with this impersonal (algorithmic) power. The law can only 
deal with asymmetric situations that have been created by people, or by institutions (legal 
entities), albeit not necessarily always intentionally. Initially, these asymmetric situations 
occurred, and were handled in relation to political power, and later also in the context of 
private powers (labour law, consumer protection), and now the platforms have also created 
the context of impersonal mechanisms (“repressive algorithms”).

The problem is twofold: the law is perfectly suited to curbing the exercise of human 
power and to mitigating human vulnerability, and very sophisticated mechanisms have 
been developed to address this in recent centuries. The intertwined systems of the legal 
systems of nation states and of international treaties, along with the sophisticated doctrines 
surrounding the human rights system, the polished system of institutions and legal 
protection mechanisms, and the solutions of individual branches of law are part of a huge, 
well-functioning system. For example, the system of collective labour law in the field of 
labour law, international human rights conventions and constitutional law and the legal 
protection activities of international courts, ombudsmen and constitutional courts, as well 
as consumer protection law, the extensive system of rules related to boilerplate agreements 
and consumer protection,59 competition law and sectoral (e.g. financial supervisory) 
authorities are mechanisms that have been operating for decades.

These legal instruments are not suitable for curbing the power “exercised” indirectly by 
technical means, and also not suitable for dealing with the dysfunctional operations caused 
by algorithmic coordination replacing ethical coordination. In the system of constitutional 
law, the mechanisms that are capable of truly limiting political power and preventing 
tyranny, from general elections through independent courts to parliamentary motions of 
no confidence, have been developed over the past  200 years. At the same time, technology 
has not yet possessed power-related dimensions, or to put it more precisely, technology itself 
has not been able to “exercise” power independently and autonomously, and thus to make 
people vulnerable. Technology has always had the capacity to endanger human lives and 
physical integrity, but it could not make people vulnerable, and above all, it could not, for 
example, manipulate, change, divert, or provoke large social processes on a mass scale. 
Although the mass media, for example, has had a huge impact on the public for a  long 
time, and is able to seriously influence people’s thinking, actions and mental state, this 
influence is not wielded by the technology itself, but by the people, editors, and journalists 
who are in possession of the technology. For this reason, all previous media regulation was 

59 “[P]urchasers of goods and users of services must be protected against abuse of power by the seller or the 
service provider.” Council Directive  93/13/EEC – Consumer Protection Directive, Recital  9.
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naturally aimed at these people (the people behind the media providers, the people hiding 
behind the mask of the “employer”, the “big company”). However, other options present 
themselves when it comes to technology. The dangerousness of a drone can also be reduced 
through technological regulation by uploading airspace restriction data to drones before 
their flights, causing the drone to simply not fly into certain zones.60

However, when it comes to regulating platforms (and artificial intelligence), the law is 
facing something completely new. There is already a debate about whether the technology 
itself causes or creates vulnerable or powerful situations, and not, for example, the people 
behind it. This raises the question of whether this new narrative is valid, or is it just an old 
one appearing in new clothes. The problem is very complex, but the answer may basically 
be that people and technology are intertwined, and form one system. The operation of the 
algorithm that makes decisions about workers on a work platform is affected by how it is 
“tuned” by the operators of that work platform, as well as how the “employers” offering 
the jobs on it behave, or what qualifications they expect from employees. The same is true 
for other algorithms. The items that Facebook puts on an individual’s news feed depend, 
of course, on the settings of the news feed, but also on other people’s and on the user’s 
behaviour.

There are two main legal sources of inspiration for user protection: consumer protection 
and investor protection, but platform law introduces many modifications to the legal 
solutions from these two areas of law. For example, the focus of European consumer 
protection is unfair general contract terms, which is a kind of blacklist of provisions that 
should not be used in these contracts.61 Platform law does not operate with a negative list 
of this kind, but instead positively lists what must be included in the contracts. Among 
these mandatory elements, the platform’s decision-making powers related to user profiles, 
and user content play a very important role. Platform law stipulates that the terms and 
conditions of platforms must include restrictions on the use of their services or complaint 
handling procedures.62

In short: the ultimate goal and justification of the platform law, then – along with some 
other, equally important, but perhaps subordinate goals, such as preserving the healthy 
structure of the public sphere or maintaining competition –  is primarily the protection 
of users from the dominance of platforms or sometimes from the harmful and dangerous 
behaviour of other users. How is this power manifested? It can primarily be found in the way 
that individual freedom and (decision-making) autonomy may be impaired due to  the 
specific operation of the platforms.63 Platforms are able to invade an individual’s private 
sphere to an unprecedented extent, learn about their behaviour, collect data about people 
and transactions, and manipulate users with the help of microtargeting. The situation is 
made worse by the fact that the monitoring and data collection are mostly carried out by 

60 See Commission Delegated Regulation (EU)  2019/945 Annex, part  3, paragraph (15), point a).
61 Council Directive  93/13/EEC. 
62 DSA Article  14.
63 Dumbrava  2021.
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algorithms, i.e. impersonal mechanisms, which even make a  series of decisions. This is 
compounded by the fact that in the meantime, in certain spheres of existence (social public, 
and some market segments) the platforms have gained an overwhelming significance, and 
have become unavoidable, so that it is very difficult or even impossible to get by without 
them.

Legal elements of user protection

Online safety and the protection of users, especially minors, is constantly emphasised 
by communication related64 to the Digital Services Act concerning illegal (and harmful) 
content. The underlying logic is similar to the corresponding institutions of media law, and 
in the case of the AVMSD, the rules for electronic media must also be applied to video-
sharing platforms in this regard. What makes platforms’ obligations regarding illegal 
content very different from that of the media is the (theoretical) lack of prior screening and 
general monitoring obligations. The E-commerce Directive only codified the notice-and-
takedown procedure in relation to illegal content where the hosting service provider only 
has to deal with the illegal content ex post if it becomes aware of it. This main rule, in an ex 
ante form, was also retained by the DSA, but with an extremely large number of exceptions 
and limitations.

One of the limitations is that the absence of a monitoring obligation does not involve 
a  monitoring ban, and the platforms have monitored the content published on them 
from the outset.65 The other is that the various platform law norms and the case-law have 
established a series of exceptions to the general lack of obligation.

The legal toolbox of user protection consists of five major areas:  1 protection against illegal 
content,  2 prescribing the mandatory content of user contracts,  3 protection of the user’s 
digital identity, i.e. accounts and digital freedom of speech  4 transparency of algorithms, 
and  5 complaint handling rules for operating mechanisms.

Firstly, the sui generis approach of platform law to illegal content is a preventive (ex ante) 
system consisting of three lines of defence. The first element is the provision and detailed 
regulation of user-friendly, easily accessible interfaces for reporting illegal content.66 The 
second is the system of trusted flaggers.67 Finally, the third set of rules prescribes protection 
against abuse.

64 “The DSA and DMA have two main goals: […] to create a  safer digital space, […] and to establish a  level 
playing field for businesses.” See: https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/digital-services-act-package 

65 See for example Facebook’s policy on dangerous individuals and organisations: https://transparency.fb.com/
hu-hu/policies/community-standards/dangerous-individuals-organizations/ 

66 DSA Article  20.
67 DSA Article  16.

https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/digital-services-act-package
https://transparency.fb.com/hu-hu/policies/community-standards/dangerous-individuals-organizations/
https://transparency.fb.com/hu-hu/policies/community-standards/dangerous-individuals-organizations/
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The second means of user protection is the mandatory provision of certain content elements 
in the contracts concluded with users (or their general terms and conditions).68 The DSA 
had already stipulated that intermediary service providers (i.e., a broader category than the 
platform), must provide information in their contracts about the restrictions introduced 
in connection with the use of their services, such as details of the content moderation 
employed, including algorithmic decision-making and human review.69 Compared to 
intermediary service providers, platforms have even more serious obligations. For example, 
in their contracts with user platforms must clearly describe, in detail, what kind of policy 
they pursue in relation to users who publish blatantly illegal content and who notoriously 
unreasonably report others.70 Platforms additionally have to indicate the main parameters 
used in their recommendation systems,71 as well as the alternatives that may be available to 
users of the service to modify or influence such parameters. This must also be included in 
their contract terms and conditions,72 so that the transparency of the algorithms is ensured 
in the contracts.

The minimum requirements for contracts between the platform and the user can also be 
found in the Platform-to-Business (P2B) regulation. The first set of rules regulates some 
of the characteristics of the contracts between platforms and entrepreneurs. One such 
rule requires the clear and comprehensible wording of contracts. The provision appears in 
almost the same form in Article  5 of Directive  93/13/EEC. The P2B regulation requires that 
the reasons for a decision to suspend, terminate or otherwise restrict a user’s account be 
indicated as a mandatory element of the contract.73 The same article concerning contracts 
includes a  provision on how to notify the user of changes to contracts and what grace 
period is required for them to take effect.

The third group of user protection rules concerns the protection of digital identity and 
freedom of speech. This curbs and controls the platform’s decisions that affect users most 
deeply (primarily exclusion from the platform, suspension, or restriction).74 For example, 
as we have seen, the DSA requires the operation of an efficient and easily accessible internal 
complaint management system,75 which can be used in these cases. P2B, in addition to 
imposing certain formal requirements on these decisions (communication on a “durable 
medium”,  30 days prior notification in the event of termination),76 imposes an obligation 
to justify disciplinary measures (in addition to the internal complaint handling mechanism 
included in the DSA, the platform work directive requires77 that they be in written form 

68 DSA Article  14, P2B Article  3. 
69 DSA Article  14(1). 
70 DSA Article  23.
71 DSA Article  27. 
72 P2B Article  5. 
73 P2B Article 3(1) c).
74 DSA Article  17, P2B Article  4. 
75 DSA Article  20.
76 P2B Article  3. 
77 P2B Article  4.
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and the possibility of human review of (algorithmic) decisions that result in the restriction, 
suspension or termination of the profile (account) of a platform worker.78

The fourth tool of user protection, contained in the provisions of all three documents, 
attempts to make the operation of algorithms that affect users more transparent during 
everyday use. In connection with the giant platforms, the DSA requires the “main 
parameters used in the recommendation systems”79 as well as “any options for the 
recipients of the service to modify or influence those main parameters”80 to be included 
in the contract for the users of the service. The other two norms  –  since the stakes in 
both areas are much higher than on a social media platform – are likewise much more 
detailed in terms of ensuring algorithm transparency. The P2B Regulation, which 
mainly protects (small) businesses operating on large marketplace platforms, devotes 
a  separate article to provisions related to the transparency of “ranking”.81 According 
to this article, “intermediary service providers” must record in the contract “the main 
parameters determining ranking and the reasons for the relative importance of those main 
parameters as opposed to other parameters”. In addition, search engine service providers 
must also disclose the main parameters that play the most significant role individually or 
together and their relative importance. Moreover, in the platform work directive, a whole 
separate chapter deals with issues of algorithmic management.82 This chapter not only 
includes rules related to transparency and explainability, but also – in a manner which is 
otherwise exceptional in platform law – certain substantive rules, that is, regarding what 
the algorithms of work platforms should not be, e.g. they must not put undue pressure on 
workers or otherwise endanger their physical or mental health. In addition, as mentioned 
above, in the case of certain algorithmic decisions, a written justification and the possibility 
of contacting a person must be provided.83

The fifth characteristic tool of user protection is the introduction of various dispute 
resolution, and complaint handling mechanisms. As we have seen, this tool is often 
intertwined with the first two, because it provides the possibility of redress against the 
most important decisions or decisions made by algorithms, but not always. It seems 
that the regulations analysed here consider complaint handling mechanisms as general 
user protection tools. There are two types of such mechanisms, internal and external 
mechanisms. In the case of external mechanisms, complaint handling or dispute resolution 
takes place not within the platform, but independently of it.84 Trusted flaggers can also 
be regarded as such a mechanism. Internal mechanisms include the complaint handling 
mechanism of the DSA85 and the mechanisms regulated in Article  7 of the draft directive 

78 Platform work draft Article  8 of the draft directive. 
79 DSA Article  27. 
80 DSA Article  27.
81 P2B Article  5. 
82 Platform work draft Articles  6–10. 
83 Platform work draft Articles  6–10.
84 P2B Article  12.
85 DSA Article  20.
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of the work platform regulation. The successor of the old notice-removal mechanism, the 
notification and action mechanism, can also be considered an internal mechanism.

A completely separate area of user protection is the set of rules that primarily prescribe 
compliance, along with the transparency rules for intermediary services and platforms. 
This difference is partly related to the fact that the platforms are obliged to continuously 
disclose their efforts regarding individual user protection, as well as the data related 
to them. In the DSA, intermediary service providers had already been subject to some 
transparency reporting obligations, while platforms and VLOPs are subject to even more 
additional obligations.86

The transparency reporting obligation of intermediary service providers mainly involves 
the communication of information on content moderation. In accordance with this, they 
must submit an annual report on content that was removed on the basis of external or 
internal initiatives, according to the type of illegality. Online platforms are obliged to 
regularly prepare reports on suspensions, matters that were referred to dispute resolution 
bodies, the functioning of content moderation algorithms, and their number of active 
users, among other things. Furthermore, the giant online platforms have such a wide set 
of reporting obligations that there is no  space to describe them in full here. By way of 
illustration only, in addition to the obligations relating to the platforms, they are required 
to operate a database of online advertisements, provide the Commission with access to 
essentially all of their data, produce and publish a report on risk assessment and mitigation 
measures and to undergo and publish the results of independent audits, among other 
obligations.
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Based on Statistics Finland’s Quality of Work Life Survey  2018, this paper seeks how Finnish 
employees’ use of digital tools differs from each other, what sociodemographic and work context-
related factors these differences are connected to, and how differences in usage are reflected in the 
effects of digitalisation on employees’ work. The research identified five user groups. Nearly half 
of the employees are classified as Skilled Users, which are typically of a young age. Challenges 
for other groups include deficiencies in digital skills, problems in learning to use digital tools, 
routine-like usage, low learning demands at work, and a high workload and learning pressure 
arising from intensive use of digital tools. The results support the sequential and compound digital 
exclusion arguments derived from previous literature, but do not fully support the stratification 
argument. The paper shows that among employees there are digital divides of various types. 
Narrowing these gaps requires different policies and customised solutions.

Keywords:
digital divide, digital exclusion, digital skill, digital tool, digitalisation, inequality, user 
group

INTRODUCTION

New technologies have the potential to increase productivity and economic well-being, but 
their introduction and experimentation phases often bring about tensions and heighten 
inequality. This tendency seems to also apply to digital transformation.1 The inequalities 
resulting from digitalisation are called digital divides. Digital divides have been theorised 
and studied from many perspectives, including social capital theories, disability theories, 

1 Baldwin  2019; Brynjolfsson–McAfee  2014; Frey  2019.

https://doi.org/10.32575/ppb.2024.1.6
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spatial theories, theories of technological acceptance and diffusion as well as theories 
of the social construction and shaping of technologies. The research on digital divides 
started in the  1990s with the spread of the use of the internet. At first, the focus was on 
the differences between internet users and non-users (first-level divide). Next, the focus 
shifted to the differences in the ways digital tools are used (second-level divide). In the 
latest phase, the research has expanded to the differences in how people are able to benefit 
from digitalisation (third-level divide).2

Although Finland appears in international comparisons as a well-developed information 
society where citizens have high digital skills, digital divides also exist in Finland. Digital 
divides are manifested, for example, in how well citizens know how to use various 
publicly available online services.3 Tens of thousands of adult citizens in the country 
have insufficient access to digital tools or who have only a poor ability to use them due to 
insufficient equipment, lack of skills or physical or language limitations. These difficulties 
apply especially to elderly people and people with a low level of education.4 Digital divides 
also plague Finnish working life. According to the Working Conditions Survey  2020 of the 
Central Organisation of Finnish Trade Unions (SAK),  28% of its union members felt that 
they were sometimes “at the mercy of technology” at work.5 Most of the members of SAK 
unions are blue-collar workers whose digital skills are on average inferior to those of 
higher-educated white-collar employees. Another recent Finnish study supports this view, 
revealing clear differences between the digital information skills of production workers 
and clerical staff among employees of the metal industry.6

Digital divides are a  socio-politically significant issue both at the global and national 
levels.7 In industrialised societies, they can exacerbate social inequality, increase the risk of 
exclusion from working life and society, hamper opportunities to prolong an individual’s 
career and raise the employment rate, impair well-being at work, slow down the realisation 
of the productivity gains made possible by digital technologies, and increase criticisms of 
technology and anti-technology attitudes in society. Despite many studies on the effects 
of digitalisation on work, there has been little research on the digital divide in the world of 
work in Finland.

This paper explores three research questions. The first of these concerns how employees’ 
ways of using digital tools differ from each other in Finland. Secondly, the paper asks what 
sociodemographic and work context-related factors these differences are connected to. The 
third research question examines how the differences in usage are reflected in the effect of 
digitalisation on employees’ work. The study focuses on the second-level divide, which is 
referred to here as the usage gap.

2 Ragnedda–Muschert  2018.
3 Heponiemi et al.  2023. 
4 Korjonen-Kuusipuro et al.  2022.
5 SAK  2020.
6 Saikkonen  2022.
7 Mazzucato  2021. 
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The study draws on van Dijk’s Resources and Appropriation Theory.8 Specifically, 
the paper examines the findings in the light of arguments concerning the stratification 
of inequalities already existing in the offline world of work in the digital world, and the 
compound and sequential digital deprivation arising from the application of digital 
technologies at work. As its main source of empirical data, the study uses Statistics Finland’s 
Quality of Work Life Survey  2018. The novelty of the paper lies in its application of research 
conducted on digital divides among citizens to the context of working life and the creation 
of the concept of “digital tools user group” as the basis of the analysis. The research was 
conducted as part of the “Digitalisation for All” research project (2020–22), funded by the 
Finnish Work Environment Fund and the Finnish Institute of Occupational Health.

The paper first briefly reviews the research on the digital divides and sheds light on the 
novelty of the study. This is followed by a  presentation of the research data, the target 
group, and the research methods and variables. The paper concludes with the results and 
discussion.

Digital divides as objects of research

At the beginning of the  2000s, the focus of research on digital divides shifted from 
differences in access to the internet to differences in the usage patterns of different people, 
as the use of the internet became more common in industrialised countries. The main 
objects of research since then have been the determinants of digital skills and the use of 
digital tools. A third emerging theme has been the determinants of outcomes of use.

In their systematic literature review, Scheerder and her associates identify four types of 
digital skills.9 Medium-related skills describe a  person’s technical ability to use digital 
tools. Content-related skills describe the ability to use digital tools for strategic, creative and 
social purposes. Safety- and security-related skills consist of abilities that help individuals 
to use digital tools in a  safe, socially acceptable and ethically sustainable way. General 
skills, according to Scheerder and her associates, are both general internet skills and digital 
competence and digital  literacy. Content-related and general skills have been the focus 
of most studies. The most common variables used to explain skill differences have been 
gender, education, age, socioeconomic status of the family, and duration of internet use.

Another way of categorising digital divides is to separate operational, information 
navigation-related, social and content creation skills.10 Operational skills refers to the basic 
technical skills required to use the internet. Information navigation skills involves skills 
that help to find, select and evaluate information on the internet. Social skills include the 
abilities that enable people to communicate successfully with others and function online 

8 Van Dijk  2005.
9 Scheerder et al.  2017. 
10 Van Deursen – Helsper  2018. 
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through shared understanding, and the acquisition of social capital. Content creation 
skills refer to the ability to create content online that others appreciate.

Operational and information navigation skills have been called Web  1.0  skills. Web 
 1.0 refers to a version of the internet, whose pages are static and based on the server’s file 
system. Social and content creation skills have been called Web  2.0 skills, referring to an 
internet whose pages are dynamic and enable users to filter or create content themselves.11 
Web  1.0 and Web  2.0  skills thus provide individuals with opportunities to pursue very 
different types of activities in digital environments, both at work and in life in general.12

Another main focus of this research has been the purpose of using digital tools. The 
divisions connected to the purpose of use have also been the basis for research on the 
benefits of use of digital technology.

Scheerder and her associates identify four main categories of the purpose of use.13 
Financial purpose refers to use where people aim to influence their employment, education, 
income, property and wealth. The motivations for cultural use are the strengthening of 
identity and cultural commitment. The third purpose of use concerns social goals. Guided 
by these aims, people join various networks and/or strive to participate in and influence 
administrative, political or other processes. The fourth purpose is personal goals. These 
are related to, for example, health, well-being, self-realisation or entertainment. Social 
and personal uses have been the most frequent subjects of research. The most common 
variables to explain differences in intended use have been gender, age, education level, 
family income, labour market status, place of residence and ethnic background.

The following three arguments that stem from previous research on digital divides form 
a framework to which the results of this study will be compared below.

According to the first argument, called the stratification hypothesis, a  positive link 
exists between a person’s corresponding fields of resources (economic, cultural, social and 
personal) in offline and digital contexts. In other words, specific areas of social and digital 
inclusion/exclusion influence each other. Digital divides among people are not randomly 
distributed, and they are not independent of social divides existing in society.14

The second argument, known as the compound digital exclusion hypothesis, assumes 
that there is a connection between different digital resources. For example, a person who 
has deficiencies in one type of digital skill, probably also has deficiencies in another. 
Correspondingly, if a person is unable to benefit from digitalisation in one area, (s)he will 
not be able to benefit from it in another. The underlying idea is that deficiencies in different 
types of digital skills accumulate, as does the inability to use digitalisation for various 
purposes and to benefit from the use of digital technologies.15

11 Van Deursen et al.  2017. 
12 Neff–Nagy  2019.
13 Scheerder et al.  2017. 
14 Helsper  2012. 
15 Van Deursen et al.  2017.
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The third argument, called the sequential digital exclusion hypothesis, assumes 
a connection between the first-level, second-level and third-level digital divides. A person 
who is in danger of falling into one of these divides is also in danger of falling into another. 
In more concrete terms, those who have poor access to digital tools will probably also lag 
behind in the development of digital skills, will use digital tools in a more routine-like 
manner, and are not able to benefit from their use in the same way as those with better 
access or higher skills.16

RESEARCH DESIGN AND ITS NOVELTY VALUE

The study makes use of previous research on digital divides which focused on citizens in 
general in order to examine the divides between employees. The surveys aimed at citizens 
contain many findings that probably also apply to digital divides in the context of work. 
For example, the claim that even if one possesses good Web  1.0 skills without good Web 
 2.0  skills, this is not sufficient to create particularly favourable conditions for people to 
benefit from digitalisation is also true in working life. An increasing number of people 
are doing knowledge work, which requires critical and analytical thinking, creativity, 
continuous learning, social intelligence, self-direction, and ethical and cultural awareness.17 
It is hardly possible to acquire or maintain such skills without versatile (Web 2.0) digital 
skills.

The clearest difference when talking about digital divides between citizens and more 
specifically between employees is that the use of digital tools by employees is guided by 
the work context. The term “work context” refers to how the work that employees do is 
managed, organised and designed. The most important difference resulting from this 
is that while the use of digital tools as a citizen is affected by an individual’s skills and 
motivation as such (including possible physical, linguistic or financial limitations), the use 
of digital technologies as an employee is also affected by the fact that the work is done 
with the employer’s tools and under the direction of the employer. In a work context, an 
employee’s use of digital tools is less autonomous than her/his use of them as a citizen. The 
work context-relatedness of employees’ use of digital tools means that the same person, as 
a citizen and as an employee, may be in different positions in terms of how they use and 
benefit from digital tools. For example, a person who is an active and skilled user of digital 
tools in her/his free time may only have a limited access to digital tools at work, or her/
his way of use of such tools may be significantly restricted due to the nature of the job. 
A person who is in the usage gap as an employee does not have to be in the gap as a citizen.

In research aimed at citizens, the focus has typically been on the use of the internet.18 
There are also theoretical grounds for this limitation when studying digital divides 

16 Van Deursen et al.  2017.
17 Van Laar et al.  2017. 
18 Ragnedda–Muschert  2018. 
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in working life, because the use of the internet means a  more radical change at work 
compared to the use of any single digital tool. The use of a digital tool, such as a computer 
and computer software, is about the reconstruction of the interaction between human and 
machine. The use of the internet represents a more radical change because it also involves 
a significant restructuring of the interaction between human beings. Information becomes 
easier and faster to acquire, share and update. The internet can be characterised as a new, 
globally available and collective information space for human activity.19

However, this study will not be limited to the use of the internet. The research-related 
justification for this is that in different jobs, the work tasks can differ significantly, for 
example due to the need and nature of the interaction or information processing required 
by the tasks. Limiting the investigation to the internet would leave out many of those of 
the analysis who might still make versatile use of some other digital tools in their work. 
In Statistics Finland’s Quality of Work Life Survey, it is also not possible to distinguish 
unequivocally between those who use the internet at work and non-users, nor to determine 
the specific ways in which the internet has affected their work.

Popular literature contains many ways of characterising people based on their relationship 
to digitalisation. Some of the most well-known characterisations include digital native, 
digital immigrant, digital nomad, digital addict, digital winner and digital loser. Many 
of these concepts are vague in content, and do not have a  clear theoretical or research 
basis. Instead of relying on these categories, this paper aims to form groups based on 
statistically representative material that describes the way employees use digital tools. The 
user group consists of employees who have the same competence, motivation and learning 
challenge regarding digital tools in their work context. By grouping employees, the aim is 
also to create a more structured picture of the various positions that employees can have in 
relation to the digital divides, compared to a mere analysis of individual differences.

RESEARCH DATA AND TARGET GROUP

The data used in this research are based on Statistics Finland’s Quality of Work Life Survey 
 2018, the target group of which are employees who regularly work at least  10 hours a week. 
The survey is well suited as a material for exploring this topic, as its special theme was 
digitalisation. The research material was collected through face-to-face interviews between 
September  2018 and January  2019. The sample was selected from those who participated 
in the labour force survey of Statistics Finland. Of the  6,153 people meeting the sample 
criteria,  4,110 were interviewed with a response rate of  66.8. The bias of the data has been 
corrected with weighting coefficients to correspond to the target group of employees who 
work at least  10 hours a week, taking into consideration gender, age, province of residence, 

19 Boes et al.  2017. 
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educational level and socioeconomic group. The age range of the target group is from  15 to 
 67 years.20

Two questions are in the survey that can be used to distinguish those who use digital 
tools at work from non-users. To the question “Do you use IT equipment at work?”  8.5% 
answered negatively. To the second question, which inquired separately whether the 
respondent uses the eight mentioned digital tools,  10.3% answered negatively to each point. 
 5.3% answered negatively to both questions, which were eliminated from the study’s target 
group. Of the eight options given in the latter question, the most frequently used tools were 
real-time instant messaging tools (e.g., WhatsApp and Skype for Business). Such tools also 
represent the least demanding use of the eight options, which is why those for whom real-
time instant messaging tools were the only digital tools applied at work were also excluded. 
With these limitations, the total proportion of excluded employees raised to  6.7%. Nearly 
all (94%) of the excluded employees were blue-collar workers, the largest occupational 
group among them being construction workers.

The size of the target group was thus reduced to  3,835, of which  24% were blue-collar 
workers,  43% were lower-level white-collar employees and  33% were higher-level white-
collar employees (mainly professionals, associate professionals and managers). The group 
was almost equally divided between men (49%) and women (51%). The median age of the 
target group was  42 years.

RESEARCH METHODS AND VARIABLES

To form user groups, the questionnaire used in the survey was reviewed with the aim of 
finding the questions that would best describe the employees’ perception of their skills, 
learning ability and motivation as users of digital tools in their work. The three questions 
chosen were the following: “Does the inadequacy of your own IT or digital skills slow down 
the performance of your work tasks?” (yes/no), “Does your work involve the following 
insecurity: fear of not learning how to use new technology well enough?” (yes/no) and 
“Which description of these do you think best describes you and your digital skills at work?” 
In the last question, the respondents were offered four options:  1. you master excellently the 
digital tools related to your work, you are enthusiastic about them and you also learn more 
of them in your own time;  2. you master well the digital tools you use at work and you may 
have the ability to advise others on their use as well;  3. you master exactly those digital tools 
that you need in your work; and  4. your digital skills do not seem to be sufficient for your 
work. Those who chose the first or second option were considered to have high digital skills 
and motivation. The other end of the dichotomised variable was formed from options three 
and four (low digital skills and motivation). User groups were formed by cross-tabulation 
based on dichotomised variables. More complex statistical grouping methods such as 

20 Sutela  2019. 
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cluster analysis were not used, because there were only few grouping variables and cross-
tabulation produced theoretically meaningful results for further analyses.

The groups’ use of digital tools was examined in relation to five questions. These 
concerned the use of digital tools as a proportion of total working time, the number of 
digital tools used at work, the need to learn how to use new digital tools at work, the effect 
of the slowness or malfunctions of digital tools on the work, and support received for the 
use of digital tools at work. Here, as in subsequent analyses, cross-tabulation was used, 
where variables describing differences between groups were tested with the Chi-square 
test. Differences between user groups were identified by testing statistically significant 
differences between cells with a  post hoc column proportion z-test (IBM SPSS Survey 
Reporter  6.0.1./Column Proportion Test). The data were analysed using the SPSS statistical 
program version  25.

The differences between the groups were examined in terms of three sociodemographic 
background factors (gender, age and three-level basic education level) and three work 
context factors. The latter were three-level socioeconomic status, occupation and industry. 
To define the occupations, the national Classification of Occupations  2010  by Statistics 
Finland was used, which is based on the ISCO-08  occupational classification of the 
International Labour Organization. The classification was done on a   1-digit level, which 
divides occupations into ten groups. In the industry classification, Statistics Finland’s 
TOL-2008 classification was used, which is based on the European Union’s NACE industry 
classification. The classification was carried out at the main category level of industries.

Finally, we investigated how the groups differ in terms of the effects of digitalisation on 
work. The Quality of Work Life Survey asks “How do you think the digitalisation of work 
has affected your own work?” Respondents can choose between nine different effects. In 
addition, the survey inquires “Has your opportunity to use creativity at work improved 
with digital tools?” From among the questions, we chose the four that would most clearly 
describe the benefits vs. disadvantages of using digital tools for the employee. The selected 
benefits were creativity and, from the first question, work efficiency, and the disadvantages 
were workload and supervision of work, which we considered to constitute a limitation of 
work autonomy.

RESULTS

At first, user groups were formed, and their different experiences with the use of digital 
tools were analysed. Next, the composition of the groups was examined. Finally, the effects 
of digitalisation on the work of the group members were studied.
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Identifying user groups

By cross-tabulating the answers to the questions about the three selected variables, eight 
groups were obtained. The employees who used digital tools at work were distributed 
among the groups very unevenly, and the combined share of the three smallest groups was 
only  5.3%. Those belonging to these three smallest groups were left out of further analysis 
because it was not possible to perform a statistical analysis and characterisation based on 
their data. The remaining five groups were assigned names based on their answers to the 
three questions (Table  1).

Table  1: Digital tools user groups

Group Features n %
Skilled Users High digital skills and motivation

Not concerned about learning to use digital tools
No inadequacies in digitals skills that slow down working

1754 49.5

Intensive Users High digital skills and motivation
Not concerned about learning to use digital tools
Inadequacies in digital skills that slow down working 

578 16.3

Routine Users Low digital skills and motivation
Not concerned about learning to use digital tools
No inadequacies in digitals skills that slow down working

347 9.8

Coping Strugglers Low digital skills and motivation
Not concerned about learning to use digital tools
Inadequacies in digitals skills that slow down working

420 11.9

Concerned Strugglers Low digital skills and motivation
Concerned about learning to use digital tools
Inadequacies in digital skills that slow down working

254 7.2

Others 188 5.3
Total 3541 100.0

Source: based on data of Statistics Finland’s Quality of Work Life Survey  2018.

Two of the five groups have high digital skills and motivation. The largest group by far are 
Skilled Users, who account for nearly half of all employees using digital tools at work. They 
do not experience problems with having insufficient skills or learning to use digital tools. 
Intensive Users also have high levels of digital skills, but they still feel that inadequacies in 
their skills slow down their work. This group is named after the fact that its members use 
digital tools for a greater part of their working time than all the other groups. They also 
have more digital tools at their disposal.  65% of the group members use digital tools for at 
least three quarters of their working time, and  46% use five or more different tools.

Of the three groups with lower skill levels, Routine Users are clearly distinguished from 
other groups. They use digital tools at work less than all the other groups. This explains why 
they do not experience problems connected with insufficient skills, or have trouble learning 
to use digital technologies despite their limited competence and motivation. Concerned 
Strugglers form the clearest contrast to Skilled Users. They have low-level digital skills, in 
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addition to which they are concerned about their learning and feel that inadequacies in 
their skills slow down their work. The group of Coping Strugglers is distinguished from 
them by their confidence in learning digital skills.

The groups clearly differ from each other in their everyday experience of using digital 
tools. The answer distributions of the groups in each of the three questions in Table  2 differ 
from each other in a statistically significant way at a level of p <.001. However, for the sake 
of simplicity, the entire answer distributions are not shown in the table.

Intensive Users are under greater pressure than others to learn how to use new IT systems, 
applications or devices at work. In their work, they also often encounter usability problems 
caused by IT systems. Only a  third consider the digital support they receive from their 
organisation to be completely sufficient. Routine Users are their clearest opposite. They are 
under less pressure to learn than the other groups, and they encounter problems caused by 
IT systems less often. They are also the most satisfied group with the digital support they 
receive. The third group that differs most from the other groups are Concerned Strugglers. 
Like Intensive Users, nearly two thirds of Concerned Strugglers have to wait or interrupt 
their work weekly or even more frequently, due to problems related to IT systems. They 
also less frequently consider the digital support they receive from their organisation to be 
completely sufficient than any other group.

Table  2: Differences between user groups in learning new digital tools, experiencing 
usability and adequacy of digital support

Skilled 
Users

Intensive 
Users

Routine 
Users

Coping 
Strugglers

Concerned 
Strugglers Total

Learns new or updated 
IT systems at work at 
least once a month

45%
(n =  1752)

59%
(n =  578)

22%
(n =  347)

37%
(n =  420)

40%
(n =  253)

44%
(n =  3350)

Has to wait or interrupt 
work due to problems of 
IT systems at least once 
a week

48%
(n =  1754)

62%
(n =  578)

30%
(n =  348)

50%
(n =  421)

64%
(n =  254)

49%
(n =  3355)

Receives completely 
sufficient support in the 
use of IT systems

61%
(n =  1746)

34%
(n =  576)

65%
(n =  346)

33%
(n =  421)

20%
(n =  254)

50%
(n =  3343)

Source: based on data of Statistics Finland’s Quality of Work Life Survey  2018.

User groups according to background variables

All the sociodemographic background variables also differ between user groups at the level 
of p <  0.001 (Table  3). Skilled Users are younger on average than the others, but do not 
greatly differ from the rest in terms of gender or educational level. Intensive Users are more 
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often women than men, and are the most educated of all. Routine Users are the only clearly 
male-dominated group. They also differ from others in terms of possessing a lower basic 
level of education. Concerned Strugglers are the most female-dominated and the oldest 
group. Coping Strugglers are also more often women than men, and the share of elderly 
employees among Coping Strugglers is the greatest, after Concerned Strugglers.

Table  3: Differences between user groups by sociodemographic factors

Factor Class Skilled 
Users (%)

Intensive 
Users (%)

Routine 
Users (%)

Coping 
Strugglers (%)

Concerned 
Strugglers (%) Total (%)

Gender Men 52 44 59 44 39 49
Women 48 56 41 56 61 51
Total (%)
Total (n)

100
1754

100
578

100
347

100
420

100
254

100
3353

Age 15–24y 12 7 12 4 3 9
25–34y 33 22 14 13 6 25
35–44y 28 27 24 22 16 26
45–54y 18 28 25 31 33 23
55y– 9 16 24 31 42 17
Total (%)
Total (n)

100
1753

100
579

100
347

100
420

100
254

100
3353

Education
level

Basic 8 5 18 9 8 8
Second level 40 34 50 43 41 41
Third level 52 61 32 48 52 51
Total (%)
Total (n)

100
1755

100
578

100
347

100
421

100
254

100
3355

Source: based on data of Statistics Finland’s Quality of Work Life Survey  2018.

The high level of education among Intensive Users is reflected also in their socioeconomic 
status. A clearly larger proportion of them (46%) work in senior white-collar roles than 
in other groups. Intensive Users are overrepresented among professionals and managers, 
typically working in knowledge-intensive service industries. Their clearest contrast, once 
again, are Routine Users, of whom more than half (51%) are blue-collar workers, many of 
them employed in manufacturing, construction, transport, and storage. Coping Strugglers 
and Concerned Strugglers are both slightly overrepresented among lower-level white-
collar employees. Their most distinguishing feature is that in both groups, and especially 
among Concerned Strugglers, a larger proportion than in the other groups work in public 
health and social welfare services or education. As many as  44% of Concerned Strugglers 
work in these two fields (29% in the entire material). Skilled Users are the only group which 
does not have any special distinguishing feature either in terms of socioeconomic status, 
occupation or industry. Age remains the only factor profiling them.
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User groups and the effects of digitalisation on work

Finally, we will investigate how the groups’ different usage profiles are reflected in the 
effects of digitalisation on their work. An increase in work efficiency is the most frequently 
experienced change (59%). The proportion of those who experience an increase in 
creativity, workload and supervision of work varies from  35% in the case of workload to 
 44% for supervision. Several employees are of the opinion that digitalisation has reduced 
their work efficiency, workload or the level of supervision of their work (Table  4).

Regarding each effect, the answer distributions of the groups differ from each other in 
a statistically significant way at the level of p <.001. In the two user groups with high skills 
and motivation, positive effects are more apparent than in others and are reflected, for 
example, in an increase in creativity and work efficiency. However, Intensive Users also 
experience an increase in their workload and the degree of supervision of their work 
more often than Skilled Users. Routine Users differ from others by the smallness of the 
effects, both positive and negative. Concerned Strugglers report fewer positive effects and 
emphasise the negative aspects, such as an increase in workload. The same is true, but to 
a somewhat lesser extent, for Coping Strugglers.

Table  4: Differences between user groups in the effects of digitalisation on work

Aspect of work Class Skilled 
Users (%)

Intensive 
Users (%)

Routine 
Users (%)

Coping 
Strugglers (%)

Concerned 
Strugglers (%) Total (%)

Creativity at 
work

Yes 40 45 19 34 28 37
No 39 32 59 43 52 41
Can’t say 21 24 22 23 20 22
Total (%)
Total (n)

100
1752

100
579

100
347

100
421

100
253

100
3352

Work efficiency Increase 64 63 47 50 46 59
No effect 16 15 37 20 19 19
Decrease 10 11 8 16 17 11
Can’t say 10 11 8 14 18 11
Total (%)
Total (n)

100
1753

100
579

100
346

100
419

100
253

100
3349

Workload Increase 29 41 25 46 62 35
No effect 40 30 55 32 16 37
Decrease 20 16 13 14 13 17
Can’t say 11 13 8 8 9 11
Total (%)
Total (n)

100
1753

100
578

100
346

100
420

100
253

100
3350

Supervision of 
work

Increase 42 48 33 53 51 44
No effect 45 37 56 36 37 43
Decrease 2 1 1 1 3 2
Can’t say 11 14 10 10 9 11
Total (%)
Total (n)

100
1749

100
579

100
345

100
418

100
253

100
3344

Source: based on data of Statistics Finland’s Quality of Work Life Survey  2018.
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DISCUSSION

This section will first of all reflect on the findings. Thereafter, the key theoretical and 
practical contributions of the paper are presented. Finally, the limitations of the study will 
be highlighted.

Reflection on the findings

Nearly half of those who use digital tools at work did not experience specific challenges in 
their usage in terms of the three variables considered. It is interesting to note that Skilled 
Users are only profiled by a younger age compared to the other groups, but not, for example, 
in terms of gender, education or socioeconomic status, which have also been key variables 
related to differences in digital skills in many previous studies.21 Skilled Users also 
relatively rarely experienced problems with the usability of the tools or felt that insufficient 
support was available, even though their use of the tools was comparatively intensive. Age 
seems to be an important factor that divides employees in relation to the usage gap, largely 
independent of the work context. The results support the view of young people as a “new 
media generation”, at least from the point of view that the internet and digital tools in 
general seem to be more natural means of communication for them, including in working 
life, than for older age groups.22

The grouping showed that employees have very different challenges of usage. Intensive 
Users include a lot of highly educated, mostly middle-aged knowledge workers compared 
to the other categories. Their labour market position is strong, and their work is creative 
in nature, but, at the same time, many have experienced an increase in workload, constant 
learning pressure, problems with the usability of digital tools, and the inadequacy of their 
skills and digital support. The group’s usage challenge can be viewed as a more general 
phenomenon characterising expert work that intensively utilises digital tools, which has 
been called the growing limitlessness of work, i.e., the blurring of the boundaries between 
work and the rest of life.23 This kind of usage, without well-functioning IT systems and the 
support of one’s own organisation, such as peer support or advanced help desk, can erode 
the work and threaten well-being at work.

The challenge facing Routine Users is not so much the current use of digital tools in 
itself but the routine-like manner of their actual use at work. This does not promote the 
development of their digital skills or of their work. Although Routine Users can cope with 
their current tasks using their current skills, they are on the periphery of digitalisation 
when its benefits are shared and are at the greatest risk of falling out of the labour market 
in the long term. Although many industrial blue-collar tasks are still less susceptible to 

21 Scheerder et al.  2017.
22 Westlund–Bjur  2014. 
23 Field–Chan  2018.
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automation at the current level of technological development than many tasks in the most 
data-intensive sectors of the economy, it has been predicted that the greatest opportunities 
for automation in the next few years with the development of artificial intelligence and 
robots will be in sectors that have traditionally involved a lot of industrial work, such as 
transport, logistics, manufacturing and construction.24 Almost  40% of Routine Users in 
the data of this study worked in these industries compared to fewer than  30% in all the 
other user groups.

The usage challenges for Concerned Strugglers are their generally weak digital literacy 
and learning difficulties in using digital tools. Women, the elderly, and the health and social 
welfare and educational sectors were clearly overrepresented in this group. The challenge 
they face is exacerbated by the fact that they experienced usability problems more often 
than others, and that their organisation’s digital support was considered insufficient. The 
results support the observation presented above that age seems to be a significant factor 
structuring digital skills, which should be better taken into account when planning the 
need for digital support in working life as well. An interesting question is why there is 
a clear overrepresentation of people working in the health and social welfare sectors and in 
education in this group. Unfortunately, the Quality of Work Life Survey does not offer an 
answer to this. Especially, the health and social welfare sector in Finland has massive IT 
systems, many of which have usability problems identified by previous studies, and many 
new technologies are in the experimental phase.25

Theoretical and practical contributions

The study adds to knowledge on research on digital divides by extending the application 
of research approaches applied to citizens in general to employees specifically. In this way, 
the results can be linked to three hypotheses concerning digital inequality proposed in 
previous literatures. The purpose was not to test these hypotheses in the true sense of the 
word, but to use them as an aid in the interpretation of the research results.

According to the stratification argument, the digital world reproduces offline 
inequalities. This argument does not receive unconditional support in the Finnish work 
context. The distribution of Skilled Users does not differ from the rest, according to, for 
example, education level or socioeconomic status, but only by age. Blue-collar workers and 
lower-level white-collar workers with a relatively low level of education, include employees, 
mainly young, who belong to the group of Skilled Users in terms of their digital skills. 
However, the educational background among employees is connected to their patterns of 
usage in that those who have completed only basic education are clearly overrepresented 
among Routine Users, as well as among those who do not use digital tools at all in their 

24 PwC  2018.
25 Hyppönen–Ilmarinen  2016.
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work. Those who have completed secondary education are also somewhat overrepresented 
among both Routine Users and non-users. In the data, one can therefore find some support 
for the stratification argument, but not in a straightforward way.

According to the sequential digital exclusion argument, digital skills, the manner of 
using digital tools and the benefits of using them are strongly linked to each other. This 
seems to be reflected in the results of our study. The views of the groups with high skills and 
motivation, i.e., Skilled Users and Intensive Users, on the effects on work efficiency and 
creativity are more positive than those of others. Routine Users are the least likely to 
experience an increase in workload and the supervision of work performance. These results 
are explained by the fact that Routine Users have generally experienced the effects of using 
digital tools in their work to a lesser extent than the other groups.

The compound digital exclusion hypothesis argues that deficiencies in the types of 
digital skills, usage and in the various benefits of using digital tools are cumulative in 
nature. Unfortunately, it was not possible to directly investigate this claim with the data. In 
the Quality of Work Life Survey, there are no questions about the different types of digital 
skills, nor about the ways of using digital tools at work for different purposes. However, 
regarding the accumulation of different types of benefits, it is possible to find a positive 
association between changes in the level of creativity of employees’ work and her/his 
labour market position. Based on previous research, a job’s requirements for creative and 
social intelligence form the biggest obstacle to the automation of the job.26 Seen from this 
perspective, it is possible to consider that the more positive views voiced by Skilled Users 
and Intensive Users about the effects of digital tools on the use of creativity at work can 
represent advantages for them as compared to other groups, not only in terms of better 
quality of work but also of a stronger labour market position.

The two most important practical contributions of the study are to indicate the extent 
of the usage gap in statistically representative national data, and to demonstrate the 
diverse nature of the gaps between different groups of employees. The study shows that 
approximately every second employee in Finland suffers from at least some type of use-
related handicap. This can reflect to the magnitude of the social challenge arising from the 
use of digital tools in Finnish working life. The handicaps manifest as work performance 
problems, in particular, caused by insufficient digital skills, increased strain at work 
caused by highly intensive use of digital tools and their rapid development, and a growing 
risk of exclusion from the labour market (in the long run) which is caused by little or 
routine work-related use of digital tools or outright non-use of digital technologies. To 
bridge the usage gap, there is no one-size-fits-all solution; different types of these call for 
tailored policies and solutions. Highest priority should be given to measures that make 
the development of digital skills accessible to all employees both at work and outside 
work, create new procedures and solutions to overcome stress caused by the use of digital 
technologies, ensure sufficiently easy-access and customised support for employees in the 

26 Frey–Osborne  2017. 
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event of technology-related problems at work, improve change management skills in work 
organisations, encourage experimentation with the innovative reorganisation of work, 
and – last but not least – support employees’ own initiative to better master digital tools.

Limitations

An obvious limitation of the study is that the grouping was carried out solely based on the 
self-assessments of employees. Previous research has shown that people’s self-assessments 
of their competences may be biased; for example, men have a  tendency to evaluate 
their digital skills more positively than women, even at the same level of competence.27 
Unfortunately, it was not possible to measure digital skills in the study with more varied 
and, above all, validated measures.28

The grouping was done simply by cross-tabulation based on the three questions of the 
Quality of Work Life Survey with the aim of differentiating between the employees on the 
basis of their knowledge of digital tools, motivation and learning ability. Although the 
questions were not originally designed specifically for the purposes of this kind of analysis, 
they covered what the study was trying to achieve reasonably well, i.e., the aspects of skill, 
motivation and the ability to learn to use digital tools. The user groups formed based 
on the three questions also seemed theoretically plausible, and the grouping was clearly 
connected to many other characteristics that can describe an employee as a user of digital 
tools. In this way, the grouping – albeit formed in a simple manner – helped to shed light on 
fundamental differences in the attitudes of employees towards the digitalisation of work.
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This paper focuses on the increasing prominence of digital labour platforms in the labour markets 
of Southeast Europe, and compares the supply of online labour from nine selected countries: Serbia, 
Romania, Hungary, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Albania, North Macedonia, 
and Bulgaria. Digital labour platforms, as an innovative business model, play an important role 
in today’s labour markets by linking the demand and supply of digital work. Southeast Europe 
is no exception to this trend, and has become an important supplier of online labour. With the 
impact of the Covid–19 pandemic, this and other new forms of employment further increased both 
globally and in Southeast Europe. Despite this trend, online labour often remains invisible and 
under the radar of national policymakers and regulators, as well as national statistical agencies, 
due to the globalised nature of online platforms.

This paper aims to shed light on the development of online labour in the countries studied, 
based on publicly available data collected through Gigmetar, a  web scraping tool designed to 
monitor trends on the number, gender, incomes, and occupations of online workers.1 The paper 
compares online labour from nine countries active on the most significant general digital labour 
platforms (Upwork, Freelancer, and Guru) from February 2022 to October 2022. The criteria 

1 See: https://gigmetar.publicpolicy.rs/en/1538-2/ 
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for the comparison include occupations,2 gender and income. The analysis is based on the 
data of approximately 80% of the total number of active digital workers on the platforms under 
investigation.

The paper points out the similarities and differences in online labour between the countries 
of Southeast Europe. For example, the number of online workers increased in all the countries, 
with creative services and multimedia and software development comprising the most dominant 
occupations in each country. Moreover, men are more commonly represented in these digital 
markets than women. However, these generalities hide remarkable differences between the 
countries in terms of the number of online workers per capita, the comparative advantages of each 
country based on the composition of the online labour force in terms of professions, variations in 
the gender gap in income distribution, and the average hourly labour price demanded by workers.

The results of our analysis may provide useful information to national policy makers as they 
work to address the challenges in the labour market brought by technological advancements. This 
information can also be used to develop policies in areas such as labour rights, education and 
training, and gender equality.

Keywords:
digital labour platforms, online labour, labour markets, Southeast Europe, Gigmetar

INTRODUCTION

Digital platforms can be understood as gigantic machines for organisationally and 
spatially reshaping the space of economic activity by connecting massive numbers of users/
customers with service providers, advertisers, or other users.3 Among the expanding 
array of digital platforms, digital labour platforms stand out as those that are primarily 
responsible for linking workers with businesses and clients to provide a diverse range of 
services by matching labour demand and supply. This feature distinguishes them from 
other digital platforms operating in various sectors of the economy.4

The literature typically identifies two types of digital labour platforms. The first type is 
referred to as “online web-based” platforms, which facilitate digitally transferable services 
like writing, editing, translating, and programming tasks through digital labour platforms.5 
The second type is known as “location-based” platforms, where workers perform various 
duties such as food delivery, taxi services, and home cleaning at a specific physical location.6 
As a result, workers who perform tasks through these platforms are usually categorised into 

2 Occupations are defined according to the Online Labour Index (OLI) classification, allowing the comparison 
between the selected countries and others.

3 Kenney et al. 2023; Kenney–Zysman 2019.
4 ILO 2021: 43.
5 Graham–Anwar 2019.
6 Pajarinen et al. 2018; Mandl et al. 2018: 3; ILO 2021: 31.
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two groups: “online web-based” or digital online workers7 with specialised skills (such as 
Upwork freelancers) and location-based online workers (such as Uber drivers). Piasna (2020) 
and other authors refer to these types of workers as “online” and “offline” online workers.8

The concept of platform work, regardless of whether it is performed online of offline, often 
involves the completion of limited and independent units of work. These units are known 
by various terms such as piecemeal, task-based, gig, or project-based work, as opposed to 
the continuous work typical of traditional employment contracts.9 Furthermore, this type 
of work is characterised by a limitless career perspective, where individuals are responsible 
for developing their own careers and skills, rather than relying on employers to provide 
training and career advancement opportunities.10

The use of digital labour platforms is projected to grow significantly in the coming 
years, potentially challenging what is traditionally regarded as a  “job”.11 As a  result, 
digital platform work has garnered attention not only from academic researchers, but 
also from policy makers and the general public, who are concerned about its implications 
for individuals, and the social dynamics of work. Questions have been raised about the 
prevalence of digital platform work, its level of informality and the complexity of skills 
required, gender distribution, and income, among other issues.12

While many studies and legislative initiatives have focused on the location-based 
platform work which is prevalent in Western Europe,13 this paper aims to shed light on 
online platform work,14 which is more common in Southeast Europe.15 Indeed, in terms 
of the proportion of their online platform workforce relative to their total population 
and workforce, Serbia and North Macedonia are continuously among the top-ranking 
countries in Europe and the world.16 Furthermore, earlier studies such as that by Kuek 
et al. (2015) revealed that as early as 2013, Serbia and Romania were among the countries 
with the highest proportion of the workforce engaged in this type of work. Moreover, 
neighbouring countries have also begun to bolster their online digital workforce, albeit 
from a more modest starting point, as evidenced by Andjelkovic et al.’s (2022) research.17

This paper examines the growing significance of web-based digital labour platforms in 
the labour markets of Southeast Europe, and compares the supply of online platform work 
across nine selected countries, including Serbia, Romania, Hungary, Croatia, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Montenegro, Albania, North Macedonia, and Bulgaria.

7 Aleksynska 2021.
8 Piasna 2020.
9 McDonnell et al. 2021.
10 Forrier et al. 2009; Miles–Snow 1996.
11 Schor–Vallas 2023: 83.
12 Piasna 2020; McDonnell et al. 2021; Moniz et al. 2021; Andjelkovic–Jakobi 2022.
13 Piasna–Zwysen–Drahokoupil 2022.
14 In this paper, we use the term online web-based work and online platform work interchangeably.
15 Čolović–Andjelkovic–Jakobi 2021.
16 See: http://onlinelabourobservatory.org/oli-supply/
17 Kuek et al. 2015; See: https://gigmetar.publicpolicy.rs/en/region-en-2022-2/ 

http://onlinelabourobservatory.org/oli-supply/
https://gigmetar.publicpolicy.rs/en/region-en-2022-2/
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To analyse the online platform labour in these countries, we focus on three criteria: 
occupations, gender, and income. Our aim is to provide national policymakers with 
valuable data to address various challenges posed by online platform work, such as labour 
rights, education and training, and gender equality. The paper is structured as follows: 
first, we provide a description of the methodology used; then, we present an analysis of the 
country data, highlighting similarities and differences between the countries; and finally, 
we present our conclusions. In this paper, we use the term online labour/workers to denote 
online freelancing performed on digital labour platforms.

METHODOLOGY

This paper interprets the results from Gigmetar, an instrument developed by the Public 
Policy Research Centre (PPRC) in 2019 with the aim of monitoring the number, gender, 
incomes, and occupations of online workers. Applying web scraping as a data collection 
method, which takes place at regular six month intervals, Gigmetar screens online workers 
at Upwork, one of the most popular digital labour platforms globally. Upwork is also the 
most prevalent platform in Serbia and in the majority of the neighbouring countries: 
Romania, Hungary, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Albania, North 
Macedonia, and Bulgaria, i.e. the region of Southeast Europe.

The data collected in each period represent a relevant sample, comprising approximately 
80% of the total number of active online workers on the platform studied in nine Southeast 
European countries.18 The number of workers per capita by country takes into account the 
whole population of workers on Upwork as a sample.

This paper focuses on four cycles of Gigmetar findings, based on data collected in 
February 2021, August 2021, February 2022, and August 2022.

Table 1: The number of workers included in the measurements (by country and in total)

Country Feb21 Aug21 Feb22 Aug22 Trend
Albania 2,205 2,810 4,522 4,876

Bosnia and Herzegovina 2,108 2,609 3,604 3,822

Bulgaria 3,113 3,404 4,343 4,669

Croatia 1,710 1,950 2,975 3,197

Hungary 1,806 1,973 2,598 3,402

Montenegro 530 705 927 1,071

North Macedonia 3,216 3,589 4,615 5,386

18 The analysis of the characteristics of gig work in these countries is based on the sample composed of 80% of 
the total number of active digital workers on the Upwork in nine Southeast European countries. The data are 
collected by the web scraping of publicly available information at worker profiles on the selected platform. 
Around 20% of the workers remain invisible since their profiles are locked for the public.
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Country Feb21 Aug21 Feb22 Aug22 Trend
Romania 5,881 6,769 9,038 9,691

Serbia 8,469 8,737 10,126 11,596

Total 29,038 32,546 42,748 47,710

Source: Anđelković et al. 2021a; Anđelković et al. 2021b; Anđelković et al. 2022a; 
Anđelković et al. 2022b.

The first measurement (February 2021) comprised the data of 29,038 online workers in 
nine countries. The sizes of the samples per country were as follows: Albania  –  2,205, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina  –  2,108, Bulgaria  –  3,113, Montenegro  –  530, Croatia  –  1,710, 
Hungary – 1,806, Romania – 5,881, North Macedonia – 3,216, and Serbia – 8,469 of online 
workers.

The second measurement (August 2021) collected the data for 32,546 online workers 
in nine countries. The samples per countries included: Albania  –  2,810, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina – 2,609, Bulgaria – 3,404, Montenegro – 705, Croatia – 1,950, Hungary – 1,973, 
Romania – 6,769, North Macedonia – 3,589, and Serbia – 8,737 online workers.

The third measurement (August 2021) comprised the data of 42,748 online workers in 
nine countries. The samples per country were the following: Albania – 4,522, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina – 3,604, Bulgaria – 4,343, Montenegro – 927, Croatia – 2,975, Hungary – 2,598, 
Romania – 9,038, North Macedonia – 4,615, and Serbia – 10, 126 of online workers.

The fourth measurement (August 2021) collected the data for 47,710 online workers 
in nine countries. The samples per countries included: Albania  –  4,876, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina – 3,822, Bulgaria – 4,669, Montenegro – 1,071, Croatia – 3,197, Hungary – 3,402, 
Romania – 9,691, North Macedonia – 5,386, and Serbia – 11,596 online workers.

FINDINGS

This chapter first presents the total population of online workers and the average number 
of online workers per 100,000 inhabitants, followed by a breakdown by gender. Finally, 
results on occupations,19 average hourly rates20 demanded, and earnings21 broken down 
by gender are presented.

19 The occupations of the workers are classified according to the Online Labour Index methodology comprising 
6 groups of occupations: 1 – Professional services, 2 – Clerical and data entry, 3 – Creative and multimedia, 
4 – Sales and marketing, 5 – Software development and technology, 6 – Writing and translation.

20 The average hourly rate represents a starting value of the price demanded per hour by a freelancer for his/her 
work on the platform.

21 Earnings represent the income that online workers have gained during the observed period. The earnings 
presented are lifetime earnings encompassing the total income that workers have generated from the moment 
they opened their profile on the platform until the moment of data retrieval. The calculation of average 
earnings includes workers who had not generated any income at the time of measurement.
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Population of online workers

Figure 1: Number of online workers per country
Source: Anđelković et al. 2021a; Anđelković et al. 2021b; Anđelković et al. 2022a; 
Anđelković et al. 2022b.

Figure 1 shows the total online labour force of each country and their trends over two years. 
Serbia has by far the largest population of online workers in the region, and is followed only 
by Romania. North Macedonia and Albania are in the third and fourth place, respectively, 
and have almost the same number of online workers. Bulgaria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Hungary and Croatia have more modest online labour forces. Montenegro has the smallest 
population of online workers, with the equivalent of only one-tenth of Serbia’s online 
labour force.

Almost all the countries recorded an increase in the number of workers during the four 
periods measured, except for Bosnia and Herzegovina, which saw a slight decrease in its 
number of online workers between the second half of 2021 and the first half of 2022, and 
Bulgaria, which experienced a  slight decrease in the number of online workers during 
the second half of 2021. In four out of the nine observed countries, the number of online 
workers doubled between the first (February 2021) and last measurement (February 
2022)  –  in Hungary (+68.5%), Albania (+63.1%), Montenegro (+60.5%), and Croatia 
(+51.2%). In contrast, Bulgaria (+29.2%) and Serbia (+26.9%) saw a smaller increase in the 
online labour population between the two periods.
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Figure 2: Number of online workers per 100,000 inhabitants per country
Source: Anđelković et al. 2021a; Anđelković et al. 2021b; Anđelković et al. 2022a; 
Anđelković et al. 2022b.

In summary, Serbia boasts the largest population of online workers in the region, while 
Montenegro has the smallest. With the exception of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Bulgaria, 
most countries have experienced an increase in the number of citizens doing online labour. 
These findings point to a growing trend of online work in the region, which could have 
significant implications for labour markets and policies. However, further research is 
necessary to fully understand its impact on national markets.

Differences in the total number of online workers between the countries can primarily be 
attributed to differences in population size and the overall labour market of the observed 
countries. As such, a more accurate representation of gig work in the region can be obtained 
by calculating the average number of online workers per 100,000 inhabitants and better 
reflects the relative share and importance of platform work in a  country’s economy. As 
Figure 2 (above) shows, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria and Croatia consistently reported the 
lowest proportion of online workers per capita, despite an increase in the number of online 
workers over the course of the four measurements. In contrast, North Macedonia had 
the highest number of online workers per capita, with approximately 230 online workers 
per 100,000 inhabitants in February 2021 and 331 workers per capita in August 2022. 
In the first three measurements, Serbia ranked second after North Macedonia, but during 
the last measurement in August 2022, Albania recorded the second largest population of 
online workers per 100,000 inhabitants with approximately 222 online workers per capita. 
Montenegro ranked third with approximately 208 online workers per capita, while Serbia 
fell to fourth place with approximately 207 online workers per capita. The findings are 
corroborated by similar research carried out by the OLI (2022) and the European Training 
Foundation (2022).
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The data presented in this paper suggest that platform work is more popular in less 
developed countries, as evidenced by the highest number of online workers per capita being 
recorded in these countries. In contrast, the more developed countries in the observed 
group, such as Hungary, Croatia, Romania, and Bulgaria, have the lowest number of online 
workers per capita. However, it is important to exercise caution in drawing conclusions in 
this regard, since the labour markets in countries such as Hungary, Romania, and Bulgaria 
are known to have a higher penetration by other general platforms than Upwork.

The significant number of workers per capita in the less developed countries of Southeast 
Europe suggests that platform work still represents a viable alternative to jobs offered in the 
traditional labour market.

Gender representation

One of the common features of online platform work in all countries is the overrepresentation 
of men compared to women in the sector, as Figure 3 shows. Indeed, in some countries, 
such as Bosnia and Herzegovina, men dominate the online labour to a significant extent. 
Despite a slight decrease in the proportion of men on the Upwork platform since the first 
measurement, when men made up about 74.4% of the total workforce, men still represented 
around 68.3% of the online labour population in Bosnia and Herzegovina in August 2022. 
Similarly, relatively high participation rates of men can be observed in Serbia (67.2%), 
Hungary (67.1%), and Croatia (65.8%) based on the latest measurement.

Conversely, Albania is a country where there is a smaller gender gap in the participation 
of men and women in online gig work. According to the latest measurement (August 2022), 
women represented 41.4% of the gig worker population in this country. In February 2022, 
the participation of women in Albania was even higher at 43.1%. Considering that Albania 
stands out as a  country with a  significant number of online workers per capita and 
a relatively higher level of participation of women in the market, it appears that platform 
work in this country is becoming more attractive for women. This might be related to the 
World Bank intervention in this country entitled “Digital Jobs Albania” promoting digital 
entrepreneurship among women.
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Figure 3: Share of women and men in the “gig worker” population by country
Source: Anđelković et al. 2021a; Anđelković et al. 2021b; Anđelković et al. 2022a; 
Anđelković et al. 2022b.
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Occupations

Based on the data in Figure 4 below, it can be concluded that two groups of professions 
were dominant in the online labour sector throughout the observed period of time in 
all of the countries. These professions are software development and creative services 
and multimedia. However, the distribution of certain occupations varies significantly by 
country, with some countries showing greater proportions in certain fields.

Figure 4: Share of OLI occupation in online workforce, by country
Source: Anđelković et al. 2021a; Anđelković et al. 2021b; Anđelković et al. 2022a; 
Anđelković et al. 2022b.
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For example, Albania, Montenegro, Hungary, Romania and North Macedonia have 
comparatively higher proportions of online workers in the field of professional services, 
which has been maintained throughout the observed period. In the domain of clerical and 
data entry occupation, Albania, North Macedonia, and Serbia stand out compared to the 
regional average.

With regards to the highly valued occupations represented in the creative services and 
multimedia, and software development, workers from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, 
Croatia and Serbia are the forerunners. In the field of sales and marketing, online workers 
in Albania, Bulgaria, Croatia, Hungary and Romania comprise a greater proportion than 
elsewhere. Finally, workers from Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Montenegro, Croatia, 
Hungary, and Romania stand out in the field of writing and translation.

Overall, the data indicate that certain countries are better represented in specific fields 
or occupations in terms of online labour than others. These differences may reflect the 
varying strengths and skills of their workforce, as well as their economic and political 
environment. Generally speaking, software development, creative services and multimedia, 
and professional services are considered higher-paid occupations, whereas writing and 
translation, sales and marketing, and clerical and data entry are regarded as lower-paid 
professions.22

Therefore, having a  comparative advantage in lower-paid professions implies more of 
a disadvantage than an advantage for the labour force in the given country.

Average hourly rates

Figure 5 displays the discrepancy in the average hourly rates demanded by online workers 
across the different countries surveyed. On average, Croatia is recognised as having the 
most expensive workforce, with one exception recorded in the latest measurement when 
Hungary’s average demanded hourly rates were slightly higher. Namely, the web-based 
platform economy in Hungary experienced an increase in average hourly rates from February 
2021 to August 2022. Aside from Croatia and Hungary, two other countries – Bulgaria 
and Romania – had relatively higher average hourly rates of pay compared to the regional 
average in all four measurements. There was also indicative growth in Montenegro, with 
online workers potentially earning higher hourly rates compared to the regional average 
in the last two measurements. For the first two measurements, the average hourly rates in 
Montenegro were lower than the regional average.

In contrast, online workers in Serbia, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and North 
Macedonia demanded on average lower hourly rates than the regional average during 
each of the four measurements. Northern Macedonia was found to be the country with 
the lowest demanded hourly rates for online workers. Hypothetically, if a  Hungarian 

22 Cedefop 2020.
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freelancer worked 176 hours in August 2022 (the number of possible work hours in regular 
employment) and earned an average online worker income, he/she would have earned 
approximately $1,373 more than his/her counterpart in North Macedonia, assuming both 
worked on the same task and for the same number of hours.

Generally speaking, this sharp division between the two groups of countries reflects their 
position within or outside of the European Union, and suggests that online workers living 
in countries with higher living standards demand higher average hourly rates. However, 
it is important to note that requesting a higher hourly rate does not necessarily mean that 
these rates are actually paid.

Figure 5: The average hourly rates by country
Source: Anđelković et al. 2021a; Anđelković et al. 2021b; Anđelković et al. 2022a; 
Anđelković et al. 2022b.

Figure 6 illustrates the disparity in average hourly rates between men and women across 
the observed countries. The largest differences in average hourly rates demanded by men 
and women are observed in the countries with relatively higher total average hourly rates, 
including Croatia, Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania, and Montenegro. In contrast, countries 
such as Albania, North Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Serbia exhibited slightly 
smaller differences. The greatest convergence in average hourly rates demanded by male 
and female online workers is observed in Albania, which could be a result of the relatively 
higher participation of women in the gig economy of that country.
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Figure 6: The average hourly rates between women and men, by country
Source: Anđelković et al. 2021a; Anđelković et al. 2021b; Anđelković et al. 2022a; 
Anđelković et al. 2022b.

Earnings

Figure 7 depicts the earnings of online workers across the observed countries for each 
of the four measurement periods. The level of earnings differs significantly by country. 
Notably, the largest proportion of income on the platform is generated by online workers 
from Serbia and Romania, primarily due to the larger numbers of online workers in those 
countries. Conversely, workers from Montenegro earn the smallest share of earnings on 
platforms compared to the other countries. To compare the differences between countries, 
it is worth noting that the incomes obtained by online workers from Montenegro in August 
2022 were only around 10% of the earnings achieved by online workers from Serbia in the 
same period.
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Figure 7: Average earnings of online workers, by country
Source: Anđelković et al. 2021a; Anđelković et al. 2021b; Anđelković et al. 2022a; 
Anđelković et al. 2022b.

One similarity across all nine countries is that men earn higher incomes than women 
for performing online labour, as Figure 8 shows. However, the income gaps between men 
and women vary between these countries. The results over the four periods indicate that 
the greatest absolute difference in realised incomes between men and women is observed 
in Serbia and Romania. This difference may be attributed to the greater representation 
of men in higher-paying professions, such as software development, which have higher 
average hourly rates. In all the countries surveyed, men were able to earn higher incomes 
by working on the platform due to the higher average hourly rates they demanded.

Comparing the latest measurement from August 2022 with the first measurement from 
February 2021, there was an overall increase in the income gap between men and women in 
all countries. Data from August 2022 indicate that in five out of the nine countries studied 
(Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Hungary, Romania, and Serbia), women cannot earn 
even half of the income earned by men. According to the latest measurement, women in 
Montenegro achieved 50.8%, in Bulgaria 54.9%, and in North Macedonia 57.6% of the total 
income achieved by men. Only in Albania did women earn more than 60% of the income 
earned by men. It is also important to note that the greatest convergence in average hourly 
rates between men and women was recorded in Albania, which may significantly affect 
income distribution.
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Figure 8: Average earnings of online workers by occupations (by country and regional 
average)
Source: Anđelković et al. 2021a; Anđelković et al. 2021b; Anđelković et al. 2022a; 
Anđelković et al. 2022b.

When considering average hourly rates by occupation, workers within certain groups 
of occupations typically have higher rates regardless of their countries of origin. 
Indicatively, workers in professional services and software development generally demand 
higher hourly rates for their services than workers in other fields. In contrast, the lowest 
average hourly rates are sought by workers in the fields of writing and translation and in 
clerical and data entry. From the country perspective, Figure 8 shows that in almost all the 
observed groups of occupations, workers from Hungary, Croatia, Bulgaria, and Romania 
have the potential to gain the highest hourly rates for their work on the platform.
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Figure 9: Earnings by women and men in observed countries
Source: Anđelković et al. 2021a; Anđelković et al. 2021b; Anđelković et al. 2022a; 
Anđelković et al. 2022b.

To summarise, the biggest earning gap between women and men was recorded in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, where women made only 38.9% of men’s earnings. The greatest 
convergence was observed in Albania, where women were able to earn 63.8% of the total 
income achieved by men.

CONCLUSION

The article discusses the trends of online work in 9 Southeast European countries (Albania, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Hungary, Montenegro, North Macedonia, 
Romania, and Serbia) over the period of 2021/2022. The data presented in this paper indicate 
a general increase in the number of online workers in most of the countries studied, with 
some countries doubling their online labour force in two years. There is also a higher number 
of online workers per capita in the less developed countries of the region, suggesting that 
platform work is more popular in these environments. The overrepresentation of men in the 
online labour workforce is also observed in all countries, with some countries having a larger 
gender pay gap than others. The article also highlights the dominant fields of professions in 
all the countries, indicating those that have comparative “advantages” in certain fields.
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The results echo findings from other studies that suggest the majority of workers on 
digital labour platforms are from low- and middle-income countries.23 It is important to 
note that the ability of online workers from less developed countries to enter the global 
labour market through online labour platforms is neither positive nor negative, as other 
factors such as occupation, average hourly rates, and earnings must also be considered. 
Furthermore, while studies show that the digital market operates globally, with workers 
with similar skills and experience considered good substitutes for each other, regardless of 
location,24 this paper reveals that earnings for performing similar tasks vary significantly 
even among the countries within the same geographic region. These differences cannot be 
explained solely by purchasing power parity and suggest that other economic and political 
factors also play a role.

The gender pay gap is also clearly demonstrated in the results of this paper. Even in 
countries like Albania, where there is a smaller difference in earnings between the genders, 
the divide between men and women is considerable. This indicates that a broad array of 
factors influence this divide. Improving the level of digital skills among women is only part 
of the solution to enhancing their representation in the labour market in general.

The observed differences in the nature of online platform work in the region highlight 
the need for tailored policies that consider the unique characteristics of each country. To do 
so, and as a next step, there is a need to better understand the interplay between the online 
and traditional labour markets in these countries. Based on these and similar insights, 
policymakers can craft targeted interventions and initiatives aimed at fostering inclusivity 
and levelling the playing field for all members of the labour force.

Finally, it should be acknowledged that this article is not without limitations. The 
study provided insights into the supply of the online platforms’ labour force but it did 
not investigate the demand for online workers. Future research should find ways to 
include the demand for workers to compare both the supply and demand of labour on 
online digital platforms. Additionally, although the analysis is based on data from the 
most popular online platform in the observed countries, it does not fairly represent other 
popular platforms that could provide a more detailed picture of online gig work in these 
markets. Furthermore, the study covers the period of 2021/2022, providing a snapshot 
of the online labour markets during that time. In this regard, continuous analysis is 
essential to capture long-term trends in online work, which is highly dynamic and is 
influenced by factors such as economic conditions, technological advancements, and 
regulatory changes.

23 Lehdonvirta et al. 2019.
24 Lehdonvirta et al. 2019.
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Digital technologies can considerably increase the visibility of people’s behaviours and activities, 
and therefore researchers should pay more attention to visibility and opaqueness in organisations. 
This paper focuses on visibility in terms of the information given or mediated to workers. The aim 
of this paper is to examine consequences of visibility for workers who carry out work tasks through 
digital labour platforms. The research will focus on how visibility or opaqueness in practice 
promotes or hinders workers’ capacity to act and to make informed choices in their work. The 
visibility paradoxes of connectivity, performance and transparency are used as methodical lenses. 
The same platform operations can have both empowering and marginalising consequences for 
workers. While labour platforms continuously improve visibility to workers, they may also hide, 
inadvertently or intentionally, key information.

Keywords:
autonomy paradox, digital labour platform, performance paradox, platform workers, 
transparency paradox, visibility, visibility paradox

INTRODUCTION

While digital technologies make people’s behaviours and activities increasingly visible 
to others and themselves, academic research needs to better examine how visibility is 
manifested in organisations, and with what consequences.1 Digital labour platforms are 
a distinctive and growing part of the digital economy, connecting businesses and clients to 
workers and transforming labour processes, with the organisation of work becoming more 

1 Leonardi–Treem  2020.

https://doi.org/10.32575/ppb.2024.1.8
mailto:laura.seppanen%40ttl.fi?subject=
mailto:laura.seppanen%40ttl.fi?subject=
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decentralised than in traditional employment organisations.2 Transparency and visibility 
have rarely been guiding themes in approaches in empirical studies of concrete practices 
of platform work, however. This is surprising because digital labour platforms are in the 
vanguard of algorithmic management.3 This exploratory study attempts to fill this gap.

Visibility can create digital trust4 between strangers. Through their algorithmic and 
AI systems, digital labour platforms obviously gain information about platform users 
(workers and clients), increasing the workers’ visibility. This paper, however, examines 
visibility from the worker’s perspective: Visibility here means that a worker, in practice, can 
visually see (or not see) information or clarifications about platform operations provided 
by the labour platform. The visibility or opaqueness caused by a  labour platform affects 
workers by enabling or hindering their capacities to act in the platform environments. 
These workers’ experiences of being enabled or hindered are referred to in this paper as 
the consequences of visibility and opaqueness. Simultaneously, this practice-based study 
aims to shed light on the social contexts and embeddedness of visibility of digital labour 
platforms.

By studying workers’ experiences in the platforms’ algorithmically managed working 
environments, the aim is to identify and describe visibility and its consequences by using 
a methodical framework of visibility paradoxes.5 Our interest in paradoxes is prompted 
by an attempt to consider both the benefits and harms brought by digital visibility. The data 
is drawn from interviews of freelancers on a global online platform and couriers working 
for food delivery companies, all of whom reside and work in Finland. The different sets of 
data, consisting of interviews with expert workers in online platform work and with food 
couriers in on-location platform work, enable us to see similarities and differences across 
platform contexts.

First, the main features of visibility are presented, together with visibility paradoxes of 
connectivity, performance, and transparency. Similar paradoxes exist in platform work 
gaining new content and synergies. After describing the data and methods of the study, the 
core elements of matching and evaluation concerning two of the different labour platforms 
of the study are presented. The following section describes visibility and opaqueness on the 
platform as experienced by workers and interprets them in the light of the three paradoxes. 
Finally, the paradoxes of visibility in platform work are discussed, focusing particularly 
on their empowering and marginalising consequences  –  that is, how visibility and its 
paradoxes may promote or hinder platform workers’ agency and learning.

2 Vallas–Schor  2020.
3 Wood  2021.
4 Sundararajan  2016:  60–65.
5 Leonardi–Treem  2020.
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VISIBILITY

Visibility is a precondition for seeing and knowing. It involves two sides, that of seeing 
and of being seen, and it affects and can be controlled by both the observed party and 
the beholder. Visibility, as a double-edged sword, can be empowering, as is the case with 
marginalised groups gaining visibility and recognition. However, visibility can also be 
disempowering, as for example when people who are accustomed to being visible suddenly 
find themselves haunted by visibility, e. g., in political scandals.6

Stohl, Stohl and Leonardi (2016) define visibility as a  construct consisting of three 
interrelated empirical attributes:  1) the availability of information,  2) “approval to share 
information”, and  3) the accessibility of information.7 Here, availability refers mainly to 
actions turned into data and storage in some way. Approval refers to legal obligations, 
norms or social consciousness to make data or information available and public. Besides 
availability and approval, visibility also requires the receiver of information to have 
knowledge about relevant directories and classifications, and makes necessary effort to 
read and understand the information. In other words, visibility or opaqueness is influenced 
by the actions of many human and non-human actors in social contexts and networks. 
Even more concretely, visibility in this study means that a worker can see (or not see) (as 
a  text, picture or video, figures or orally spoken) information or clarifications from the 
labour platform that help them exercise their autonomy and craft their work according to 
their motives and interests.

When individuals can see people directly, they do not have to make inferences 
about what activities were conducted and how. However, when activities are made 
visible through technologies, audiences are often left to infer what kinds of activities 
the behavioural information is based on.8 Digital technologies, data, and algorithms, 
also known as “digital architectures”, extract and encode data from social life and 
work into certain data points, aggregate, compile, and sort data points to more abstract 
categorisations, and compute them into scores and measures.9 Reduced to its essentials 
by digital architectures, information “takes new shapes; their richness and origins may 
be backgrounded or missing altogether, and the historical, political and other social 
forces shaping them may be overlooked or taken for granted”.10 The new knowledge, 
represented as scores, measures, or visualisations, take part in, shape, and influence 
human and social activities in different ways.

6 Brighenti  2007.
7 Stohl et al.  2016.
8 Leonardi–Treem  2020.
9 Flyverbom  2022.
10 Power  2022. 
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A paradox, a concept introduced into the literature of management and organisations 
in the  1980s, is defined as “contradictory yet interrelated elements that seem logical in 
isolation but absurd and irrational when appearing simultaneously.11 Based on research, 
which mainly took a socio-material approach, Leonardi and Treem (2020)12 identified and 
described three visibility paradoxes that arise as people’s behaviours in traditional work 
organisations became increasingly visible through digital architectures. With paradoxes, 
these authors emphasise that increasing visibility can bring both benefits and disadvantages 
for organisations and actors. In the following section, the connectivity, performance, and 
transparency paradoxes will be presented.

The connectivity paradox

“The connectivity paradox occurs when actors who fear being disconnected from the 
organization begin to use new technologies to establish a  connection that is so intense 
that they have to devise practices that enable them to disconnect.” Such fear may hampers 
the benefits of remote work, such as flexibility and the ability to avoid distractions. The 
connectivity paradox arises because people may feel obliged to remain connected to the 
organisation due to either a group norm or to meet a colleagues’ expectations.13

The connectivity paradox is linked to individuals’ need for autonomy. In a  study of 
knowledge professionals using mobile email technologies, Mazmanian, Orlikowski and 
Yates (2013) found that while the professionals viewed the technology as an effective way 
to enhance their autonomy, they simultaneously were observed to become increasingly 
engaged with their work and organisation so that they ended up working everywhere and 
all the time.14 The authors call this the autonomy paradox.

The performance paradox

The performance paradox means that those who dedicate the most resources to task 
performance may not make those performances visible to others due to a lack of ability, 
opportunity, or inclination. This paradox occurs especially in organisational contexts 
such as knowledge-intensive or professional service jobs where the work carried out does 
not speak for itself but actors still need to communicate about work so that organisations 
or clients can assess their performance. Paradoxically, the resources dedicated to 
communicating about work lead to less time and effort being spent on active work. In 

11 Lewis  2000:  760, REF. in Hardgrave – Van De Ven  2017:  322.
12 Leonardi–Treem  2020:  1613–1617.
13 Mazmanian  2013.
14 Mazmanian et al.  2013.
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a study on IT technicians who used entries into a shared knowledge management system to 
help determine appropriate job assignments, it was found that those technicians who were 
more strategic in crafting their communication in the knowledge management system 
were more likely to be seen as experts in their area of work.15 The perception of expertise 
was not based on their actual performance of work tasks, but assessments were made based 
on shared, visible communication about the work.

The transparency paradox

Both visibility and transparency connote the ability to see,16 but transparency is often used 
in a more value-based sense of organisations or actors being accountable to others.17 The 
use of digital technologies increases visibility and transparency. However, transparency 
and visibility do not always imply that things can be seen and known.18 This is the basis 
for the transparency paradox.

Opacity through transparency may take place inadvertently or strategically.19 First, 
efforts by organisations to provide greater transparency can obscure and obfuscate 
organisational activities. Increases in transparency can produce a great volume and wide 
diversity of communication and information, which can make it more difficult to find and 
understand any single piece of communication. This leads to what is called unintentional 
or inadvertent opacity.20 Secondly, strategic opacity means that organisations may 
espouse transparency, but in fact, they may make information visible in a manner that is 
ambiguous or difficult to understand. Transparency can also deflect attention from what 
is kept hidden or obscured.

In strategic opacity, actors who wish to make certain information hidden from view 
but who are bound by norms and regulations can produce opacity by strategically 
making so much information visible that unimportant pieces of information will take so 
much time and effort to sift through that the receivers will be distracted from the central 
information the actor wants to conceal. For organisations, strategic opacity can be a way 
to simultaneously comply with expectations and hide important information.21 While the 
original transparency paradox is viewed as an issue of organisations, this study examines 
it and its consequences from the perspective of platform workers.

15 Leonardi–Treem  2020.
16 Stohl et al.  2016.
17 Ball  2009; Christensen–Cheney  2015:  76; Ananny–Crawford  2018:  974.
18 Ananny–Crawford  2018; Stohl et al.  2016.
19 Stohl et al.  2016.
20 Stohl et al.  2016:  133.
21 Stohl et al.  2016:  133–134.
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AIM AND RESEARCH QUESTION

Using concepts and insights from the visibility paradoxes described above, the study 
aims to shed light on the way that visibility is enabled or hindered by labour platforms is 
manifested in platform work and what the consequences for platform workers are in terms 
of their work experiences on labour platforms. The expectation is that this exploratory 
study on worker experiences as consequences of visibility will provide insights into how 
visibility or opaqueness in practice may shape platform workers’ agency and autonomy in 
carrying out their work and gaining outcomes they want to obtain. The research question 
is: How are the connectivity, performance, and transparency paradoxes manifested in 
platform work from the perspective of visibility or opaqueness to platform workers? In the 
next section, the data and methods of the study will be described.

DATA AND METHODS

The data is drawn from  23 qualitative thematic interviews of platform workers that receive 
tasks or projects through two large-scale labour platform companies. The expert platform 
is a global site which mediates skill-requiring online projects for freelancers. The Delivery 
platform is operated by an international company, but offers couriers on-location work 
where food is transported from restaurants to clients by car, bike, or scooter.  14 freelancers 
were interviewed during the years  2018–2019.  Four of the nine courier interviews were 
carried out in  2017 and five in  2022. The interview guide, although somewhat different 
in the interview sets, focused on platform workers’ experiences in their work, how the 
platform shapes workers’ activities and the role of platform work in their career and life.22 
Previously, these data have been analysed from the perspectives of platform workers’ 
resources, activity concepts, co-creation, fairness and digital agency, and more information 
on the collection and characteristics of data is available from corresponding publications.23

For this practice-based study, the data was first read many times. The aim was to be 
sensitive and to carry out the analysis in line with the topics and perspectives that the 
interviewees themselves perceived as being important. The preliminary interest was in 
fairness issues, and therefore the first coding was done with fairness values expressed 
in the interviewees’ talk. ATLAS.ti software was used in the coding. The value codes used 
were access, accountability, autonomy, communication, fairness, and transparency, with 
transparency featuring the most frequently. This prompted me to return to the literature 
on transparency and visibility. A  new coding of “transparency and visibility” yielded 
 106 episodes. It was expected that workers would experience the visibility of their work 
and behaviour to the platforms as problematic. However, this was not always the case. 

22 Example for the interview guide was taken from Anderson–Westberg  2015.
23 Seppänen et al.  2018; Seppänen–Poutanen  2020; Seppänen et al.  2022; Seppänen et al.  2023.
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Therefore, the analysis centred on interviewees’ accounts on how platforms make (or do 
not make) things visible to them and with what consequences by using the connectivity, 
performance, and transparency paradoxes as interpretative lenses. Finally, it was decided 
that to maintain the practical and contextual nature of visibility manifestations, a narrative 
description of the findings, rather than a systematic examination of the consequences of 
visibility, would suit the aim of the study. This required that the operational contents be 
delimited. The aspects of matching and rating were chosen because they are central in 
binding together labour platforms’ key functions, and simultaneously they greatly affect 
platform workers’ activities. The next part examines the matching and rating operations 
on Expert and Delivery platforms that are relevant in shaping affordances and resources 
for workers’ action potentials.

MATCHING AND RATING ON LABOUR PLATFORMS

The function of a  labour platform is to match workers with tasks offered by requesters 
or clients. Access to tasks is a central motive for workers’ participation on the platform. 
Through using the platform, workers not only gain income, but also potentially have 
access to other opportunities that come with work tasks, such as learning new skills or 
building relationships with new clients. In general, platform workers, with their ability 
to influence their working time and possibly location, are seen to enjoy greater autonomy 
than employees,24 and this is an often-cited motive for pursuing platform work.25

Besides matching, labour platforms most often evaluate workers or process worker 
evaluations to facilitate the matching process and to build digitally the necessary trust26 
between workers, clients, and possibly other actors in their ecosystems. There is a dynamic 
interaction between the platform and the assessment visibility of the people working on the 
platform. It should also be noted that Expert and Delivery platforms vary in their matching 
and rating operations.27

After a freelancer is accepted on the Expert platform, the freelancer must write a profile 
visible to everybody on the site. By clicking the profile, clients on the platform can read 
about the freelancer’s competences, projects and related feedback. After projects have been 
completed, both clients and freelancers rate each other. Based on the clients’ ratings, the 
freelancer’s activeness on the platform, and other parameters, the platform’s algorithms 
assign a  score (a percentage of success) for a  freelancer that is visible in their profile. If 
freelancers enjoy success, they can obtain a badge as a visible mark of their good reputation.

On the Delivery platform, after receiving a  working turn in the platform application, 
a courier goes to a starting zone and logs in to the app through their mobile phone, linked to 

24 Pichault–Mckeown  2019.
25 Pesole et al.  2018; Wood et al.  2019.
26 Sundararajan  2016.
27 Seppänen  2023.
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a GPS-based navigation system. After an order is received, the courier sees the restaurant’s 
name and the customer’s location and accepts the gig by clicking. A courier keystrokes into 
the app both the pick-up and drop-off of the food. When all parts of the task are completed, 
the courier is ready to receive the next order.

The Delivery platform conducts the matching between food orders and couriers. It collects 
data about couriers’ tasks, the time taken to get from the restaurant to the customer, the 
couriers’ working hours, etc. Based on these data, the company groups couriers into five 
levels at regular time intervals. Factors affecting the level include the number of deliveries 
per hour, no-shows or being late from their working turn, planned and actual hours, 
and other minor factors.28 The better a  courier’s performance ranking is, the better the 
courier’s ability to reserve working turns, and thus the ranking heavily affects a courier’s 
access to work and earnings. The couriers on levels three to five have weaker possibilities 
for deliveries and income than the ones on the upper levels. The following section describes 
the findings, how visibility paradoxes are manifested on Expert and Delivery platforms, 
and with what consequences for the workers.

CONSEQUENCES OF VISIBILITY AND OPAQUENESS

The connectivity paradox

Expert platform. By connecting to the Expert platform, freelancers not only see a huge 
number of invitations for bids but also the histories and ratings of the requesters, which 
help freelancers in their selection. New freelancers entering the platform face the problem 
of how to get projects in the first place. As they have no track record on the platform, 
most requesters are hesitant to hire them. Freelancers often, especially new ones, stay 
connected and spend a  lot of unpaid time making bids in order to be competitive in 
the platform marketplace. The competitiveness is made visible by the scores and the 
badge described above. In this study, an extreme case of connectivity was represented 
by an unemployed freelancer who spent many hours per day searching for projects, with 
practically no success.

As the Expert platform is global, requesters post their invitations at any time. This means 
that most freelancers must be attentive to searching for tasks or waiting for automatic 
emails they have requested from the platform to inform them about invitations for bids. 
Some freelancers may voluntarily follow up incoming email alarms at any time of day, in 
order to respond to them quickly enough.

Another narrative concerns connectivity. Freelancer  3  suddenly lost his badge on his 
profile. He immediately contacted the Expert platform to find out why. The reason, the 
platform representative told him, was not the poor quality of his work or dissatisfied clients, 

28 Delivery platform’s Induction Material  2022.
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but that some of his open-ended contracts with clients had not shown any activity (projects 
and transactions) for some time, which made the score go down and the badge disappear.

Excerpt  1

Freelancer  3: “I didn’t know that if you have open hourly-based contracts with no projects 
for a while, it makes the score diminish. And in fact, it is not a score of client satisfaction 
but a score of job success. So, this makes the score and badge go down, which is totally 
weird […] Maybe, they have informed us about that in their webpage, but at least I was not 
aware of that.”

Freelancer  3  immediately stopped all his open hourly contracts, and after a while the 
badge was returned to him by the platform’s algorithmic system. This narrative suggests 
that the platform, in order to connect freelancers more tightly to its operations, combines 
a  follow-up of freelancers’ activeness in their reputation scores. The consequence of the 
connectivity paradox for freelancers, besides involving them doing unpaid labour, is that 
if they want to remain competitive on the Expert platform, they must be active and stay 
connected to it.

Delivery platform. Once accepted, couriers start receiving tasks after entering the 
starting zone and opening the app. However, couriers who are not highly rated (that is, 
they are ranked among groups  3-5 out of five) may not receive as many working turns as 
they would like because the higher-ranked couriers in groups  1-2 have first choice of the 
turns they want. In this case, the lower-ranked couriers must stay connected to the app 
and wait for working turns to appear (Excerpt  2). Staying connected in order to get enough 
working turns is especially important for couriers who are economically dependent on the 
income from the platform.

Excerpt  2

Courier  20: “So, it is a moment of stress, if you are on level three and you want turns, so 
you are on call all the time on the phone to see if there are working turns available. And 
then you start learning that the turns for the next day can be there early in the morning 
or evening.”

The connectivity paradox means that while doing remote work, people establish such an 
intense connection with the work organisation that they must develop practices to allow 
them to disconnect because they fear being disconnected.29 The connectivity paradox 
arises because people may feel obligated to remain connected to the organisation due either 
to a group norm or in response to colleagues’ expectations.30 However, on the Expert and 
Delivery platforms, the “obligation to remain connected” does not stem from these reasons. 

29 Leonardi–Treem  2020:  1613.
30 Mazmanian  2013.
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Platform workers’ urge to be connected, and thus their connectivity paradox, stems from 
their need to access work tasks. The connectivity paradox in platform work seems to be 
more directly related to the autonomy paradox, that is, it reflects the conflict between 
platform work’s promise for autonomy and the requirement in practice to stay connected 
and spend a lot of unpaid time trying to find work. If the expectation of autonomy is high, 
as is often the case in platform work, staying connected, even voluntarily, does not favour 
such autonomy.

The performance paradox

Expert platform. As we saw above, scores and badges are important for freelancers on 
the Expert platform. Freelancers are empowered by the possibility of gaining platform-
mediated visible scores of their work performance, and freelancers use them to enhance 
their work and business. The Expert platform seems to be inclined in its own strategy to 
support freelancers’ own reputation and recognition through such visibility.

For freelancers, a consequence of performance visibility through rating is that they not 
only have to carry out their projects to the required standard: they also need to consciously 
follow, maintain, or improve their platform reputation (at least when they are not among 
the very top freelancers in their task categories).31 However, there is also another side to 
the evaluation systems. While revealing the main factors leading to the award of badges, 
such as client ratings, income and freelancers’ activeness, the Expert platform does not 
totally open up the complex and dynamic rating mechanisms to freelancers. Freelancers 
still face uncertainty stemming from the rating system (Excerpt  4).

Excerpt  3

Interviewer: “So, what would you like to change in Expert platform system?”
Freelancer  13: “It’s tricky because I would say… the most difficult thing is the rating 

system because it’s so mysterious, but at the same time, I have a  100 per cent rating and it 
helps me, so I can get more jobs. But when it doesn’t work out in my favour, they lower my 
score, I don’t understand why, it seems very random to me, or unfair.”

It appears that Freelancer  13 (Excerpt  3) benefits from the rating system in the form of 
better access to future project opportunities. The “mystery” can be read as opacity, which is 
contrasts with visibility. The platform, through a mysterious combination of client ratings 
and other things, may lower a  freelancers’ score without her being able to understand 
why. Without such understanding, freelancers may lack the means to improve their work 
performance – that is, their ability to respond to the factors that determine their success is 

31 Seppänen–Poutanen  2020.
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limited.32 The consequences for a freelancer can be uncertainty and a marginalising feeling 
of unfairness.

Delivery platform. As noted earlier, the Delivery platform ranks couriers in five groups 
according to their performance. Compared to the ratings on the Expert platform, the 
nature of the task and its outcome are more routine and standardised, and therefore more 
explicit performance and rating criteria can be formulated and made visible to the couriers. 
However, couriers face uncertainty about how one is ranked in the groups for reserving 
working turns (Excerpt  5).

Excerpt  4

Courier  20: “At least when couriering by bicycle, first, you are unable to plan far ahead, if you 
will be able to obtain working turns or not, especially in summer. Because you don’t know, 
first, what will your level be, because the Delivery platform decides how many workers go 
into the first and second levels, and it always varies. So, you never know whether you have 
been good enough for the first level. And you can guess, okay, if I’m on the second level, 
probably there will not be enough turns for me, because the couriers on the first level will 
take them all next [time].”

In Excerpt  4, Courier  20 explains why food delivery by bike as a full-time summer job 
is uncertain and untenable on the Delivery platform. Many bike couriers want to work as 
much as possible in summer rather than in the cold and snowy Finnish winter time. In 
summer, the competition between couriers becomes ‘ cutthroat hard’. Sometimes even being 
in group  2 does not guarantee getting enough working turns to obtain a satisfactory level 
of income, which shows the performance paradox in platform work: better performance 
does not necessarily lead to a better level and improvement in a worker’s social positioning 
on the platform. There is uncertainty about the amount of demand at any given moment, 
and the company’s tactics to counter this, according to Courier  20, are to flexibly regulate 
the number of couriers in each group level to balance the supply and demand of deliveries. 
The upside for couriers is that they can complete tasks (“gigs”) during their working turns. 
The bad side is that they must compete with each other for the turns, and to do so, they 
must constantly maintain or improve their ranking in the level groups. The consequence 
of the performance paradox for workers is uncertainty and perhaps an unwillingness to 
continue doing platform work. It is also important for couriers how “gigs” are distributed 
during a working turn (Excerpt  6).

Excerpt  6

Interviewer: “Do you know how a gig is selected just for you?”

32 Rahman  2021:  945.
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Courier  23: “No, there’s no information about that, we have tried to ask, actually nobody 
knows what the selection is based on. Obviously, it is related to distance. I have sometimes 
pondered if it is related to ranking, someone sometimes claimed that, this is all rumour. 
[…] I don’t know and probably even those app guys don’t know, because that app has been 
developed somewhere abroad and it can be there in the code somewhere. Maybe nobody 
knows. But I think it would be fair to clarify it.”

Couriers are unaware what the grounds for distributing gigs are. Excerpt  6 reveals how not 
knowing this basis has produced uncertain claims and beliefs, and the real knowledge is far 
“abroad” and “in the code somewhere”, indicating an opaque, “smokescreen”33 visibility. 
Many couriers have tried to ask the delivery company about it, with unsatisfactory results. 
According to Courier  24, knowing the logic of gig distribution would help couriers choose 
their optimal location when waiting for new gigs, and thus improve their performance.

Despite their ignorance about these issues, couriers know the basic logic of their 
evaluation and ranking. They know that speed and activeness  –  how many gigs they 
complete in an hour, and e.g. the number of working hours – are important criteria in 
their ranking into group levels. This pushes them to be quick, to complete as many gigs as 
possible, and to work long hours, implying haste and stress. Overall, the Delivery platform 
has considerably improved the visibility of its operations to freelancers through new digital 
technologies. This is especially clear between interview data sets carried out in  2017 and 
 2022.

Rating and ranking systems differ significantly between the Expert and Delivery 
platforms. Freelancers’ scores have a great impact on clients, and their main objective in 
terms of visibility is to help clients in their selection of workers. The couriers’ ranking, 
in contrast, is managed by the platform algorithms, and its main function is to allow 
visibility about a courier’s performance to the platform. Despite these differences, there are 
also similarities. Both the Expert and Delivery platforms use ratings to balance the task 
market, and freelancers and couriers can influence their ranking and scores through their 
performance. Couriers also need to follow, maintain or improve their platform ranking and 
reputation, and not only to carry out their tasks properly. A similar consequence, a mystery 
surrounding rating and ranking, producing uncertainty, exists on both platforms. Labour 
platforms may need to keep their evaluation systems opaque for business confidentiality 
reasons or because, otherwise, users might game the system.34 If systems can be easily 
gamed, there would be little variation in scores and ranking, which would make it difficult 
for the platform and clients to differentiate between workers.35

The ambiguity and the paradox are that the scores and rankings are both beneficial and 
harmful for workers. This paradox is certainly related to performance, but it is not quite 
the same as the performance paradox described by Leonardi and Treem (2020). Instead 
of the worker having to write down her achievements – and the paradox being between 

33 Harness et al.  2022:  6.
34 Cedefop  2020:49.
35 Rahman  2021:  949; Tadelis  2016.
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working and writing about that work –, workers can influence their rating more directly 
through their work, but after that, the scores and rankings fall largely outside the workers’ 
control, being moulded by the platforms’ complex algorithms in a way that is partly opaque 
to workers. The performance paradox in platform work seems to be qualitatively different 
from that in traditional work.

The transparency paradox

The transparency paradox states that high levels of visibility may decrease transparency 
and even produce opacity. On the Expert platform, there is an abundance of information 
about invitations for bids for freelancers, which indeed creates a condition of transparency 
paradox for platform users. Freelancers are often empowered by the visibility of an 
expanded horizon of work possibilities. As one freelancer put it: “Now, I have the whole 
planet as my clientele.” Offers are already formulated and visible on the platform, which 
those freelancers planning to start working as entrepreneurs consider an advantage in 
saving marketing time.36

Due to the large volume of information, relevant knowledge about suitable projects can 
be difficult to find. Therefore, the platform has created a sophisticated system of categories, 
filters, keywords, and alarm systems that the freelancers interviewed found relatively easy 
to use. As platform workers are typically independent, labour platforms must design their 
visibilities (e. g. user interfaces) and operations to be as easy and user-friendly as possible, 
which is often not the case in traditional work organisations.37

While the Delivery platform carries out matching between couriers and food orders, 
couriers’ visibility to the platform and its market is much more limited than on the Expert 
platform. The transparency paradox is illustrated by an incident in courier work. The 
Delivery platform had recently made the fee of a delivery “gig” visible to couriers already 
in the first announcement before a courier accepts it. This was a welcome improvement to 
couriers’ work, because it helped them to decide if a gig is worth taking.

This novel visibility was available only for couriers who agreed to change their old 
contract to a new one. The change of contract was offered voluntarily by email to couriers. 
This new contract included a change in the pricing system: the fee for each gig was higher 
than before, but an hourly wage paid during a  working turn, which had existed in the 
old contract, was taken away. Couriers responded differently to the possibility of a new 
contract. The old contract offered more stable pay, while the new one promised better 
visibility, a courier said. Some couriers opted for better visibility, while others calculated 
the outcomes of the change in terms of income and decided not to change.

36 Seppänen et al.  2019.
37 Vairimaa  2023.
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Excerpt  6

Courier  20: “Well, it [the platform through email] recommended changing the contract. 
It was not a question, more like, hey, now there is a chance to change into this. There was 
no talk… They made it look like a much better contract. But together with my brother, we 
calculated and looked at it and thought and talked about this contract change. The new 
contract is not better, in fact.”

Strategic opacity, as part of the transparency paradox, means that organisations 
may espouse transparency, but they may make information visible in a  manner that is 
ambiguous or difficult to understand. Labour platforms can and do improve visibilities for 
the benefit of workers. At the same time, they might tie these improvements together with 
other less beneficial changes, so that the latter may remain hidden, either strategically or 
inadvertently, from the workers. It is also possible that workers do not have the necessary 
skills to read or interpret the information, or that accessing the information requires too 
much effort from them. In these cases, the transparency paradox arises because visibility 
and transparency are not produced even though the platform uncovers information. The 
data does not allow this incident to be analysed in more depth, but still, examining it might 
help us grasp the processual and contextual nature of the transparency paradox formation 
and consequences in platform work.

The word transparency has connotations of accountability – that an audience can trace the 
path or process through which a certain decision or outcome was made in an organisation. 
In the performance paradox above, we have seen how couriers and freelancers in this study 
express their wish for transparency concerning how worker ratings, ranking, and scores 
are calculated. This relates closely to the performance paradox of platform work. At the 
same time, it is an example of a transparency paradox – platform workers need to know 
the evaluation logic and mechanisms, but platforms still hide them, at least partially. The 
consequences of the transparency paradox for platform workers are uncertainty and a need 
to maintain a critical attitude to and to question any suggestions for changes on the part of 
labour platforms, as Courier  20 (Excerpt  6) did.

Based on the findings, we can now formulate visibility paradoxes from the perspective of 
platform workers. Unlike the transparency paradox, a performance-transparency paradox 
is depicted.

The connectivity paradox is related to the autonomy paradox, that is, between workers’ 
high expectations of autonomy and them actually having to spend a  lot of unpaid time 
and to be continuously connected to the platform to find work. As their level of loyalty 
towards the labour platform is low, platform workers’ urge to remain connected stems 
from their need to put effort into accessing work tasks and not from their commitment to 
the platform company.

Performance paradox: Platform workers not only have to complete their tasks 
satisfactorily, but also to observe and cultivate their rating, ranking and scores so that 
they improve or at least maintain their chances of obtaining work tasks in the future. The 
special aspect of the performance paradox on labour platforms is that the formation of the 
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users’ reputation, and often also the datafication of their behaviour, is chiefly carried out, 
mediated, and made visible by the algorithms of the platform.

The performance-transparency paradox is between platform workers’ need for visibility 
about the labour platform operations, and the platforms’ difficulty or reluctance to make 
the information about their operation completely visible.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This paper is an exploratory study into the practical consequences of visibility in work 
that is carried out via digital labour platforms. The visibility paradoxes of connectivity, 
performance and transparency were used as analytical tools for interpretation. Examining 
 23 qualitative interviews of freelancers on a global expert platform and couriers on a food 
delivery platform has demonstrated how these paradoxes, manifested in platform work, 
very much centre on the algorithmic nature of digital labour platforms.

In this study, a  paradox means that something may be both beneficial and harmful 
for platform workers, producing experiences that can be absurd and irrational from the 
workers’ perspective. The three visibility paradoxes  –  connectivity, performance, and 
transparency – were identified based on observations of traditional employment between 
workers and organisations. While the network-like structure on labour platforms is clearly 
more complex and distributed than conventional work organisation, the visibility paradoxes 
found in platform work are also qualitatively different, and performance and transparency 
paradoxes are closely intertwined. We have seen that platform-enabled visibility helps 
workers in many ways. This study also suggests that unpaid labour, uncertainty, the 
necessity of being active on the platform, feelings of unfairness, constant attention by 
workers to their platform reputation and limited means to improve performance may all 
be consequences of visibility paradoxes for platform workers.

In this study, visibility paradoxes are considered especially from the perspective of the 
central and constitutive matching and evaluation operations of labour platforms because 
they have consequences for people’s access to resources, recognition and opportunities.38 
The representativeness of the consequences of visibility paradoxes among individual 
platform workers would require a deeper and more systematic study. The findings suggest 
that the same features of platform operations can have both empowering and marginalising 
consequences for workers.39

The question of autonomy is central in platform workers’ connectivity paradox. 
The autonomy paradox, involving a  tension between the promise of autonomy and an 
expectation of commitment, imply that workers self-impose restrictions on their autonomy, 
and these restrictions are tied to various bureaucratic, concertive, cultural, market, or 

38 Kornberger et al.  2017.
39 See also Deng et al.  2016.
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technological mechanisms. Beyond this, the autonomy paradox implies that workers may 
experience their self-imposed restrictions as enhancing their autonomy.40 The autonomy 
paradox may show and explain why platform workers invest and dedicate more time and 
effort to their work than their expectations of freedom and flexibility would suggest. The 
rating and ranking systems of labour platforms, evident in performance and transparency 
paradoxes, seem to push platform workers to this kind of voluntary dedication.

A sense of usefulness is one of the fundamental attributes of worker recognition,41 
and platform evaluations serve as means of recognition and identity building. It is 
therefore important that workers, on platforms and elsewhere, could be more associated 
with collective decision-making and action at work. “To be involved and have influence 
is not only a positive experience but also promotes understanding of the [ICT] systems’ 
complexity and increases their acceptance.”42 Communication from the platform to 
workers, especially when it provides the grounds for changes, is an important form of 
involvement.43 This is one practical implication of the study.

Algorithmic systems, and particularly platforms, can amplify actors’ visibility at work. 
Visibility through platforms’ algorithms may provide workers with more capacity to act 
through better self-knowledge.44 Visibility paradoxes, in particular the performance-
transparency paradox in this study, may enhance agency when workers are pushed to 
question, learn and act on their scores, opaque features or uncertainties caused by complex 
algorithmic systems.45 However, it is also possible that digital visibility or opacity, instead 
of leading to questioning, will enhance conditions of voluntary servitude where algorithms 
may tell us how to act or what is a good attitude to have.46 Complex visibilities in platform 
work not only fulfil the expectations or leave them unfulfilled, but also shape the formation 
of expectations of fairness. As the findings in the transparency paradox show, transparency 
and accountability need critical audiences, both inside and outside organisations.47 As 
a practical implication, platform workers and others are encouraged to use available and 
new means to be critical audiences. When workers contact labour platforms and ask 
questions or make suggestions it may seem to have little or no effect, but in the long run, 
there are examples of labour platforms making changes due to workers’ initiatives.48 The 
way algorithmic visibilities help or hinder workers’ learning, and how visibilities shape 
their fairness expectations require future research.

Labour platform operations are dynamically changing. Digital culture’s preoccupation 
with new things means that the systems we are engaged with today might be changed to 

40 Mazmanian et al.  2013.
41 Dejours  1998. 
42 Wurhofer et al.  2018. 
43 Seppänen et al.  2022.
44 Bobillier Chaumon  2021.
45 Seppänen et al.  2023.
46 Bobillier Chaumon  2021.
47 Kemper–Klokman  2018.
48 Seppänen et al.  2018.
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new ones tomorrow.49 Platforms are able to draw upon vast quantities of data to learn from, 
and they optimise many processes and respond to different demands, not least to those 
coming from their competitors, authorities or shareholders.50 We can imagine the huge 
possibilities either for visibility or opacity that labour platforms and other organisations 
have with their algorithmic and AI management systems.
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This research examines the work organisation of the Foodpanda food delivery firm and the 
experiences of the bicycle couriers who work for it, particularly their attitudes to the algorithmic 
management of their work. The focus of the inquiry is the gamification of work, both from-above 
and from below. Gamification from-above is constructed by the management. Taking part in 
the games can be a source of pride and satisfaction, but also of addiction and self-exploitation. 
Gamification from-below includes all kinds of “games” that the couriers initiate. These can be 
different strategies to earn more money, save energy or sabotage the labour process. The study 
shows the connection between games and the formation of consent and resistance among the 
couriers. The analysis differentiates between the games of making do and making out. Games of 
making do usually bring about consent, as they stay within the boundaries set by the management. 
In contrast, making out goes against managerial interest and gives agency to the couriers, thus it 
has the potential to foster resistance.

Keywords:
bicycle couriers, digital capitalism, food delivery, gig economy, making out, platform work

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, especially since the Covid pandemic, the number of food couriers rose 
exponentially in Budapest, Hungary. The gig economy and application-based, algorithmic 
forms of management affect more and more people, many of whom work in precarious 
conditions. Platform work in Hungary has attracted the attention of various scholars.1 This 

1 E.g. Drahokoupil et al.  2022; Kahancová et al.  2020; Makó et al.  2021a.
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paper aims to contribute to the literature on the food delivery sector2 from a sociological 
point of view by examining the role of gamification in the management of food delivery 
companies.

I conducted my research between September  2021  and March  2022  using qualitative 
methods: semi-structured interviews and participant observation. I investigated the 
algorithmic management of Foodpanda (which was renamed Foodora in  2023). My focus 
was on the experiences of bicycle couriers, and their attitudes towards the gamified aspects 
of the work. I distinguished gamification from-above and from-below. In the first case, 
gamification is created by the management, while in the second form, games are initiated 
by the workers. I examined the games in terms of making do and making out. In the first 
case, games stay within the boundaries set by the management, while in the second, the 
games go against the interests of the company.

The aim of the research was to explore the different aspects of gamification used by the 
application-based, algorithmic management. I investigated how they affect the couriers, 
focusing on the formation of consent and the appearance of resistance. In the study 
I (1) give a brief theoretical overview of platform work, labour in digital capitalism and 
gamification; (2) present my methodology; (3) outline the technical details of the work 
organisation; (4) present my findings on the forms of gamification I encountered during 
my research; (5) explore the topic of workers’ consent to this way of organising their work 
and the possibilities of resistance against the algorithmic management.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Platform work

To understand the socio-economic context of the research, it is necessary to introduce 
the concepts of the gig economy and platform work. Since these are newly emerging 
and rapidly changing fields, the definitions used in this research represent just one of 
the many interpretations of these phenomena. The term gig economy refers to the form 
of employment in which workers are contracted for shorter periods of time or on an 
on-demand basis, usually with a self-employed status. The couriers’ work can be classified 
as work-on-demand via app.3 Work is organised via an application-based platform, which 
connects the customer to the rider with the help of an algorithm.4 This means that there is 
no human mediation during the allocation of the orders. The couriers can only work when 
there is an active demand for food deliveries, which makes their income unpredictable. 
This frequently results in precarious living conditions for these workers.5 In the gig 

2 E.g. Makó et al.  2021b; Nagy  2024.
3 De Stefano  2015.
4 De Stefano  2015.
5 Kahancová et al.  2020; Standing  2011; Szépe  2012.
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economy the economic risks are passed on to the workers by the firm, thus workers become 
extremely vulnerable to market fluctuations. Being self-employed can also mean that the 
workers have no or limited access to basic social security benefits and they are excluded 
from labour law protections.6 Moreover, platform companies often operate in the “grey 
area” or are exempted completely from state regulation7 which makes it difficult to hold 
them accountable.

Work in digital capitalism

In contemporary capitalism, the development of digitalisation, data storage and algorithms 
has had a significant impact both on process of production and the organisation of work. 
A  new era of capitalism has begun, which has been termed digital capitalism. The rise 
of platform work is part of this emerging economic system. Staab and Nachtwey (2016) 
approach the changes in the world of work from two directions.

Firstly, they introduce the concept of digital Taylorism. When Taylorism was first 
introduced in the  19th century, the aim was to increase efficiency and productivity through 
the increased regulation and rationalisation of the labour process combined with rigorous 
control over the workers.8 In digital Taylorism the rationalisation and supervision are 
conducted by means of applications and algorithms.9 The applications allow for the 
continuous monitoring of the workers. Furthermore, they are capable of storing all kinds 
of data,10 which can be used to evaluate the workers’ performance later on. This kind of 
management is characterised by extreme informational asymmetry.11 In addition, the 
algorithm can manage the labour process much more efficiently than a human employee, 
which leads to higher levels of productivity and thus increasing profitability.

Secondly, in digital capitalism, workers become extremely vulnerable to market 
fluctuations. Under Fordism, and even partly in post-Fordism, rationalisation and 
supervision were compensated by firms with certain mandatory benefits (social security, 
labour laws) and protection against market changes. A significant proportion of workers 
in digital capitalism do not enjoy similar benefits and stability. “Increasingly automated 
direct control has returned, albeit without the benefits that membership in an organization 
offers employees in classic job forms. All of this is embedded in a  context of highly 
asymmetric constellations of power and access to information.”12 The platform serves as 
an isolating layer, making it difficult for workers to contact and communicate with the 

6 De Stefano  2015; Drahokoupil et al.  2022; Rácz-Antal  2022:  62–100.
7 Englert et al.  2021; Makó et al.  2022; Makó et al.  2020.
8 Mueller  2021.
9 Staab–Nachtwey  2016.
10 Van Doorn – Chen  2021.
11 Rosenblat–Stark  2016.
12 Rosenblat–Stark  2016.
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human management.13 It is important to note that the case of Foodpanda is not an isolated 
phenomenon, but a representative example of this complex change of our economic system 
and its organisation of work.

Gamification

The most important concept of the theoretical framework is gamification. Michel Burawoy 
described the games played by workers he observed during his fieldwork in a factory.14 For 
example, each work phase in the factory had a specific output quota; if the worker produced 
more than  120% of the quota, he received a bonus. If he did not meet the quota, he would 
still receive the normal wage. The game of making out consisted of assessing whether it was 
possible to perform above  120% or not. The worker divided his work capacity accordingly: 
he performed tasks better when it was possible to get a bonus, while he held back energy 
when it was not. Similar games have also been observed among couriers.15 Burawoy points 
out that the management is often involved in the development of the rules of the games, 
and therefore in most cases the games do not go against their economic interests. When the 
workers stay within the rules set by the company, acting towards the same interest, this has 
been termed making do.16 In contrast, the term making out refers to games that go against 
the intentions of the management, by tricking the system in various ways. Differentiating 
between making out and making do is often difficult, because in many of the games, consent 
and resistance are both present at the same time.17 Nonetheless, these two categories will 
be used in this analysis to shed some light on the relationship between certain games and 
the interests of the management, and to examine which games may be seen as modes of 
(potential) resistance.

Burawoy’s findings reveal that workers do not necessarily engage in games solely 
because of financial incentives. Games can serve to break the monotony of work and 
reward achievements with relative satisfaction. They can provide challenges; success leads 
to pride and acknowledgement from the colleagues. Triumphing in games can become 
a form of self-expression at the workplace. Burawoy argues that participation in the game 
obscures the production of surplus value and the reproduction of capitalist system. “One 
cannot both play the game and at the same time question the rules.”18 The rules of the 
game are imposed from-above and are not to be questioned. By participation “capitalist 
relations not only become objects of consent but are taken as given and immutable”.19 

13 Rosenblat–Stark  2016.
14 Burawoy  1982:  46–94.
15 Perrig  2021.
16 Alasoini et al.  2023.
17 Alasoini et al.  2023.
18 Burawoy  1982:  81.
19 Burawoy  1982:  93.
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Any dissatisfaction on the part of the workers will not be directed against the system itself, 
but only against the difficulties of participating in it. As Burawoy puts it, “dissatisfaction 
[…] is directed not against capitalism but toward its reproduction”.20 An example of this 
is when workers criticise elements of the bonus systems, but the aim of the whole work 
organisation, namely the acquisition of surplus value, is not questioned. Moreover, the 
game has an individualising effect; it makes the workers focus on their own performance. 
The game creates competition which can lead to conflicts between the workers instead of 
conflict with the management. Thus, the game also obscures the common class interest of 
the workers. However, in Burawoy’s opinion the workers are not merely the passive objects 
of this system; they have the agency and capacity to resistance. Games initiated by workers 
can develop their own dynamics which can undermine the interest of the management.21 
Burawoy’s theory moves away from a static description of society and allows the importance 
of the workers’ agency to be considered. The research builds upon Burawoy’s theory 
because the phenomena he describes are clearly at play in the management of Foodpanda. 
At the same time, digitalisation has evidently affected the design of the games and how the 
workers developed digital agency.22

To distinguish between games based on their origins, the study relies on the work of 
Woodcock and Johnson (2018). The authors make a  conceptional distinction between 
gamification from-above and gamification from-below. Gamification from-above refers to 
the games engineered by the management, such as the bonus system. Gamification from-
below includes the games initiated by the workers to break the monotony of the job, make 
out or have some fun while at work. Gamification from-below entails the possibility of 
resistance.23 It is not always possible to separate the games into these categories, but this 
distinction can be used to categorise and analyse the games played by the couriers more 
effectively.

METHODOLOGY

I conducted my research between September  2021  and March  2022.  I used qualitative 
methods; I conducted participant observation and semi-structured interviews. 
Additionally, I joined many of the Facebook groups of the couriers to gain a general idea 
about what happens in the community. However, I only used the groups to provide some 
context, without analysing their content profoundly.

As my fieldwork, I worked as a courier at Foodpanda for  25 hours in November  2021. 
I decided to work as a courier because I intended to find out as much as possible about the 
application and the algorithm. This meant that during the interviews there was no need to 

20 Burawoy  1982:  93.
21 Burawoy  1982:  85–92.
22 Alasoini et al.  2023.
23 Bronowicka–Ivanova  2020; Woodcock–Johnson  2018.
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ask about these technical details, and I could focus more on the experiences and opinions 
of the interviewees. Furthermore, it was essential that I had access to the application so that 
I could make first-hand observations of the algorithm and carry out some experiments.

I conducted six semi-structured interviews and one interview with two couriers 
simultaneously. The interviews were between  60 and  90 minutes long, and took place during 
winter, a factor which needs to be taken into account. During winter, fewer couriers are 
working, therefore the active workers find shifts more easily and face less competition from 
others. In this period, they are more relaxed about the rules, as there is a high demand for 
couriers from the company. It was not difficult to find interview subjects, therefore I aimed 
to speak to couriers from different backgrounds and with a variety of work experience at 
Foodpanda. I categorised my subjects based on their experience level and mentality. The 
experienced riders have a better insight into the workings of the algorithm and are more 
familiar with the games and more integrated into the riders’ community. The “obsessed” 
couriers work long hours, and work basically consumes their whole life. “Laid-back” 
couriers may also be experienced, but often use their experience to circumvent the system. 
They work hard, but don’t take the job too seriously. The “average” couriers are already 
familiar with the system that organises the work. Beginners have only just started the work 
and have little or no knowledge of the algorithm and how to play it. The various subjects, 
each with different experience levels, all brought unique perspectives to the research.

Table  1: Information about the interview subjects (with modified names)

Name 
(Gender) Age Education Time spent as 

a courier
Weekly 
workhours Monthly salary Type

Gregory  
(Male) 35 High school 

diploma 1.5 years 85–100 Above  1 000  000 Ft 
(~EUR  2600)

Experienced, 
obsessed

Benedict 
(Male) 22 Elementary school 

(8 years) 2 years 70 400  000-500 000 Ft 
(~EUR  1200)

Experienced, 
laid-back

Archibald 
(Male) 23 Vocational 

training 1 year 60–80 450  000-500 000 Ft 
(~EUR  1300)

Experienced, 
laid-back

Otto 
(Male) 24 Bachelor’s degree 9 months 35 350 000 Ft  

(~ EUR  900) Average

Julius 
(Male) 24 Currently 

university student
1 year (with 
a  5-months break) 20–25 150  000-200 000 Ft 

(~EUR  450) Average

Esteban 
(Male) 25 High school 

diploma 1.5 months 5–20 80 000 Ft  
(~ EUR  220) Beginner

Khloe 
(Female) 29 Bachelor’s degree 2 weeks 15 Beginner

Source: compiled by the author.
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THE ORGANISATION OF LABOUR

In its official communication, Foodpanda draws heavily on the ideas of entrepreneurship, 
freedom and flexibility. “Be your own boss! Work where and when you want. You can always 
make your own schedule, adapting it to your other commitments.” is a typical promise from 
their recruitment website.24 The couriers are contracted as self-employed entrepreneurs. 
During the time of the research, they were KATA taxpayers (a flat rate for lower tax brackets 
in the Hungarian taxation system). When they signed their contracts with the company, they 
agreed that courier work will not be their primary source of income, although no one checks 
this. The couriers’ work-hours are not fixed so they can work as many hours as they want, and 
they can choose their shifts flexibly. The shifts can be chosen one week in advance. The city 
is divided into zones, with one shift always covering a specific zone. The work is managed via 
an application, in which couriers can choose shifts, complete orders, and get in touch with 
dispatchers while working if they need help. At the time of the research the couriers’ salary 
consisted of an hourly wage and a delivery fee, paid after each delivery. The value of the wages 
varied from zone to zone: for example, some zones did not pay an hourly wage at all but paid 
higher delivery fees. In addition, the salary was supplemented by tips and various bonuses.

The algorithm which manages the work creates a strong informational asymmetry. When 
I asked the interviewees how well they were informed about the operation of the algorithm, 
all of them answered “not at all”. When I asked if they had received any information about 
how the algorithm worked, one courier replied: “They sent me something, but it doesn’t 
really work like that […] the important thing is that we can trick it, but how it works, 
nobody knows” (B., experienced and laid back). Another courier added: “It’s a honeypot 
story that the bike couriers get the shortest deliveries, bike couriers don’t go uphill, the 
nearest courier always gets the order” (A., experienced and laid back). There was a consensus 
among the couriers that the algorithm was unpredictable.

“The system always picks someone, if it’s you, you’ll suck that day. If you’re lucky, it’s not 
you. Whenever you talk to a courier in the evening, three out of five had a good day, two 
had a shitty day. There is no logic in the whole system” (B., experienced and laid back).

However, at some level, there is a compensating mechanism: if one has a very good hour 
with  4-5  deliveries, one can expect a  longer delivery the next hour and vice versa. My 
experience was that the average number of deliveries per hour was three.

The delivery process is also characterised by information asymmetry. When a new order 
arrives, the couriers only see a code. Only when they have already accepted the order, are 
they given the address of the restaurant. Then, only after they have picked up the food are 
they informed of the address of the customer. This means that the couriers do not know the 
length of the delivery when they decide whether to accept it or not.

24 See: https://futar.foodora.hu/

https://futar.foodora.hu/
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code 
appears;
“accept" 
button 
pushed

address of 
the restaurant 

appears

order pick-up; 
“picked-up” 

button 
pushed

address of 
the customer 

apperars
delivery

hand-over; 
“handed-over” 

button 
pushed

Figure  1: Steps of the delivery
Source: compiled by the author.

GAMIFICATION

This section summarises my findings about the presence of gamification in the couriers’ 
work. I analysed separately gamification from-above and gamification from-below. The 
concepts of making out and making do are used to examine whether there was a conflict of 
interest between the couriers and the management in the different types of games. From 
this perspective, it is possible to assess whether certain games could be seen as a form of 
resistance or merely as coping strategies within the boundaries of the system. In addition, 
the analysis also took into account the group of couriers who are typically involved in 
a game. Although my interviewees included two “laid-back” couriers, they are generally 
a distinct minority among the workers.

Gamification from-above

The application and the unpredictability

The most obvious form of gamification from-above is the application itself. Many couriers 
told me that the workflow (pick-up, route-planning, drop-off etc.) and the interface of the 
application resembles a (video)game. Due to this, the work feels more stimulating, fun and 
challenging. Unpredictability is also part of the gamification. Several couriers said that it 
makes the work similar to gambling, and they pointed out that it can be addictive.
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“And then it’s a bit like gambling. […] When you come out, you don’t know in advance 
how many deliveries you’re going to have, how long they are, how much you’re going 
to get in tips… When they give you a tip, it’s like winning something on a scratch 
card, so it’s a big gamble in the end.” (O., average)

The ranking system

The couriers can choose their shifts for the following week sometime between Wednesday 
and Friday. The exact time depends on the position of the courier in the ranking system. 
The couriers are divided into a total of  10 groups. The higher a courier is ranked, the earlier 
they can choose their shifts. According to the information provided on the application: 
“To create the groups, we take into account the performance of the riders and the system 
automatically assigns them to their respective groups based on their performance.” The 
system reassesses the groups every two weeks, at which time a courier can rise or descend 
to another group. In the app there is a  table showing the criteria of the assessment. For 
example, if a  courier does not show up for her shift (No show) it is weighted at  20% in 
her ranking. The courier’s average number of deliveries per hour (Utilization Rate, UTR) 
is weighted at  10%. Although there seem to be exact criteria for the classification, the 
workers’ experience suggests otherwise. The riders complained both in the interviews and 
in the Facebook groups that the ranking is inconsistent and unpredictable.

The ranking system is an accurate model of digital Taylorism.25 The aim of the ranking 
is to increase the efficiency of the work through impersonal control over the workers. 
Punctuality, reliability and the acceptance of the algorithm’s rules have a positive impact 
on the workers’ ranking. Being late for a shift, declining orders and ending a shift early 
leads to punishment. Through the app, workers are constantly visible and every aspect of 
their work can be documented.26 The algorithm is a  sophisticated tool for discipline: it 
makes couriers objectified and comparable. As a result of the permanent visibility of the 
workers, the work becomes panoptical.27 Due to the GPS, the system is always aware of 
where the courier is, and how fast she is moving. The system is able to store and evaluate 
all kinds of data. However, the couriers are not aware of how these affect their ranking and 
how the algorithm gives them orders in the future.

“I’m sure that they know everything, and I’m sure that this ranking system is bullshit, 
it’s not what counts. They must have some sort of a record of every worker. So that 
when you turn to them let’s say with a problem they can tell if you’re reliable or not. 
I’m sure they have some sort of separate record for each courier.” (G, experienced and 
obsessed.)

25 Staab–Nachtwey  2016.
26 Veen et al.  2020.
27 Galière  2020.
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In addition to its disciplinary function, the ranking system can also act as a  positive 
incentive for workers. The majority of the interviewed couriers find the ranking system to 
be unpredictable and unfair. However, according to Otto and Gregory, it is a transparent 
and fair way of ranking, which takes into consideration one’s performance and reliability. 
Gregory is very positive about the ranking:

“I really need this kind of rigour or strictness, because otherwise I can’t really manage 
my life. … It’s also fine to pick shifts based on something. Obviously, you could make 
a lot less money if there were no shifts.” (G., experienced and obsessed)

At the time of the research (during the winter) the couriers I interviewed did not particularly 
care which group they were in. However, they pointed out that the number of available 
shifts is based on market demand and not on the number of active couriers. As Julius put 
it: “It’s not [Foodpanda’s] job to make sure that the couriers make a living, they just want to 
make sure that there are always enough people” (J., average). Thus, it is important to have 
a high ranking in the summer, because there is huge amount of competition for the shifts 
in that period.

All of the couriers said that when they started working, they felt that it was really 
important to be high up in the ranking. At the time of the research all the interviewees 
were in groups  6-8, except for Gregory, the obsessed courier, who was usually in groups 
 2-4. He explained that when he started working as a courier, being in the highest-ranking 
group was more important to him than anything. His performance became part of his 
identity, and his achievement in the game boosted his self-esteem.

“In the beginning it was all about [the ranking]. It’s practically how I ruined 
a relationship. I put everything into this job, I wanted it to work out. […] I find myself 
within it, but outside of it I really don’t. I think the ranking system is not good because 
you get addicted to it and it’s all structured in such a way that you don’t really know 
what you can do outside of it.” (G., experienced and obsessed)

When I asked the couriers if it was prestigious among workers to be in a high-ranking 
group, the answers surprised me. My interviewees had quite a negative opinion about the 
riders in the high groups. They referred to them as “maniacs”, “lunatics” and “greedy”, 
although in many cases they called them “legends” which does suggest some respect.

“They are maniacs and greedy. They have no life. They’d rather be out there so they can 
say and boast in the [Facebook] group, ‘I’ve made  59 deliveries today’, ‘that’s nothing, 
I’ve made  61’, ‘I’ve earned  40k today’ ‘I’ve earned  58k’. And they compete on this, and 
they’d rather have no life and do nothing else.” (A., experienced and laid-back)
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In conclusion, ranking is important among couriers, but differences in ranking positions 
often result in being viewed with hostility rather than enjoying prestige. In this respect, the 
ranking system does have an individualising effect, creating a fracture between couriers in 
different ranking groups. On the other hand, when push comes to shove, it seems that the 
competition does not necessarily turn the workers against each other.

“The system is based on everyone waiting for the other to make a  mistake so that 
they can get in their place. It’s all designed to basically kill each other, to live off each 
other’s mistakes. But my experience so far is that everyone helps each other if they 
can.” (G., experienced and obsessed)

Bonuses

The third form of gamification from-above is the bonus system. Based on the interviews, the 
most important bonus is the Pandapróba (Panda-challenge). During a Pandapróba, after 
reaching a certain number of deliveries (10,  20, …50) per day, one receives an extra amount 
of money. For instance, at the time of the research, after  10 deliveries, one got Ft  2400 (~ 
EUR  6), while after  50 deliveries one received Ft  50 000 (~ EUR  130). The announcement of 
the Pandapróbas was quite ad hoc. It only happened on certain days and in certain zones, 
but the company only notified the workers about them the day before they took place. 
Between  13th of December  2021 and  3rd of January  2022 it was made permanent, but only 
in certain zones of the city. The aim of Pandapróba was clear: to overcome the shortage of 
couriers during bad weather conditions or holidays.

Experience has shown that the Pandapróba is highly addictive. All the interviewees who 
were actively working during a Pandapróba targeted a number of daily deliveries, many 
of them  50, often despite the bad weather conditions. “I become really rapacious, I got 
soaked in the rain, but I was motivated by gaining that  50  000 a day,” said Otto (average). 
By challenging the couriers, Pandapróba makes the job even more play-like, invoking 
creative approaches. However, the bonus leads to heavy self-exploitation. It normally takes 
 10-13 hours to deliver  40 orders, while  50 can be delivered in around  12-16 hours. Besides 
the money, recognition from other couriers also plays a role in the popularity of this bonus. 
In Archibald’s opinion Foodpanda deliberately announces bonuses in an unpredictable 
way to lure out workers in harsh conditions.

“Everyone says they can’t be bought with money… Oh no, everyone has a price and 
Foodpanda knows what that price is, to get the simple fools out to work. See, yesterday 
I was out for  14 hours for that  50   000 Ft? […] Yes, I was out. And not because I’m 
a greedy idiot. But to outdo a friend of mine, because he did  49 one day, I told him I’d 
do  52.” (A., experienced and laid-back)
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According to Archibald, bonuses are a  powerful weapon in the company’s hands to 
individualise couriers. In November  2021, an open letter was published in the couriers’ 
Facebook group, urging couriers to boycott work on a given day, putting pressure on the 
company. When I asked Archibald his opinion about the possibility of a strike, he answered:

“If  300  people boycott work, okay, Foodpanda notices, but they throw in a   100  Ft 
bonus per hour and the couriers start working. If they’re bastards, they’ll announce 
a Pandapróba for that day, and then even the riders who didn’t want to work that day 
will go out and do it.” (A., experienced and laid-back)

In conclusion, gamification from-above can be considered to be engineered so that the 
workers’ and the management’s interest coincide. Participation in these games can all be 
seen as making do. The games incline workers to produce surplus-value for the company, 
while making the work challenging and entertaining. Many elements of gamification can 
lead to addiction and self-exploitation. Successful participation in the game involves more 
than the financial rewards. It also creates pride, boosts self-esteem, and in some cases, 
leads to recognition from other workers.

Gamification from-below

Ways to trick the system

The most common form of gamification from-below is strategising. Before choosing 
a certain shift, every courier considers the hourly wage and the delivery fee of the zone. They 
also take into account some less obvious aspects. For example, higher tips can be expected 
in more affluent areas, although in Budapest that can mean more cycling uphill. The zones 
differ in size and the number and density of restaurants in them. Other considerations can 
include traffic and bike lanes. Similarly, one can take into account the ranking system:

“You can play a bit, let’s say, with how many hours you work, how many orders you 
complete… then you can guess how much it will affect your ranking if you decline an 
order.” (G., experienced and obsessed)

By strategising, couriers feel that they have some autonomy over organising their work. 
At the same time, strategising is a form of making do, since it does not harm the interests 
of the company at all, as couriers can only manoeuvre within the boundaries set by the 
business logic.

Another common trick is to learn the codes of the restaurants. This allows experienced 
couriers (interviews suggest that those who work intensively, get the hang of it in 
 2-3 months) to mitigate information asymmetry. Experienced couriers have also learned 
the delivery radius of many of the restaurants. Therefore, when a code appears, they can 
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decide to decline the order if it could involve a long delivery. By using this trick, couriers 
can avoid long deliveries and problematic restaurants, making their job easier. This is 
a game of making out, which can be seen as an effective form of resistance to the algorithm, 
since it goes against the intentions of the management.

“Sprinting” is another popular trick. This is used when the algorithm allocates an address 
to the courier which is on the edge of a zone, where there are only a few restaurants. In 
such cases, when the courier hands over the food to the customer she does not push the 
“handed-over” button. Instead, she starts to cycle as fast as possible in the direction of the 
city centre, in hope that by the time the system realises that the delivery is completed, she 
will get a new order from a restaurant at a better location. It is difficult to fit “sprinting” 
solely in the category of making out or making do. By sprinting, couriers can trick the 
algorithm, but not to the extent that it causes problems for the company.

The option of “dropping” orders can also be used to trick the system. It is possible to drop 
an order when a courier has already accepted an order, but for some reason cannot deliver 
it. He can get in contact with the dispatchers, who remove the order manually from the 
courier’s profile. Most couriers are aware that if they have to wait more than  15 minutes 
at a restaurant they can request a drop, while still receiving the delivery fee for that order. 
This is not ideal for the company, but it is an option offered by their rules, therefore it is 
a clear case of making do on the part of the couriers.

The games mentioned so far are played by the majority of the workers. However, the 
following ways of making out are only used by the “laid-back” couriers. These types of 
games can invoke the disapproval of their fellow workers. An unorthodox way of dropping 
an order is to tell a false excuse to the dispatcher.

“Sure, I’ll go up [the hill] to Törökbálinti út […] I picked up [the order], smoked 
a cigarette […] ‘Hi, sorry, I’ve got a flat tire’ [– I told the dispatcher], I had four ‘flat 
tires’ in one day. I’m not going to do  5 kilometres, give me a break, it’s not worth it. By 
the time I rode the  5 kilometres, I could have completed two deliveries, maybe three.” 
(A., experienced and laid-back)

By using this method of drop-off, the courier is able to overcome the information 
asymmetry and, knowing the necessary information, in this case the address of the 
customer, decide whether or not to accept a delivery. At the same time, as the quotation 
suggests, the motivating force for dropping is often to enable the courier to deliver more 
orders, which take less time. Thus, on the one hand, this trick undermines the organisation 
of work, but on the other hand, the motivation behind it fits into the profit logic. A “flat 
tire” can also be a good excuse to end a shift early. Laid-back couriers also strategise with 
the ranking system to some extent. If they know they will not show up for a shift, they 
will still check-in on the app a few minutes before the end of the shift, because they know 
that being late will result in a  lower penalty than a  No  show. When closing shifts early 
and strategising with the ranking, the interests of the courier and the management do not 
coincide. This behaviour of making out is a form of resistance against the algorithm and the 
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informational asymmetry that it creates. However, considering the high number of active 
couriers, the company is not significantly affected by one or two of these small tricks, but 
if used by many workers it could sabotage its operations more seriously.

Games between each other

Couriers play games among themselves to make their job more interesting. More than 
half of my interviewees have no  lasting relationships with other couriers and are not 
part of the inner core. However, Benedict, Archibald and Gregory can be described as 
“integrated” couriers, as they know many other riders and have  4-5  long-term friends 
among their colleagues. They told me that the bets they place and races they participate in 
are motivating and “brighten up the day”.

“At the beginning of the month,  10ks,  20 ks, trays of beer are just flying around […] 
who can take out more orders in a certain amount of time, who can cycle down the 
road the fastest… Whatever you can bet on, we’ll bet on.” (A., experienced and laid-
back)

The games that workers play with each other provide a  way out of the isolation and 
monotony that comes with the work. From the management’s point of view, bets are 
actually beneficial, as they result in couriers completing more deliveries and faster.

In conclusion, most of the games from-below can be seen as making do, coping 
mechanisms which remain within the rules set by the company. Couriers criticise the 
algorithm for giving them deliveries that take too long to complete, but by taking part in 
the games, they must accept that their work is managed by an algorithm whose logic of 
operation is obscured to the workers. The couriers gain some leeway by their tricks, some 
of which have the potential to actually sabotage the system. However, the majority of the 
games do not significantly hurt the interests of the company.

CONSENT AND RESISTANCE

The following section sums up my findings on the issues of consent and resistance. Firstly, 
I examine how consent is formed, by analysing the role of gamification, the ethos of 
efficiency and the material vulnerability of the couriers. Secondly, I turn to the question of 
resistance, presenting the obstacles and the possibilities of fighting the algorithmic form 
of management.

During the interviews, I asked the couriers how, if they could, they would change the 
work organisation. Setting a  maximum delivery length was mentioned by many of the 
couriers. In addition, the ad hoc nature of the bonuses and the unpredictability of earnings 
were criticised, although only by two couriers. One of my interviewees pointed out that 
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there are not enough shifts and the company employs too many workers at the same time. 
Only one courier out of seven stated that he would change the obscure and highly addictive 
tendencies of the algorithm:

“Well, on the one hand, I think it would be good if there was a  transparent 
communication about the algorithm and if we could trace back how it makes 
decisions. I don’t know how it could be possible, but obviously it’d be nice to turn off 
the addictive, overdriving part of it, that it’s always beeping loudly and it’s so colourful 
and it’s lit up…” (E., average)

Neither the ranking system, nor the continuous monitoring and data storage were mentioned 
by the couriers. Only one person said that he would try to decrease the uncertainty that 
arises from the fact that the number of shifts and active couriers is adapted to market 
needs and that the company does not feel obliged to ensure that couriers can live on their 
earnings. There was one courier who would prefer not to change anything:

“– Do you think it’s ok, that you only see a code when you need to decide whether to 
accept an order or not?
– That’s what’s good, why should you strategise? Just do your job, that’s it.
– Would you change something in the organisation of the work?
– I would somehow make everyone suck the same. Although I suspect that if you 

divide the average number of kilometres by the delivery lengths, it comes out the 
same on average. I’m not sure I would change anything. Why should I change it? 
I think it’s obviously organised well.” (G., experienced and obsessed)

I left this question until the end of the interviews, to give the couriers space to reflect on the 
issues raised during the interview. The point was not to test whether they can perceive the 
problems, because it is clear that they can. My intention was to see what kind of changes 
they feel could be realistically implemented and to assess which parts of the management 
seem unchangeable to them.

The role of gamification

Similarly to Burawoy (1982), I conclude that gamification facilitates the development of 
consent. To participate in the games, one must accept their rules; through participation, 
the game becomes a natural part of work. Gamification is a positive stimulus during work. 
Games make the job more fun and be a source of relative satisfaction and pride. In the 
case of gamification from-above, couriers must remain within the boundaries set by the 
management, they can only make do. In the case of gamification from-below, the games 
played by many of the couriers are also a form of making do. The small opportunities for 
defiance provide a sense of relative freedom. Strategising and tricking the system makes 
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the couriers feel that they are at least partly in control of the labour process. However, 
these manoeuvres mostly stay between the lines drawn by the company. Nonetheless, small 
acts of resistance do appear. A common form of making out is learning the codes of the 
restaurants. Using false excuses and strategising with the ranking system can also be seen 
as forms of resistance, although they are practiced by very few of the workers.

Table  2: The appearances of making out and making do

Making do Making out
Gamification from-above
All couriers Game-like interface

Ranking system
Bonuses

Gamification from-below
Many couriers Strategising

“Sprinting”
“Dropping” (after  15 min)

Learning the codes of restaurants

Only laid-back couriers “Dropping” with a false excuse
Ending shifts early with a false excuse
Strategising with the ranking system

Only experienced couriers Games among one another

Source: compiled by the author.

Although the couriers criticise elements of the game, overall, they consent to the 
organisation of work. Participation in the game distracts the couriers’ attention from their 
exploitation and obscures the fact that they are producing surplus-value for the company.

“I think the system is made in such a way that you should do what they throw at you. 
Because if the system wants to fuck with you, it will. It makes sense to me that it’s 
structured so that you do what they put in front of you, and then you pretty much 
always end up doing fine.” (G., experienced and obsessed)

The ethos of efficiency

Consent is strongly influenced by being socialised in an economic system where rationality 
and productivity are seen as unquestionable, universal values.28 In almost all the 
interviews, the topic of productivity came up when the couriers were asked about changing 
the methods of management. They argued that it would be difficult to alter the organisation 
of labour without sacrificing efficiency.

28 Marcuse  1991.
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“– Do you think it’s inevitable that we don’t know how the algorithm works?
– Well, yes. If everyone could outsmart it, then what would happen? I think it’s 
necessary that we can’t see into it.” (O, average.)

When asked about their opinion of the organisation of work, the couriers showed a tendency 
to incorporate the company’s interests as their own point of view. In their answers, the 
couriers prioritised efficiency over fairness and sustainability.

“– And all this […] the ranking and wages and everything… How fair do you think 
this work organisation is?
– I think it’s a firm organised fucking efficiently.” (G, experienced and obsessed.)

It is an important element of the formation of consent that the workers see the capitalist 
economic logic as fundamental and unchangeable.29 Consequently, questioning a system 
developed by such a logic seems irrational.

Employment vulnerability

Finally, it is worth examining the material aspect of consent. Couriers are in a vulnerable 
position, as the company bears no responsibility towards them in terms of labour law. They 
can be replaced or substituted at any time. Moreover, for many people, being a courier is 
the only job where they can earn the average wage or more.

“B (experienced and laid-back): I’m always motivated by the fact that it’s either this or 
working three shifts in the factory.
A (experienced and laid-back): In my case, you work  24-48 hours in health care, and 
you don’t get a quarter of the money you make here. Okay, it’s burdensome here, but 
you earn it.”

Resistance

When it comes to resistance, there are many obstacles to overcome. Firstly, many of the 
couriers perceive their work as a temporary form of income. This makes the energy which 
they would put into fighting the management seem wasted, because change is unnecessary 
for them in the long term. Secondly, there is a constant fluctuation in the workforce, due to 
the short-term or part-time workers and depending on the season of the year. Thirdly, the 

29 Purcell–Brook  2020.
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isolation of the couriers from one another makes it difficult for workers to organise. Since 
there is no official community space for them, they usually only meet at the restaurants, 
while waiting to pick up an order. Finally, one of the main obstacles of resisting algorithmic 
management is the lack of a central character of power. There is no boss, just a  faceless 
multinational, with whom almost the only physical contact is at the time of contracting. 
All communication takes place through newsletters and the app, which creates an isolating 
layer between the management and the workers. If a courier has a question, even reaching 
somebody from HR is difficult.

“There’s no team here, it’s not like a workplace where you go in, there’s a team and 
you can really stand up to the boss together. But for us, we would really need to go out 
on the streets, I don’t know how many thousands of us and say enough is enough.” 
(A., experienced and laid-back)

The couriers encounter an impersonal algorithm. The most obvious form of resistance is 
to confront this algorithm. However, the algorithm per se cannot be confronted, thus the 
primary method of resistance is confined to finding loopholes.

Nevertheless, by finding these loopholes, the games can become means of resistance. 
One of the strengths of Burawoy’s theory is that it gives agency to workers.30 Games can 
transform, spread and liberate themselves from managerial interests. Although the games 
I observed are not (yet) capable of sabotaging management significantly, they lead to the 
development of digital agency.31 With some organisation, they could be used for resistance 
against the algorithm.32 If, for example, the list of the restaurants’ codes became known 
to more workers, this would provide an opportunity to reduce information asymmetry 
significantly. In this way the game of making out could contribute to undermining an 
important element of the work organisation at the company. These small practices could 
also lead the formation of more organised form of resistance. There are examples of 
successful organisation by platform workers in many European countries,33 including 
Italy,34 the UK35 and Germany.36

30 Burawoy  1982.
31 Alasoini et al.  2023.
32 Bronowicka–Ivanova  2020; Woodcock  2021.
33 Vandaele  2021.
34 della Porta et al.  2022; Tassinari–Maccarrone  2020.
35 Cant  2019; Chesta et al.  2019.
36 Bronowicka–Ivanova  2020.
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CONCLUSION

The research examined the algorithmic management of Foodpanda in the broader context 
of platform work and digital capitalism. The main concept applied was gamification which 
was divided into gamification from-above and gamification from-below during the analysis.

Gamification from-above consists of the gambling-like work process, the ranking system 
and the bonuses offered for completing “challenges” during work. It was found that playing 
the games can lead to addiction and self-exploitation among the couriers. By taking part 
in the games, the couriers must accept the rules and the logic of the work organisation. 
Furthermore, the games provide some scope for relative satisfaction during one’s work. 
In the games from-above, workers can only make do, which involves consenting to the 
algorithmic management system. The formation of consent is also heavily influenced by the 
internalisation of the economic logic of our age. The ethos of efficiency and productivity 
dictated by contemporary capitalism makes it seem irrational to question such a remarkably 
rationalised and efficient organisation of labour. The system seems unquestionable, and 
unchangeable and the workers are forced to accept this type of management.

Gamification from-below consists of games initiated by the couriers. This includes 
strategising, tricking the algorithm and the couriers making bets among themselves. 
Tricking the algorithm gives the couriers room for manoeuvre, which leads to a sense of 
relative freedom. The games of making do do not harm the interest of the company. The 
isolating layer created by the platform and the individualised working conditions set up 
obstacles to other forms of resistance. Nonetheless, gamification can be a double-edged 
sword. Games of making out have the potential to give the couriers agency to resist the 
algorithmic management, which can lead to them organising to fight for their interests.

Finally, it should be acknowledged that the research has its limitations. Only seven 
interviews were conducted, based on a snowball-method, therefore it is difficult to assess 
the findings’ representativity. The focus was solely on bicycle couriers; workers using 
motorbikes and cars were not included in the sample. Only Budapest, the capital city 
was examined. Experiences and opinions could vary in different areas of the country. 
In addition, the research was conducted during winter, which differs greatly from other 
periods of the year both in its working conditions and in the number of active couriers. 
Further research is needed in order to draw more general conclusions about the topic.
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BODY AND MIND – REFRAMING LABOUR 
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PLATFORM WORKERS. THE CASE OF THE FOOD 
DELIVERY SECTOR IN BUDAPEST1
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Cycling food couriers in Hungary tend to normalise and justify for themselves the precarious 
gig working conditions as a sports activity. To understand the blurring between sport and work, 
I  carried out participant observation, conducted semi-structured interviews and discourse 
analysis. I worked as a bicycle courier in Budapest in July and August 2021. The successful boom 
of the cycling-based food delivery platforms depends on the extraction of bodily resources. Food 
delivery companies create new frontiers as they frame labour as challenging cardio activity.

The riders embrace the idea that they get paid for training their body, which activity is otherwise 
expensive and tiring. The workers utilise their knowledge from their past sporting activities about 
nutrition and pain relief to increase their workload. Sporting rivalry and boasting of results are 
active features of the courier community.

Although my interviewees proudly claimed themselves entrepreneurs, the body experiences 
reveal the cleavage between gig wage labour and idealised entrepreneurship. The pain and 
dangers of urban cycling work highlight the unequal relationship and make couriers critical of 
the company.

Keywords:
body, exploitation, food delivery, pain, platform economy, sport

1 I would like to express my deepest gratitude to my supervisors, Professors Claudio Sopranzetti and Violetta 
Zentai, for their support.
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INTRODUCTION

The food delivery industry is one of the most visible sectors of the platform economy, which 
has contracted thousands of people in recent years in Budapest. This research explores 
how Budapest’s bike delivery workers accept, normalise, and justify precarious working 
conditions, labour exploitation, and risk. The paradox of both criticising and embracing 
the food delivery sector as a  positive work choice is an active feature of the courier 
community in Hungary. The leading Facebook group of these couriers (Futárok – WOLT 
– Netpincér 2021) and my preliminary interviews are full of harsh critiques of the delivery 
companies. However, the delivery workers remain contracted by these firms and proudly 
assume their common identity of riders. How do the food delivery workers in Hungary 
accept, normalise, and justify the precarious working conditions, labour exploitation, and 
risk involved in this field?

Bike food couriers in Hungary tend to normalise and justify to themselves the precarious 
gig working conditions of their occupation as if it were a sports activity. To understand the 
blurring between sport and work, I carried out participant observation and conducted semi-
structured interviews and discourse analysis. I worked as a bicycle courier in Budapest in 
July and August 2021. The successful boom of bike-based food delivery platforms depends 
on the extraction of bodily resources. Food delivery companies create new frontiers, 
framing labour as challenging cardio activity.

The riders embrace the idea that they get paid for training their body, an activity which 
is otherwise expensive and tiring. The workers utilize their knowledge of nutrition and 
pain relief from past sporting activities to increase their workload. Sporting rivalry and 
boasting about results are active features of the courier community.

Although my interviewees proudly claimed to be entrepreneurs, their physical, bodily 
experiences reveal the cleavage between gig wage labour and an idealised entrepreneurship. 
The pain and dangers of urban bike work highlight the unequal relationship between the 
workers and the company, and make couriers critical of the company.

THE PLATFORM ECONOMY

“Earn money whenever you want to”, “You can be free and flexible at the same time”, “You 
decide, how much you earn”. The website of the Wolt food delivery company displays 
promises of this kind for potential couriers.2 “One of the biggest benefits of Wolt’s platform 
is freedom” – states the general introductory email for new couriers. Flexibility, freedom, 
and control are central elements of recruitment. Harvey (2007) argues that as the condition 
and mode of production change in every new phase of capitalism, so too does its culture.3 

2 See: https://wolt.com/hu/couriers 
3 Harvey 2007.

https://wolt.com/hu/couriers
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The transition from Fordism to flexible accumulation changed the form and ideology of 
production. The acceleration of accumulation has shaped labour to make it as flexible 
as possible for the employer by mainstreaming new organisational structures, such as 
subcontracting and outsourcing. A new way of compressing time and space has emerged, 
fitting flexible production needs. Work volatility has become increasingly prevalent, and 
short-term plans and temporary contracts have become widespread. The outsourcing of 
manufacturing from the core countries has increased the importance of the service sector, 
where on-demand work is particularly normalised. Since employers strive to minimise the 
risks and responsibilities arising from the unstable economy, it is in their interest to shift 
to atypical modes of contracting,4 for example, via temporary work agencies, or as in our 
case, via platforms. The number of full-time jobs decreases, and with that, certain benefits 
also disappear.

Food delivery work is part of the platform economy. The platform economy concept 
covers temporary, freelance, and flexible jobs organised via digital platforms. After the 
2008 crisis, the growth of mass- and underemployment, the implementation of austerity 
policies, and increasing inequality made platform work attractive for the impoverished 
middle class in the core and some semi-peripheral countries.5

Despite the remarkable number of competing scholarly views that have emerged about 
the platform economy, there is a loose consensus about the four principles of the sphere. 
Workers in the platform economy have irregular, unsocial work schedules depending on 
the customers’ demands. The workers provide most of the means of production. Most 
work is paid at a piece rate and organised via platforms.6 In addition, the platform labour 
force works more hours for the same income as regular workers on average.7 The platform 
economy has been severely criticised, and there is an increasing amount of literature on 
the way its exploitative and precarious working conditions are framed as freedom and 
flexibility.8 It is thus important to research the platform gig economy, as it has introduced 
new production norms which affect the whole economy.9 In 2021, an estimated 12 million 
people worked in the platform economy in the European Union, while 3 million people are 
“main platform workers”, which means they work at least 20 hours per week or earn more 
than 50% of their income from this sector. 2.5% of the working-age population in Hungary 
did platform work, and 0.4% were mainly platform workers in the past year.10

4 Scholz 2017; van Doorn 2017.
5 Van Doorn 2017: 900.
6 Stewart–Stanford 2017: 421.
7 Rani et al. 2021.
8 Freytas-Tamura 2021; Kučinac 2021; Choe 2020; Zhao 2021.
9 Cant 2019.
10 Piasna et al. 2022: 15.
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THE FOOD DELIVERY SECTOR

The food delivery industry is one of the most visible sectors of the platform economy, 
which has contracted thousands of people in the past few years in Budapest. The sudden 
boom in the food delivery platform companies partly stems from the Covid–19 pandemic 
and Hungary’s restrictions on visiting public spaces and direct human contact at that time. 
The growing interest in food courier jobs cannot be explained simply by the increasing 
unemployment rate, especially the massive layoffs in the hospitality industry, which forced 
the workers to participate in the sector. Firstly, since the Covid–19 pandemic, Hungary has 
had a 2.4% labour shortage.11 Secondly, the increase in newly contracted couriers continued 
after the reopening of the hospitality sector.12

This article focuses on bicycle food delivery platform workers in Budapest. This research 
uses the distinction between platform work subcategories made by Vallas and Schor (2020) 
to describe food delivery platform work. They argue that some types of platform work, 
such as care work, home repairs, ride-hailing, and courier work form a separate category, 
as they are organised online, via platforms, but performed offline.13

The most widespread method of food delivery is by bicycle. Working as a bike courier 
requires less capital than being a  car or moped courier. However, bike couriers are the 
most exposed to traffic and the weather. Bicycle delivery represents both the most common 
mode of couriering and the most extreme working conditions in this sector.

Since the post-socialist transition, and especially since the 2000s, cycling has become 
a mainstream activity in Budapest, which has thus become a trendy, eco-conscious, middle-
class pursuit.14 The subcultural features of cycling delivery jobs15 have not disappeared with 
the transition of cycling into the mainstream and the emergence of platform food delivery 
companies in Hungary. The cycling subculture was even able to preserve and evolve during 
the pandemic. Hajtás Pajtás, the oldest cycling delivery company in Hungary, which has 
existed since 1993, has creatively adapted to the epidemic situation.16 Additionally, in 
March 2020, the Gólya Futárszolgálat cycling delivery cooperative was launched.17

FOOD DELIVERY PLATFORM SCENE IN HUNGARY

There are three active food platform delivery companies in Hungary, Wolt, Foodpanda18 
(previously operating under the brand NetPincér), and Bolt Food. These companies contract 

11 See: https://www.ksh.hu/stadat_files/mun/hu/mun0159.html 
12 Kiss 2021.
13 Vallas–Schor 2020.
14 Tóth 2019.
15 Tóth 2019.
16 See: https://hajtaspajtas.hu
17 See: https://www.golyaszovetkezet.hu/golya-futar 
18 Since this research ended, Foodpanda has been operating under the name of Foodora.

https://www.ksh.hu/stadat_files/mun/hu/mun0159.html
https://hajtaspajtas.hu
https://www.golyaszovetkezet.hu/golya-futar
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their workers in two ways, as “partners”, to avoid taxation and employment obligations. 
The first form of employment is that the worker can contract as an “entrepreneur” with the 
food delivery company. The second form of employment is via cooperatives for students 
and pensioners. Couriers choose whether to work using bicycles, mopeds, cars, or on foot. 
The workers bear the cost of the bike, phone, and maintenance.

When I contacted Bence, a manager from one of Hungary’s leading food delivery companies, 
he provided extra information on the workers’ statistics, which are publicly unavailable. The 
income from platform work as a  percentage of workers’ total income is highly variable.19 
The wages that Wolt couriers receive are calculated on the basis of a combination of base 
fees and distance fees. In some zones, scheduled hours with hourly shifts are also available.20 
Foodpanda organises shifts for its workers. Within these arrangements, base fees and hourly 
wages are available.21 Because of the different fee structures, several couriers work at both 
Wolt and Foodpanda simultaneously. If a worker cannot book suitable or sufficient shifts at 
Foodpanda, they can always flexibly work via Wolt. 

There are several myths about the income of couriers. “Clickbait” headlines claim that 
a courier can earn 700-800 thousand HUF (1800-2100 EUR).22 According to the posts by 
couriers on private Facebook groups, while such earnings are not impossible, they are not 
common. Some “legends” can even earn a million HUF per month, but that means working 
from Monday to Sunday, from 8:00 am to midnight and having a minimal personal life. 

Admission happens via an online system. In the company which Bence works for, the 
management is constantly experimenting with the length of the waiting time. At the  
beginning of the pandemic, the maximum waiting time was up to four months. However, 
most applicants had already found other work during this time, so the management 
reduced the waiting time, and new applicants are now taken first in the application 
process. A crucial element of the application is the referral system, which speeds up the 
process of recruitment. In principle, couriers can only recommend candidates for whom 
they can take full responsibility. Although there are no consequences for recommending 
an unsuitable candidate in practice, the model works well, with active couriers offering the 
company a reliable workforce. When there are fewer orders over a more extended period, 
and the company needs fewer workers, they take on fewer new “partners”. The couriers 
do not have a minimum wage, and their income depends on the number of orders they 
deliver. When there are fewer orders, couriers try to avoid decreasing their income by 
recommending fewer acquaintances to be couriers. If there are fewer couriers than orders, 
the management increases the wages with bonuses.

Labour shortages are an ongoing problem for food delivery companies built on 
continuous growth. Moreover, couriers turn over quickly, so constant recruitment is 
needed. Due to the shortage of couriers, the quality of training is deteriorating. Courier 

19 Piasna et al. 2022.
20 See: https://woltfutarok.com/dijazas 
21 See: https://www.foodpanda.hu/en/contents/futardijtabla?r=1
22 Biró 2021; Veres 2020.

https://woltfutarok.com/dijazas
https://www.foodpanda.hu/en/contents/futardijtabla?r=1
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informants reported that there used to be an hour-long interactive in-person training 
session, which switched to an online training session, then to a 25-minute-long recorded 
video introduction. Although a formal recruitment test has been used in the past half-year, 
the results of this test are not taken into consideration. As couriers put it, food delivery 
companies hire anyone with a  pulse. Foodpanda even pays its staff for new couriers. If 
a courier invites a new one, who works 150 hours, the inviting courier receives 50,000 HUF 
(130 EUR), plus the new courier also gets a voucher of 20,000 HUF (52 EUR). 

According to one informant, Bence, more than ten thousand couriers are registered in 
his company, while there are around twenty-five thousand delivery workers in the country 
as a  whole. Each month, seven to eight thousand couriers are active, and four to five 
thousand are active per week. Most of the passive workers treat delivery work as a backup 
plan. They can always work as couriers and bypass the waiting list with their inactive status 
if anything goes wrong. 

Most couriers work part-time. According to Bence, in March 2022, 13% of the couriers 
worked at least 36 hours per week, and 23% worked between 20 and 36 hours. This means 
that more than three-quarters of the couriers at this company work less than half-time. 
Bence estimated that 27% worked between 10 and 20 hours, and 37% worked less than 10 
hours in this company. This trend is in line with EU figures. Delivery work tends to coexist 
and supplement other, not platform-based precarious incomes.23 

According to Bence, around 80% of couriers are male. This rate is above the EU average, 
where 59% of delivery platform workers are male.24 The core of the workers are 30-40 years 
old men, who are changing their careers, so they need to find temporary jobs quickly. At 
first sight, it would seem logical for them to apply for unemployment benefits. However, 
the Hungarian state is not generous with unemployed people, as they receive 60% of 
their previous income for no longer than 90 days. Hence, if someone is made redundant, 
dismissed or resigns from their job, they immediately start looking for a new one.

The rapidly fluctuating trend resonates with the EU average in the delivery sector. 48% of 
the delivery workers started working in the field last year.25 However, Bence warned about 
generalising about the workers, since the people who work the most are the most visible, 
which renders the other couriers invisible. Interestingly, the company does not have data 
on the gender and age distribution of its contractors.  

The population of the couriers is stratified. Beginners can usually be recognised by their 
orange, substandard quality bikes rented from the Donkey Republic company, which 
initially specialised in tourists. In line with Piasna’s and Drahokoupil’s representative 
online survey research,26 delivery workers with lower social positions and more economic 
dependency on the platform enjoy fewer flexible conditions in their work.

23 Piasna et al. 2022: 42.
24 Piasna et al. 2022: 27.
25 Piasna et al. 2022: 20.
26 Piasna–Drahokoupil 2021.
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Wolt couriers in Budapest do not work fixed shifts. Based on the narrative of the 
newsletter, this increases their degree of freedom. Couriers can theoretically work any 
time from 8 am until midnight. Orders are the organising factor of the work, so lunch and 
dinner times are popular. Wolt motivates its couriers to work during busy periods (such as 
lunch, dinner times, and in stormy weather) by sending frequent chat messages through the 
app and offering bonuses if this method does not work. It is common for workers to have 
to wait hours to receive the first order. Anger about waiting for work is commonly voiced 
in the courier communities. The waiting, uncompensated work time is a core attribute of 
platform work, which helps companies to keep wages lower.27 The food delivery workers at 
the company which Bence works for spend 20-30% of their online time waiting. At Wolt, 
in the absence of hourly wages, the couriers do not usually spend time together, as they are 
rivals. The farther away the other couriers are, the more likely one is to receive an order.

In contrast, online communication is highly active in Facebook groups. The official 
communication of Wolt by newsletters strengthens the stratification of workers by stating 
that “hanging out” while waiting jeopardises their chances of getting an order, and that 
couriers should not believe “rumours” circulating on common Facebook groups. Wolt 
has stated that they have not contracted too many couriers, so everyone has enough 
opportunity to work.

Besides newsletters, companies also use other methods to avoid or deflect criticism 
from their couriers. Foodpanda uses the institution of “captains”. In Budapest, there are 
three captains. Every other city in Hungary has one. Captains are the link and the conflict 
zone between the couriers and the head office. The couriers are given the captain’s phone 
number and told that they can call them if they have a problem. The captains filter their 
complaints  and discuss them with the management every two weeks. Initially, couriers 
elected the captains. Since the boom of delivery companies, the “fleet” is no longer 
a community, and the workers rarely know each other, so now the captains are appointed. 
The captains receive extra pay, and they are always in the first working group, so they have 
the privilege of having first choice of the shifts. 

Even so, there are problems that neither newsletters, bonuses, nor captains can address. 
Using a courier application is mentally and physically demanding, as it dictates a breakneck 
pace. The app shows how much time the food must be delivered within. Usually, this is an 
unrealistic expectation, as the app sometimes even shows minus minutes. The worker’s 
goal is to complete delivery as quickly as possible, maximise their wages, and adapt to the 
speed generated by the application. The tempo leads to a high rate of accidents, since it is 
self-evident that to meet it, it is necessary to disregard the basic rules of Budapest traffic. 
The companies do not pay attention to how the food is delivered in practice, and couriers 
do not receive any information or training about the official or unofficial rules of the road. 
Wolt used to organise optional training for couriers, but it is no longer available. 

27 Pulignano–Piasna 2021.
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Besides the entrepreneurial and social features of bicycle food courier work, cycling 
also brings some pride to the workers. Compared to other types of physical labour, bike 
delivery endows the workers with the prestige of the urban bicycle culture and visibility, 
and it is even framed as a leisure activity. The recruitment campaigns employed by food 
delivery companies are implicitly based on a critique of white-collar jobs and highlight 
the resistant features of the bicycle subculture. The Facebook and Instagram recruiting 
advertisements placed by the food delivery companies’ position bike delivery work as 
something advantageous.

“Test yourself as a courier.”
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“Get in shape at Wolt! Apply and join the fittest courier team! Test yourself as a courier”

“Go on an adventure, join NetPincér as a courier.”
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METHODOLOGY

I divided the research into three approaches: participant observation, discourse analysis, 
and semi-structured interviews. A significant advantage of participant observation is that 
I gained insights into the inner logic of “riding”, the couriers’ working conditions, their 
dilemmas, and their opinions in detail. I worked as a bicycle courier at Wolt in July and 
August 2021 in Budapest. Although working as a food delivery courier is mostly a solitary 
pursuit, there were several situations in which riders had the opportunity to engage in 
discussions. Joining their conversations while waiting for orders to be prepared or for 
the algorithm to assign a task, while wearing the company uniform granted me a level of 
intimacy and access that I would not have otherwise gained.

Like many individuals who want to do a summer job, I fit into the field as a 23-year-old 
university student. However, I worked in food delivery as a researcher, which is a significant 
difference. I delivered food out of curiosity, alongside my daily routine, not for money. 
Hence there were specific layers of the reality of food delivery that I had no access to, even 
though I did the same job as the others. For instance, I did not gain experience of how 
a full-time courier creates her work schedule or the physical effects of cycling in Budapest 
for the entire day. I was able to gain insights into these hidden segments of courier work 
through the Facebook groups and the interviews. 

Communication between couriers happens mostly on social media. While there are 
open Facebook groups for all the couriers, there are also closed or private groups for the 
workers of the same food delivery companies. Being an active courier has given me access 
to these closed forums, which are full of personal experiences, screenshots of texting with 
support services, advice about riding, opinions, critiques, and debates about food delivery 
companies. The discourse analysis of these Facebook groups aims to explore the formation 
of arguments and discussions about working conditions.

The third method I employed is that of semi-structured interviews. I conducted eight 
online and offline interviews with active and non-active bike couriers, Wolt and Foodpanda, 
working in Budapest, four women and four men. The youngest was twenty-two years old, 
and the oldest was thirty-six. I contacted them during my fieldwork, in a  bicycle store, 
via online platforms and through acquaintances. I used these modes to gain access to as 
heterogeneous a range of interviewees as possible. It was straightforward to find them. The 
interviewees were keen to share their experiences, as courier work was relatively novel, and 
a significant experience in their lives.

The interviews lasted between one and two hours. In these interviews, I learned how 
the couriers position themselves in their work, what their opinion is about the “freedom” 
and “flexibility” offered by the delivery companies, and how they accept, normalise, and 
justify for themselves the precarious working conditions. In addition, I conducted two 
semi-structured interviews with a manager from one of Hungary’s leading food delivery 
companies. I anonymised all my interviews. 
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The authors of the emerging literature on the platform economy primarily draw on 
policy reviews, interviews, and survey data. This article contributes to the scholarship by 
extending these methods with participant observation and access to closed online groups.

Table 1: Main socio-demographic characteristics of the interviewees

Anonymised name Sex Age (years)
Alexandra Woman 25
Anna Woman 36
Bela Man 26
Bence Man 35
Csongor Man 30
Flora Woman 24
Jamal Man 28
Mihaly Man 22
Zsanett Woman 29

Source: compiled by the author.

EMBODIED LABOUR

Body and pain

As Donna Haraway accurately expresses it, there is no such thing as a natural body “existing 
outside the self-creating process called human labour”,28 and “the universalized natural 
body is the gold standard of hegemonic social discourse”.29 Since the 1970s, the body has 
become a central topic of the social sciences.30 Scholars do not explore the body as a natural 
entity but as “an entirely problematic notion”31 deeply embedded in social relations and 
particular historical contexts.32 Alternatively, as Foucault (2012) formulates it, the body is 
a political object, and technologies of power and social institutions shape it.33

Social inequalities are particularly present in sporting bodies since they reproduce and 
reward traditional physicality and gender norms.34 During physical exercise, a  person 
objectifies the values associated with these activities and manages her socially disciplined 

28 Haraway 1990: 10.
29 Haraway 1990: 146.
30 Csordas 1994.
31 Vernant 1989: 10, cited by Csordas 1994.
32 Csordas 1994.
33 Foucault 2012.
34 DePauw 1997: 420.
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body. Training is a cultural product,35 and sport is one of the main sites where one masters 
her habitus.36

Ignoring pain is an essential part of the ethos of elite sports.37 However, disregarding 
pain contradicts its purpose: to warn the person that something harmful is happening 
to her body. Nevertheless, pain is relative, hence it must be located within class, gender, 
ethnicity relations, and prior experiences with pain. It “may be totally unrelated to the 
physical parameters”.38 Pain is a  solitary, individual feeling, as an individual cannot 
share her experience. Hence, handling pain can be more challenging than the pain itself. 
Sporting pain is even more complex due to hormone production. While doing sports, the 
body produces endorphins and, under dangerous conditions, adrenalin. These exercise 
hormones cause happiness and euphoria, and reduce pain. 

Considering bicycle courier work as a  sport is a  part of the industry’s discourse. The 
recruitment advertising, as in the posters presented before, portrays bike delivery as 
a  sports challenge. These ads highlight the advantageous features of delivery work as 
a  form of physical training and hide the exhausting reality. One journalist, Reid (2019) 
cites Jane Wake, a fitness guru, who argues that delivery work is good for the whole body, 
improving “agility, speed, upper and lower body strength”.39 Reid (2018) even titled his 
article about his subjective experiences of delivery work, Confessions of a Deliveroo rider: 
get fit by delivering fast food.40 The intentional blurring between sport and work also appears 
at the management level. The food delivery company, Deliveroo’s head of communications, 
stated that many couriers work this job partly because of the health benefits. However, the 
physical reality of courier work is more complex than simply idealising it as cardio activity.

FOOD DELIVERY IS PHYSICAL LABOUR 

Before entering the field, I set two rules for myself: to take care of my own and my 
bike’s safety. A couple of hours later, I broke both rules when I cycled between cars on 
a dangerous road, Rákóczi Street, in order to arrive at Mcdonald’s on time. In my ten years 
of previous cycling experience in Budapest, I had always avoided that street, but riding for 
Wolt overrode my previous norms. I started my fieldwork on the warmest day of summer 
2021, when drinking enough water was an essential task for every courier. The restaurants 
sometimes helped by offering free water, but sometimes made everything more difficult 
by not allowing the use of the toilet. Before even starting courier work, my parents had 
voiced their concern about how the fieldwork would affect my health. The danger of courier 

35 Howe 2011.
36 Blake 1996: 23.
37 Howe 2011.
38 Tracey 2005 cited by Jackson 2011: 371–372.
39 Reid 2019.
40 Reid 2018.
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work was evident to them. The news reported fatal accidents involving couriers several 
times that summer. Although these accidents were rare, delivery work had a severe and 
constant physical effect on me. Permanent tiredness appeared, which lasted even days after 
work. My body changed, and my legs became more robust. Previously enjoyable physical 
activities such as going on long walks, boxing training, and recreational cycling became 
arduous. Cycling became a struggle with my own body to urge myself to better physical 
performance, even with the help of painkillers. 

However, I was still in a privileged position as a researcher. In theory, I could always have 
stopped working if the circumstances were too dangerous. Why did this not happen very 
often? Firstly, due to my curiosity, I wanted to experience as much as possible of courier 
work, not just the version when I am well-rested, and the weather is nice. Secondly, I have 
become slightly addicted to courier work. This loss of control is not unique to myself. Flora 
also noted her addiction to delivery work. We both felt that we had to spend every minute 
of our free time on delivery, and when we could not do it, feelings of guilt appeared. The 
application constantly sent us motivational messages, which exacerbated the craving to 
work. It was hard to forget that we were able to work every minute. This feeling resonated 
with the workaholic culture of the Covid–19 pandemic. Fortunately, despite these 
circumstances, I never had an accident. However, once I almost fell off my bike while I was 
checking an address while cycling on slippery paving stones in the rain.

DANGER

Bike delivery is inseparable from danger. To make a  living, one must cycle for hours in 
Budapest traffic. In addition, the delivery companies pay riders higher rates when the 
weather is bad, so working in physically more unsafe conditions is financially more 
beneficial to the workers.41 All the interviewees were eager to talk about the dangerous 
working conditions arising from the harsh weather, the traffic, the light conditions, and 
the fast tempo dictated by the algorithm. Consequently, many of them had come close 
to having fatal accidents. Every courier has an internal limit to the amount of risk she is 
willing to take at work. This is dependent on both their social background and personality 
factors. Of the interviewees, Alexandra and Anna had the safest rules. When it started 
to rain, Alexandra went home. However, she was the most privileged because she did not 
do this work for financial reasons. Anna also had some economic advantages because she 
lived in her sibling’s flat, so she did not have to pay rent. Moreover, she had worked for 
a platform delivery company for a longer period of time than the others, and found it the 
easiest to articulate her views and perceive the limitations in the work. She stated that she 
does not work when it is raining, or when the temperature is too low. Anna also does not 
ride too fast since it increases the chance of an accident. “No one’s food is worth hurting 

41 Popan 2022.
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me or someone else.” She also tries to avoid riding at night time when visibility is worse due 
to the lighting conditions. Although Anna is careful, she has also experienced dangerous 
situations while doing delivery work. “In the riskiest situation, I avoided an accident by 
only a few metres. One evening, another courier was driving a car, and since he could not 
see any headlights, he drove into the intersection without slowing down. Then he braked 
hard to stop, and we were able to stop simultaneously, just as we were right in front of each 
other. Another time, I was not sure if a car would stop in front of me or give me the right 
of way, so I applied the brakes. It was a wet autumn day, and there were leaves on the side of 
the road. The bike slipped, and I fell on my bag, thank God. I’m fortunate, or maybe I’m 
a bit more careful, but I haven’t had any big crashes or falls.”

The others all worked during severe weather, which increases the chance of accidents. 
Jamal once could not see a red light in the fog. Fortunately, it was a car which collided with 
his bike, so he fell off before entering the next lane, where a truck would have crushed him. 
When I talked with Csongor, he had just had an accident, jeopardising his group position 
at Foodpanda. Fortunately, the company accepted the medical certificate he showed them, 
so he was able to stay in group three instead of being demoted to a  lower level. When I 
asked Csongor about this accident and his previous experiences, he replied: 

“I slipped and fell so badly that I twisted my ankle. I could hardly step on it, it hurt 
like hell, and I had to keep it wrapped for days. There was such a muddy mess on the 
road, and I was not paying enough attention. If you pay enough attention, it does not 
happen, and you develop this routine. How many times have I fallen? A lot. One night 
during winter, there were big bonuses, and I fell five times. The road was icy. But I fell so 
often that only the bike fell, and I bounced to my feet and caught the handlebars. Like 
a stuntman, not because I am skilled, but because I had the routine (i.e. in practice). I 
was falling on my side, sliding, cursing, but it was nothing. I bounced up, I kept going, 
but I was falling a lot. The most serious accident was when the handlebars came loose; 
I lost control. I got scared, and my life flashed before my eyes. I lost control, but then I 
managed to pull it back. It was the most significant accident I’ve ever had, and I didn’t 
even fall that time.” 

When Csongor was telling me these stories, there was a particular macho pride behind his 
sentences; he was almost bragging about the challenges of the work. This pride resonates 
with the companies’ idealised image of couriers, presenting bike delivery as a challenging 
and advantageous occupation.

The recruitment advertising, like the posters presented above, depicts bike delivery 
as a sports challenge. These ads highlight the positive aspects of delivery work’s and its 
training benefits, and hide the exhausting reality.

Bela reported similar dangerous experiences. Bela also told an anecdote about how he 
often fell off his bike on icy or rainy slippery roads in the traffic while he was not wearing 
a helmet. Bela bought a strap for his pedal so that it would be less slippery when it was 
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raining. The disadvantage of the strap is that at the beginning when he stopped, he would 
automatically fall off since he could not pull out his foot. His most significant accident 
also happened due to this. He had just arrived at a restaurant when a pedestrian looking 
at her phone bumped into him, so he fell onto the restaurant’s terrace. Bela found the 
winter difficult, which was the first one he had cycled through. In the bicycle subculture, 
the number of winters cycled is a way of ranking a person. Since the middle of December, 
his wrist has been hurting. Bela assumed that he had ligament injuries, but he did not go to 
the doctor and never used his accident insurance because he found it too complicated. He 
works a lot when the fees are higher due to the severe weather. “The best income I ever had 
was when I was outside all day in the pouring rain in August. I was soaking wet, and then 
people tipped me more because they pitied me. I could not put down the phone because 
new notifications kept popping up.”  

Bela was resigned to the danger, asserting that. “There is nothing to be done. This 
job is dangerous. If you’re not afraid, it’s an excellent thing.” He also referred to a “life-
threatening” fountain as an inside joke, where every courier falls. In the Facebook groups, 
people call it the “courier cemetery”. For Csongor and Bela, struggling and surviving the 
unsafe working conditions provided them with a  shared identity, which compensated 
the workers for the clear hierarchy and vulnerability in their work. Both believed that 
the company does not care about them, for example, by organising training courses for 
them. There are always enough couriers contracted to deliver. If they do not do it, someone 
else will. As Bela formulated: “My rival is the other Wolt courier. Anyone who works for 
Foodpanda is none of my business. I avoid other Wolt couriers when I do not have an 
order.” Competing for tasks is also a central feature of entrepreneurialism. 

Mihaly partly quit Wolt because he felt that bike delivery was too dangerous in Budapest. 
He almost crashed into cars several times. When he was not working, he rode safely in 
the capital. Alexandra also did not feel safe at work. The people in her milieu warned her 
about courier work, and when the pride of rebellion passed, she started to agree with them. 
“There were many times that I did something stupid. I didn’t think that I was so careless, 
and then it turned out that I could get into a dangerous situation, even if I were paying 
attention, and I’m not driving fast, and not running the red light.” When I asked her about 
the most dangerous situation she had encountered, she mentioned that she had almost hit 
a pedestrian on the sidewalk. In addition, she lost control of her bike and almost hit a car. 
After this, she felt that she had caused problems for herself and felt humiliated.

Besides acknowledging the importance of the weather and the other road users, Csongor, 
Anna and Bela emphasised their skills, which could save them from a  (more) serious 
accident. In Alexandra’s case, individualisation was also present, but she internalised the 
responsibility of the unsafe working conditions as a personal failure.

Even without the dangers of the traffic conditions, bike delivery is severe physical 
labour, which exhausts the body. Due to the physical burden and monotony, the mind can 
sometimes “switch off,” as the interviewees and I experienced. Csaba explained this feeling 
in the following way: 
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“When I am exhausted, my brain is sometimes paralysed and automatic. It happens 
to everyone. The brain gets oxygen, just not enough to think, but my reflexes work the 
same. I can work, avoid cars, not get into accidents, and pick up food the same way, 
but I do not know where I am. I arrive at an address, and I have no idea whether I have 
come to pick up food or drop it off. Of course, if I thought about it, I would know, but 
I do not need to. Instead, I look at the app. The fastest way to determine where I am 
going is to cycle and look at the little dot on the map, showing if I am going the right 
way. Honestly, a well-trained monkey could do this job.”

Many couriers listen to music to reduce the monotony, which also increases the level of 
danger. 

Contrary to the international norms, both Wolt and Foodpanda provided accident 
insurance coverage. I asked Bence about this peculiarity, which goes against the strict 
market interests. He explained that in December 2020, a company courier died while at 
work. Then the managers started to push the company to provide accident insurance for 
the couriers. Besides the moral reasons, the company also profits from it, as it facilitates 
recruitment and shows the company’s social responsibility. Moreover, the workers used 
this option. The couriers reported that, in the case of Foodpanda, the insurance company 
cancelled its contract because too many workers were having accidents, so it was not 
financially beneficial for them. Since the end of 2021, the couriers at Foodpanda have not 
been covered by accident insurance. 

The pain and dangers of urban bicycle work highlight the unequal relationship between 
the workers and the company. The sporting side of bike delivery is emphasised in the 
company narrative to make this hierarchical relation palatable. I will explore how delivery 
work and sport are intertwined in the subsequent paragraphs.

SPORT

Experience and knowledge of sport supported my entry into the field, as it has already 
helped other scholars.42 Since I have done sports from early childhood, I am familiar 
with its preparation repertoire, the physical and mental challenges, and the importance 
of nutrition and recovery, all of which made me a better courier. The interviewees also 
utilised such knowledge garnered from past sporting activities to enable them to increase 
their workload. Bike food couriers tend to normalise and justify the disadvantageous 
circumstances of their jobs by framing it as a sporting activity. All the respondents did 
sport regularly before working as a courier, especially in childhood. However, they have 
diverse experiences. Jamal is the most serious about it, as he competes in professional 
bicycle races in his free time. For Alexandra, sport is part of her family’s and her own 

42 Wacquant 2004.
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personal identity, and she was a member of the Hungarian sailing team. Anna attended 
a  high school specialising in sports. Others had done sport as a  hobby. Flora and Bela 
used to go to the gym, and Zsanett sometimes jogged. Csongor used to work out to get 
“shredded” for the summer. Even so, compared to their former sporting experiences, the 
physical challenge of courier work came as a shock to them, especially at the beginning. 
When I asked them about it, they framed their answers as sports challenges. For instance, 
Jamal compared it to the first time he went to the gym.

Fatigue is not only a characteristic of the beginning of courier work, but also remains 
part of the delivery work even after a lengthy period. As Csongor noted: “I come home, I 
sit down, I feel like I’m going to faint, I’m so tired after nine hours of work. I didn’t even 
have a break.” Even Jamal, the most professional courier, mentioned the tiredness he feels 
after a ten-hour shift. To explain and compensate for this physical tiredness, the couriers 
constantly positioned their work in relation to sports. Csongor noted that there are “real 
sportsmen” who cycle around fifty hours per week. Boasting about results is a  regular 
feature of Facebook groups. Sporting rivalry also appears in the street, where primarily 
young male bike couriers sometimes compete by sprinting between traffic lights. Seeing 
delivery work as a sport gives it an ethos, making it acceptable as a middle-class activity. 
Zsanett formulated this idea: “It was nice to do some physical work because cycling is 
not like working in construction. Cycling is a constructive activity, which made me more 
athletic.” Anna was glad that while she had stopped doing regular sport due to office work, 
it returned to her life when she started working in food delivery. This whole activity was 
more about the sport than making money for Alexandra. Jamal synchronised his hobby 
with work. When he prepares for a  bicycle competition, he sometimes chooses hilly 
neighbourhoods to work in, so it counts as training, even if it means that he earns less. 
“I like it when I go up the mountain because that has a good training factor.” Riders adored 
the idea of being paid to train their body, which is otherwise an expensive and tiring 
activity. As Jamal said: “I don’t go to the gym, just because if I’m going to cycle, I make 
some money as well.” Csongor stated that he would otherwise be too lazy to do cardio 
activities. Bela bragged that working during summer took off all his body fat. However, 
both Csongor and Bela admitted that they are too tired to build muscle on their upper 
body after work even though they would like to. Besides their conscious opinions about 
the advantages of sports, the riders sometimes felt that the work resembled exercise due to 
hormonal changes. Anna compared it to the experience of long runs. “It’s just hard to get 
started, but once you’re in, it’s great.” Alexandra also mentioned that the flow of sport and 
the adrenaline made her forget tiredness and hunger.

There is a significant difference between seeing pain as part of labour or as a part of sport. 
Bike delivery blurs the border between sport and labour, implying that it incorporates 
sport’s physical and ideological rewards into labour. Accepting delivery work as a sport 
also helps justify the pain it causes. When I felt pain for the first time during the fieldwork, 
I decided to take painkillers to be able to cycle. I built on my experiences in competitive 
sports, where quitting was a  rarely chosen option. The interviewees also did not stop 
working due to pain, and the knowledge and ethos of sport supported this decision. Jamal 
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struggled with pain in his hamstring muscles. He could not stand still and described the 
pain of the first ten minutes on the bike as torture. However, Jamal continued to work like 
this until he read about the problem and eliminated it by stretching. Csongor bragged that 
he never finishes work before the end of his shift. He explained that there is an hour at the 
most left when he can barely stand, so he always survives somehow. Otherwise, he would 
have to write to the dispatcher, which is “a lot of time,” and he would probably be given 
a penalty point for it. “It’s not worth it.” Flora also prioritised work over her health. “Even 
now, my back hurts like hell, but I want to work.” The workers utilise their knowledge 
from their past sporting activities about pain relief to increase their workload. Zsanett 
always continued her work even when it was painful or very demanding. If it caused her 
too much pain, she cured it with a sports cream, which her family had used for decades. 
Bela’s knees and ankles hurt due to cycling, but he never thought about terminating his 
contract. “I wake up, and oh my God, it hurts. And then I had to sit on my bike the same 
way and cycle. When I get into it, it is better, and then in the morning, after I rest, it hurts 
a lot. But I worked the same way then. I knew from my training that the body would get 
used to it, I just had to give it a little more water and nutrients, and sometimes, when it 
was very sore, I rested it. But I knew I would get used to it.” Another courier recommended 
collagen protein during this period, widely used for bodybuilding. Bela looked it up online, 
and after reading good comments about it, he tried it. Collagen tastes terrible, but it worked 
for him. Just as he persisted through the first work period, he has never stopped during 
work ever since. “If I get tired, I don’t care about it. I work as much as I planned to.” Even 
Alexandra, who had the lowest financial needs but a notable sporting stake in the work, 
never stopped during lunch periods.

RECOVERY

Sport does not only teach one how to bear pain. Knowledge about recovery, transferred from 
a sporting context to the context of food delivery also enables participants to increase their 
workload. I have divided the topic of recovery into three sections: nutrition, stretching, and 
rest. With regard to nutrition, although exercise and food delivery seem similar at first sight, 
they have quite different purposes. While in the field of sport, healthy and balanced diets are 
emphasised, in bicycle food delivery, the consumption of carbohydrates, especially sugar, is 
the primary consideration. Sugar has been a rapidly available source of energy since the 19th 
century. It has shifted from being a luxury to a proletarian hunger killer, enabling people 
to eat fast, high-calorie meals during working time.43 All the interviewees highlighted the 
importance of ongoing nutrition as an essential prerequisite of the work. “I don’t refuel the 
car, it won’t run, but if it has fuel in it, it goes out of the world” – Jamal noted. The riders’ 
nutrition usually takes the form of junk food during working hours. Jamal ignores food 

43 Mintz 2018.
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quality, so he usually eats pastries and fast food during the day. In the evenings, he mostly 
eats canned products or sausages with bread. Csongor usually eats chocolate at work and 
brings coffee from home, another typical example of a hunger killer.44 Bela admitted that he 
does not care about nutrition as long as he has enough energy. He usually buys something 
from a supermarket or eats a hamburger or a kebab in a restaurant from where he delivers 
food. The female interviewees were more concerned about their meals. Anna highlighted 
that she avoids junk food on purpose. She usually brings energy bars and water from home 
and prepares a warm meal in the evening. Alexandra also preferred energy bars during 
working hours, along with some fruits and sandwiches. She tried to remember which food 
smelled the most appealing when she delivered it, and after work, Alexandra goes back to 
the place and eats there. Hence, she overstepped the burdens of work and turned it into an 
opportunity for culinary discovery. Flora paid the most attention to the role of nutrition 
as part of recovery. She tried to make sure she got enough energy. Flora drank BCAA, 
which is an amino acid used for bodybuilding. However, it also helps the muscle function 
of people who do physical work regularly. She tried to be aware of proteins, which she had 
already borne in mind previously as she is a vegetarian. Sometimes Flora consumes protein 
powders, soy protein, legumes, vegetable butter, and smoothies.

Stretching is another important part of physical recovery after sport, although it is not 
indispensable. Therefore, it is not a surprise that most workers ignored it. They all knew 
that it is necessary for recovery, but most of the answers I received were that they always 
plan to do it, but it rarely happens. The exceptions were Jamal and Anna, probably because 
of their institutionalised sporting background. The option of resting depends on the 
individual’s financial dependency on the platform. Csongor and Bela, full-time couriers, 
work regardless of the amount of rest they could get. Flora works less than them, and 
she states that a half-day is enough for her to recover. This opinion is contradicted by the 
permanent back pain she complains about during the discussion. She cures it with regular 
massages, which she bought at a discount. A secondary market reacts to such needs in 
the Facebook groups. Hence, masseurs, physiotherapists, and chiropractors offer their 
services at discounts. Alexandra was in the most privileged position, “If I was tired from 
the previous days, I didn’t work.”

CONCLUSION

Based on theories claiming that (sporting) bodies and pain are socially embedded, I 
argued that bicycle food couriers in Budapest tend to normalise and justify the precarious 
and dangerous working conditions, labour exploitation, and risk they face in their work 
by treating it as if it were a sports activity. The riders agree with the claim that they get 
paid to train their bodies, which is an otherwise expensive and tiring activity. The workers 

44 Mintz 2018.
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utilise their knowledge from their past sporting activities about nutrition and pain relief to 
increase their workload. Sporting rivalry and boasting of results are common features of 
the courier community. Food delivery companies and journalists support this idea, as they 
frame labour as a challenging cardio activity. Although the workers proudly claimed to be 
entrepreneurs, their bodily experiences reveal the cleavage between platform labour and 
an idealised notion of entrepreneurship. The pain and dangers of urban bicycle delivery 
work highlight the unequal relationship between the workers and the company, the 
heterogeneity of differently positioned workers, and the lack of workers’ freedom.
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European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) Giovanni Buttarelli’s posthumous manifesto, 
Privacy  2030: A New Vision for Europe, places data protection in a global context. Competition 
and data protection authorities within the EU cooperate and share information about their 
official inquiries. If properly enforced, the GDPR may be an effective tool of transparent data 
processing in the EU, and can serve as a model for the rest of the world. Enforcement is the duty 
of Member States’ DPAs, therefore, it may be worth analysing Buttarelli’s views in relation to 
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INTRODUCTION

In this article, I examine which findings of Giovanni Buttarelli’s posthumous manifesto, 
Privacy  2030: A New Vision for Europe2 are relevant to the data protection provided by the 
Hungarian public administration, and to what extent.

On the one hand, this analysis can be justified by the fact that Hungary is also affected by 
the global megatrends discussed by the late EDPS’s paper, or at least their consequences, so 
not even this country’s public administration can avoid being part of the global discourses 
on issues related to digitisation, global climate change, or mass migration. On the other 
hand, no analysis of the ideas presented by Privacy  2030 has been written in the context 
of Member States’ data protection authorities, including the Hungarian DPA, therefore 
raising the topic can be considered timely even in  2023, when GDPR has already been 
applied for five years.

It should be emphasised that this study does not summarise Buttarelli’s oeuvre, and is 
not specifically concerned with privacy protection as such, but instead with various aspects 
of data protection related to it. Specifically, this analysis focuses on certain currently topical 
questions closely related to the data protection provided by the public administration.

THE GLOBAL CONTEXT OF THE ISSUES RAISED BY PRIVACY  2030

While reading Privacy  2030  it seemed to me as if Buttarelli was attempting to answer 
the question articulated by Giovanni Sartori long before: “In particular, is democracy an 
adequate instrument in view of the ambitions of a technological age, an age that ultimately 
looks forward to the ‘planning of history’?”3

Marc Rotenberg, in the afterword to Privacy  2030, emphasises that the paper reaches 
beyond the domain of data protection, while focusing on broader questions related to 
climate change and sustainability, or ethics and human rights.4 He argues that Buttarelli 
envisaged two contrasting visions of the futures shaped by new technologies and AI, 
one that serves to preserve democratic institutions, the rule of law and safeguards for 
the individuals, and another that would “combine the power of automation and logic of 
efficiency with a growing scarcity of resources”, leaving humans “as little more than data 
points, subject to systems we do not understand and cannot control”.5

Malavika Jayaram identifies the key words of the manifesto as: power, inequality, digital 
underclass, algorithmic bias and colonisation.6 The uneven allocation of the digital 
dividend and the disproportionate impact of privacy harms on the poor and marginalised, 

2 Buttarelli  2019.
3 Sartori  1987:  429.
4 Rotenberg  2019:  29.
5 Rotenberg  2019:  30.
6 Jayaram  2019:  31.
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in combination with the results of the climate crisis leads to a scenario where “those who 
contributed the least to environmental damage” and “those who didn’t design technologies 
that are ubiquitous and insatiable” will suffer the most.7

In Jules Polonetsky’s evaluation, the main issues addressed in Privacy  2030  are the 
excesses of surveillance, the power of tech platforms, the impact of automation and the 
exacerbation of inequality in the data-driven economy.8 Polonetsky disagrees with 
Buttarelli’s EU-centric view on the basis that the internet allows the evasion of the 
application of GDPR, therefore he suggests instead “a global alliance of free societies who 
can work in international coalitions to counter these threats” with “a vision of global 
leadership and cooperation”.9 In Polonetsky’s opinion, Buttarelli’s greatest contribution 
in the paper and as EDPS, “is his insistence that we see the impact of data on social welfare” 
in the interest of being able “to ensure technology and data are forces for good in society”.10

Maria Farrell agrees that Privacy  2030  goes far beyond data protection. The radical 
concentration of power “is not a technocratic concern for specialists but an existential issue 
for our species”, because “data maximisation exploits power asymmetries to drive global 
inequality”.11 Farrell emphasises that the manifesto presents an EU-version of the internet 
“that starts with the society we as citizens want to live in”, instead of “the oppressive 
brittleness of China’s state sovereignty model” or “the colonialist extraction of Silicon 
Valley”.12 She points out that Privacy  2030  is optimistic about the future of technology, 
because modern technology, when not at the service of a  harmful business model, can 
“banish inequality, repair our environment and support us all in living our best lives”.13

Rocco Panetta agrees that “[T]his is a  European story spreading all around the 
world.”14 Agreeing with his view on the merits of Privacy  2030,15 he also highlights the 
importance of the paper’s main observations in the context of the upcoming ePrivacy 
Regulation that is complementary to GDPR.16 He argues that in Buttarelli’s vision “all 

7 Jayaram  2019:  31.
8 Polonetsky  2019:  33.
9 Polonetsky  2019:  34.
10 Polonetsky  2019.
11 Farrell  2019:  35.
12 Farrell  2019:  36.
13 Farrell  2019.
14 Panetta  2019:  38.
15 Panetta  2019:  38: “The strength of this posthumous work lies in its slipping in the wounds that most 

threaten contemporary society: digital inequality and discrimination capable of exponentially increasing the 
information asymmetry between rich and poor, increasingly marked disparities between the north and south 
of the world, dramatic environmental crisis, also caused by an uncontrolled production of high-tech devices 
and an unprecedented energy consumption that these devices require, the will to shape the young and the 
very young, to the point of affecting the cognitive and relational processes to which the XXI century had 
accustomed us to it. The accent is further placed on the effects that uncontrolled profiling through algorithms 
generates money produce on reality as a consequence of a sort of digital colonization.”

16 Panetta  2019.
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contemporary problems are linked together and led to the threatening of freedom and 
democracy”, in particular “environmental issues, climate change, migration flows, 
poverty and inequality, sovereignism and white supremacism” that are exacerbated by 
“a technological fever and data processing bulimia”.17 Therefore, Privacy  2030 urges that 
algorithms and AI, whether they are used in the private or the public sector, should 
undergo an “ethical due process”.18

As Shoshana Zuboff articulates in her afterword: “Lawmakers have been silent for too 
long or they have allowed the details of rule making to obscure the emergency that cries 
out for democratic control over surveillance capitalism.”19

Regardless of how the various editors interpret Buttarelli’s vision, the issues discussed in 
his posthumous paper seem to have already attracted the attention of other authors. In this 
sense of the word, the manifesto cannot be considered original, but rather a call for attention 
to already known global problems, which shares the optimistic view that mankind and its 
living environment still can have a future as long as certain crucial decisions are made. 
This view seems to be close to the opinion that “we are deciding, […] which evolutionary 
pathways will remain open and which will forever be closed”.20

On the other hand, there are those who argue that: “It is doubtful whether Homo sapiens 
will still be around a thousand years from now […].”21 But then again, optimists declare 
that: “Thanks to its capacity for reinvention, capitalism has overcome its periodic crises 
and outlived its critics, from Karl Marx on.”22

THE MAIN ISSUES DISCUSSED IN PRIVACY  2030

The paper argues that data is power (see Figure  1), but relatively few wield this power.23 
Instead of digitisation empowering people, in practice it erodes their freedom. Starting 
with a discussion of the phenomenon of data maximisation and the uneven distribution 
of power, the first chapter presents the consequences of these developments. Among other 
challenges, Balkin highlights the existing issue of “asymmetries of knowledge, power, and 
control”.24

17 Panetta  2019:  38.
18 Panetta  2019:  40.
19 Zuboff  2019:  42.
20 Kolbert  2015:  268.
21 Harari  2014:  7.
22 Rodrik  2012:  233.
23 Buttarelli  2019:  6.
24 Balkin  2020:  12.
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Power
data

Ability

to gather
information
on people

to make inferences
from the information

to derive value of 
the information

Value
commercial gain

ability to shape
and coerce human 
behaviour

Figure  1: “Data is power”
Source: compiled by the author.

Privacy  2030’s key argument contends that the  20th century direction of technological 
development had changed by the  21st century. While in the  20th century technological 
innovations were primarily developed for military purposes and became available to 
civilians later on, in the  21st century, state actors tend to purchase new technologies from 
the private sector.25

20th century technology
(e.g. internet)

20th century technology
(e.g. facial recognition)

Commercial initiatives

Military purposes Commercial / 
private use

State actors 
(to coerce or repress entire 

populations and ethnic 
or socioeconomic groups)

Figure  2: Development of the direction of  20th and  21st century technology
Source: compiled by the author.

25 Buttarelli  2019:  7.
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Figure  3: The aims of data protection
Source: compiled by the author.

Meanwhile, the essential principle of data protection (see Figure  3), in the context of 
privacy conflicts involving the abuse of modern technologies, is that personal data should 
serve the personal purposes of individuals. However, today “relationships are mediated by 
revenue-maximising algorithms and providers are not accountable for the risks inherent 
in their services”.26

While the consequences might appear to be data protection related issues only, the 
problems which emerge affect the present and future destiny of our social organisations 
as a whole.27 Sartori’s attitude appears to be in line with the above, though it is seemingly 
far more pessimistic: “Technology truly is our deus ex machina; it is the god that keeps 
us alive, and yet it enslaves us to its machina. For in the end, the deus is no other than 
ourselves; it is we who have to pay for the miracles we receive.”28

The first chapter of Privacy  2030  warns that the lack of data sharing  –  since data is 
power  –  linked to the lack of accountability “has contributed to polarisation and the 
weakening of the social fabric”.29

However, the manifesto points out that the “EU’s core values are solidarity, democracy 
and freedom” and the conception of EU data protection “has always been the promotion of 
responsible technological development for the common good”.30

26 Buttarelli  2019.
27 Rodotá  2004.
28 Sartori  1987:  432.
29 Buttarelli  2019:  7.
30 Buttarelli  2019.
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Figure  4: Consequences of internet connectedness
Source: compiled by the author.

The second chapter of Privacy  2030  argues for a  fairer redistribution of digital goods. 
This part of the manifesto contends that, while the key global controllers of personal data 
are China and the US, internet connectedness has not resulted in a more proportionate 
distribution of goods, but instead inequality, declining productivity growth, and a  large 
financial shock (see Figure  4).31

Buttarelli believes that this also stems from the ownership structure of the digital 
markets and AI industry, which is illustrated below (see Figure  5).

The chapter identifies a gap between the power elite and the rest of society, which has led 
to the creation of a “digital underclass”, which is not in a position to exercise its fundamental 
rights (see Figure  6).32

private 
control 

(“dataopolies”)

digital markets 
(AI industry)

Figure  5: Structure of the digital markets and AI industry
Source: compiled by the author.

31 Buttarelli  2019:  8.
32 Buttarelli  2019:  9.
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people with the means to control 
technology, their own digital lives 

and those of others

people who are objects of the 
technology and data processing

“digital underclass”

Figure  6: Structure of societies in the digital age
Source: compiled by the author.

The main consequence of this transformed structure is that the business interests of 
multinational tech giants often enjoy priority over the rights of individuals with less 
influence. This can also happen because privately-owned platforms act as intermediaries 
between the state and its citizens (see Figure  7), while those platforms have grown so large 
that they are not transparent and accountable.33

All of this also results in the most vulnerable workers in the private sector being monitored 
with the latest technologies, while dual-use technologies in the hands of authoritarian 
regimes are used to repress the human rights of minority groups.34 Moreover, Balkin 
convincingly argues that due to the capabilities of the new technologies, the entire society 
is under surveillance, regardless of the social status of individuals.35

private platforms
corporate secrecy

intellectual property rights

citizen
privacy

personal data

state
privacy protection

personal data protection

Figure  7: Interests of tech giants against the rights of the individual and role of the state
Source: compiled by the author.

33 Buttarelli  2019:  11.
34 Buttarelli  2019:  10.
35 Balkin  2020:  16–17: “Fifth, the data that companies gather from end users can have significant external effects 

on third parties who may not even be users of the site. As digital companies know more about a given person, 
they can also know more about other people who are similar to that person or are connected to that person. 
In the digital age, everyone is always informing on everyone else. Thus, an individual’s response to a notice-
and-choice regime may affect the privacy of many other people who have no say in the matter. And when 
companies manipulate end users’ moods and decisions – including their decisions to vote – they affect not only 
particular end users but many other people as well.

 Notice-and-choice models are most inadequate when end users are most vulnerable, and when asymmetries of 
knowledge, power, and control are greatest. Put another way, notice-and-choice models of privacy are the most 
inadequate under precisely the conditions that define surveillance capitalism. That is why we need the fiduciary 
model.” 
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Privacy  2030 warns of the dangers to democracy and the rule of law resulting from the 
operation of tech giants without democratic accountability, while also drawing attention 
to the fact that in case of infringement of the GDPR, anyone seeking redress can only 
achieve this by being represented at the court by expensive lawyers, which is unavailable 
to the average individual. Meanwhile, DPAs, “along with other enforcers, face enormous 
challenges in uncovering opaque business practices to uphold the rights of individuals”.36 
According to the manifesto, either data protection rights can be enforced in court in a costly 
way, or the EU Member States’ data protection authorities can try to enforce the data 
protection rules which may not be in the financial interests of multinational companies.

Meanwhile, instead of solving social problems, tech giants are exacerbating the digital 
divide. Privacy  2030 criticises the effects of their business strategies, arguing that societies 
“become dysfunctional when many people see others having more or better. This is the 
urgent ethical question of our day”.37

Thus, the core message of this chapter is that the “EU should address not only digital 
disenfranchisement and lack of access to digital infrastructure and services but also digital 
inequality”.38

The third chapter of Privacy  2030  argues for a  digital green new deal to achieve 
environmental sustainability.

The core message of this section is that digital technology and privacy regulation 
should not pose problems for each other, but can be part of the solution to the existing 
problems. In its current form, data maximisation works against EU law and environmental 
sustainability (Figure  8) since the “religion of data maximisation” appears unsustainable 
from an environmental perspective.39

data 
maximisation

compatibility 
wih EU law

environmental 
sustainability

Figure  8: Data maximisation, EU law and environmental sustainability in Privacy  2030
Source: compiled by the author.

36 Buttarelli  2019:  11.
37 Buttarelli  2019:  12.
38 Buttarelli  2019.
39 Buttarelli  2019:  14.
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computer algorithms

Big Data

data

information

knowledge

wisdom

Figure  9: The traditional pyramid of learning – human
Source: compiled by the author.
Figure  10: The modern pyramid of learning – computer
Source: compiled by the author.

Other authors have expressed similar views. Harari, for example, also deals with the 
phenomenon of data maximisation, calling it “Dataism”, or “Data Religion”.40 He points 
out how “Dataism” inverted the traditional pyramid of learning (see Figures  9 and  10). 
In his view, “[h]itherto, data was seen as only the first step in a long chain of intellectual 
activity”,41 but today “Dataists are sceptical about human knowledge and wisdom, and 
prefer to put their trust in Big Data and computer algorithms”.42

From a global perspective, Buttarelli’s paper presents a possible interpretation and sequence 
of events, which sheds light on the environmental, social, and human rights effects of the 
cooperation between tech giants and oil-producing multinationals (see Figure  11).43

40 Harari  2017:  428–462.
41 Harari  2017:  429.
42 Harari  2017.
43 Buttarelli  2019:  15.
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Figure  11: The data generating model of cooperation between tech giants and gas and oil 
multinationals
Source: compiled by the author.

At the same time, in Privacy  2030, Buttarelli notes that technological achievements do 
not necessarily only have negative effects. From an optimistic perspective, the chapter 
highlights how big data, AI and IoT can advance environmental sustainability44 (see 
Figure  12).

arti�cial intelligence
+

machine learning

– reducing waste
– monitoring degradation and pollution
– developing new low-carbon materials

sustainable 
developmentbig data internet of things

Figure  12: AI’s role in advancing environmental sustainability according to Buttarelli
Source: compiled by the author.

44 Buttarelli  2019:  16.
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Privacy  2030 observes that a huge amount of data that has been collected, which is being 
controlled by  5-10  companies, mostly based in China and the United States. The main 
concern expressed in this chapter of the paper is how and whether that data is being 
used for the benefit of the public. The manifesto states that independent researchers and 
academics have difficulties while attempting to access these data that would be essential “to 
understanding the full extent of the harm wrought by their business models”.45

The conclusion of this chapter is that upholding the core principles of the EU’s approach 
to data protection, such as data minimisation and quality on the one hand, and access 
to large companies’ datasets on the other, would also help to fight the expanding carbon 
footprint of digital technology and environmental degradation.46

The fourth chapter of Privacy  2030  deals with the harmful effects of modern digital 
technologies as a new business model, which represents the greatest danger from the point 
of view of the most vulnerable individuals.

The paper convincingly argues that after  2000 the business model changed, in contrast 
to traditional media and advertising practices, from then on becoming based on the 
monitoring of users and the collection of their personal data for business purposes. With 
the development of technology, more and more sensitive personal data is collected by the 
devices around us, until finally the tech firms and governments are not only monitoring 
our environment, but also extending their surveillance to people’s biometric data, DNA 
and even brain waves (see Figure  16).47

Extension of gathering data after 2010

Next frontiers of surveillance

web-based 
services gather 

data on
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political views

health and �tness 
trackers & smart 
speakers gather 

data on
physical and 

domestic spheres

biometric data
DNA

brainwaves

Business model after 2000

Figure  13: The new business model of web-based services
Source: compiled by the author.

45 Buttarelli  2019.
46 Buttarelli  2019.
47 Buttarelli  2019:  19.
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A very fair warning was delivered in Privacy  2030  by highlighting how easily the 
“manipulation machine” works since, due to the concentration of the market for mass 
internet communications, “the big platforms provide an easy target for exploits [sic]”.48

The paper repeatedly argues that the large tech companies should be held accountable 
for their actions. The vision, published in  2019, stated that the “EU still has the chance 
to entrench the right to confidentiality of communications in the ePrivacy Regulation 
under negotiation, but more action will be necessary to prevent further concentration of 
control of the infrastructure of manipulation”.49 If this statement was clearly true in  2019, 
then four years later, in  2023, when the ePrivacy Regulation is still “under negotiation”, is 
no exaggeration to state that the “manipulation machine” has won the first battle against 
transparency, accountability and sustainable data processing.

The ethically well-grounded main argument in Privacy  2030 against data maximisation 
and the misuse of individuals’ personal data derives from the right to human dignity that 
“demands limits to the degree to which an individual can be scanned, monitored and 
monetised”.50

The fifth chapter of Buttarelli’s manifesto explores the role of the EU in the regulation of 
new technologies. This categorically refers to the context of democracy and human rights 
and clearly distinguishes autocracies from democracies, even raising the possibility of 
a “splinternet”, in the event that “certain regions of the world cannot safeguard the values 
of human dignity and democracy”.51

The final chapter of Buttarelli’s Privacy  2030  argues that besides the modernised 
Convention  108, the GDPR is only one possible tool for the protection of personal data and 
thereby privacy,52 although the joint application of several other regulations is necessary 
for effective legal protection53 (see Figure  14).

GDPR

e-commerce laws

e-government laws

competition laws

consumer protection laws

environmental protection laws

Figure  14: Tools of privacy and data protection in the European Union
Source: compiled by the author.

48 Buttarelli  2019:  17. 
49 Buttarelli  2019:  18.
50 Buttarelli  2019:  19.
51 Buttarelli  2019:  21.
52 Buttarelli  2019.
53 Buttarelli  2019:  23–24.
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Figure  15: Results of cooperation between competition and data protection authorities
Source: compiled by the author.

This part of the paper urges DPAs and the competition authorities of the Member States to 
cooperate in order to take effective action against multinational tech giants, where this is 
justified by the public interest.54

According to Buttarelli’s vision, such cooperation could have a number of results (see 
Figure  15).55 Among those possible effects, participation, or at least its transatlantic 
interpretation, is treated by Balkin in the context of freedom of expression that is essential 
for a  democratic society: “the right of freedom of expression is not only the right to 
participate in democracy, but also the right to participate in a democratic culture.”56

This final part of the manifesto states that these outcomes serve the social and 
environmental good through the appropriate handling and processing of personal data 
using new technologies, which can lead to the sovereignty of (European) values and 
technologies (see Figure  16).57

data & technology social & environmental good
sovereignty of values & 

technology

Figure  16: Personal data and digital sovereignty
Source: compiled by the author.

54 Buttarelli  2019:  24.
55 Buttarelli  2019:  27.
56 Balkin  2016:  1212.
57 Balkin  2016.
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This concept of sovereignty of values and technology is expressed in a radical assertion 
made in this chapter: “Personal data generation that does not serve democratically 
mandated public interests or empower people should be treated like data pollution that 
has a real life impact on society and the environment.”58 This conclusion is in line with the 
previously elaborated issues related to human rights, environmental sustainability, data 
minimisation and maximisation or corporate accountability.

Therefore, one may conclude that this chapter argues convincingly for the necessity 
of building a  European digital commons, especially if we take into consideration some 
apparent hostility toward the ePrivacy Regulation that “indicates a backlash of the EU’s 
ambition to modernise its privacy norms”.59

ON BUTTARELLI’S TRAILS – ACTUAL QUESTIONS OF THE DATA 
PROTECTION PROVIDED BY HUNGARIAN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Although Privacy  2030 outlines a mostly EU-level vision, the enforcement of relevant data 
protection rules, such as the GDPR, remains the task of the Member States, including their 
data protection authorities, and Buttarelli encouraged these bodies to better cooperate 
with each other and the competition authorities.

The issue of artificial intelligence (AI), mentioned several times in the manifesto, clearly 
appeared in the decision NAIH-85-3/2022 of the Hungarian National Authority for Data 
Protection and Freedom of Information (NAIH).60 Based on Article  58(2) (d) of the GDPR, 
the Hungarian DPA ordered the controller, a  local commercial bank, to bring its data 
processing operations into compliance with the provisions of the GDPR, that is, to abstain 
from analysing emotions during AI-based audio analysis of the clients’ conversations with 
its call centre, and to properly ensure the rights of the data subjects. Since the decision also 
imposed a  250 million HUF administrative fine, the data controller filed a motion to the 
Budapest Capital Regional Court, seeking for legal remedy. As of now, the legal process is 
still ongoing, therefore it is necessary to wait until this is concluded for a further analysis 
of how effectively the Hungarian DPA protects data subjects’ rights when the GDPR is 
infringed by AI-based data processing.

Privacy  2030 also deals with the issue of the unfair use of personal data as an inherent 
feature of the new web-based business model. The NAIH, which is the Hungarian DPA, 
often receives complaints regarding the data processing activities of multinational tech 
giants established in Ireland. Since the Irish DPA’s activity in the field of the protection 
of personal data did not meet the data subjects’, the DPAs’ or the EDPB’s expectations, 
Article  65(1) (a) of the GDPR has been applied regarding several cases pending before the 

58 Balkin  2016:  25.
59 Balkin  2016:  26.
60 NAIH decision NAIH-85-3/2022. See: www.naih.hu/hatarozatok-vegzesek/file/517-mesterseges-intelligencia-

alkalmazasanak-adatvedelmi-kerdesei 

https://www.naih.hu/hatarozatok-vegzesek/file/517-mesterseges-intelligencia-alkalmazasanak-adatvedelmi-kerdesei
https://www.naih.hu/hatarozatok-vegzesek/file/517-mesterseges-intelligencia-alkalmazasanak-adatvedelmi-kerdesei
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Irish DPA, resulting in the EDPB’s binding decisions in  2022. This recent turn of events61 
highlights the importance of effective cooperation between the EDPB and the DPAs.

Privacy  2030 states: “The ethnic profile of the typical European data protection authority, 
perhaps even more than the Silicon Valley coding community, is overwhelming white. 
Agencies in the EU should diversify their own workforce better to reflect the societies they 
represent by recruiting more people of colour and ensuring gender balance.”62 If we are to 
take Buttarelli and the editors of his posthumous paper seriously, it is worth examining the 
demographics of the Hungarian DPA’s personnel more closely.

Since there is no acceptable reason to process personal data about the ethnic profile of 
the employees [see Art.  9(1) GDPR], it is impossible to provide reliable statistics on the 
number of members of staff from ethnic minority backgrounds. In addition, it should be 
pointed out that unlike many European countries, Hungary statistically has no significant 
proportion of “people of colour” among its inhabitants, therefore only the number of 
Hungarian Roma population can be examined as such (see Figure  17), while bearing in 
mind that being Roma means an identity and not necessarily the colour of one’s skin.

Based on the official  2011  statistics (KSH),  3% of the Hungarian population declared 
themselves to be Roma.63 There is no  legal ground for processing a  list of the ethnic 
background of employees, but it seems to be reasonable to conclude that not even  3% of 
the personnel of NAIH was recruited from among the Roma. According to NAIH statistics 
from  15  June  2022, of it had  113  employees at that time,64 meaning the lack of at least 
 3-4 Roma employees, in terms of the requirements of Privacy  2030, would represent room 
for HR improvement in this area for the DPA.

 

Number of 
population 

(2011); 9 985 722; 
97%

Number of Roma 
population 

(2011); 308 957; 
3%

Number of population (2011)

Number of Roma population (2011)

Figure  17: Number of Roma population in Hungary (2011)
Source: compiled by the author.

61 DPC  2023.
62 Buttarelli  2019:  24.
63 See: www.ksh.hu/nepszamlalas/docs/tablak/nemzetiseg/09_01_02.xls 
64 NAIH equal opportunities policy (June  15  2022),  1–2.

https://www.ksh.hu/nepszamlalas/docs/tablak/nemzetiseg/09_01_02.xls
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Figure  18: Gender and age balance of employees of NAIH, the Hungarian DPA
Source: compiled by the author.

The gender balance, and the age balance not mentioned in the manifesto, can be better 
analysed based on the same NAIH statistics, which indicate that  65% of the employees are 
female and  35% are male.

Further analysing the available NAIH statistics, it can be stated that the gender balance 
and also the age balance clearly shows that males, and especially those above the age of  40, 
regardless of whether they are “people of colour” or not, are underrepresented (see Figure  18).

Privacy  2030 with its complex vision requires not only the EU to act, but also expects 
each Member State’s DPA to exercise its enforcement powers. The question of the possible 
influence of public administration is well-known in the theory of Hungarian public 
administration. Focusing on the non-hierarchical administration, András Patyi describes 
Tibor Madarász’s model, pointing out that there is necessarily a sphere that falls out of the 
scope of the influence of the authorities (see Figure  19).65

65 Patyi  2017:  56–58.
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Figure  19: The Madarász model of the scope of influence of public administration
Source: compiled by the author.

The theoretical question of the influence of public administration became quite practical, 
when the NAIH decided in  2020 that, based on Article  58(2) (g) of the GDPR, it has the 
corrective power to order ex officio the erasure of personal data in a situation where such 
request was not submitted by any data subject. The legal debate about the corrective 
powers of the Hungarian DPA finally resulted in the very important  3110/2022 (III.   23.) 
AB decision.66

One of the most significant decisions of the Constitutional Court of Hungary in recent 
years related to the administrative protection of personal data is the  3110/2022 (III.  23.) AB 
decision. In  2021, after it lost an administrative lawsuit, NAIH submitted a constitutional 
complaint to the Constitutional Court to annul judgments  105.K.706.125/2020/12 of the 
Budapest-Capital Regional Court and Kfv.II.37.001/2021/6  of the Kúria (i.e. supreme 
court), as it considered the two court decisions to be contrary to the Fundamental Law of 
Hungary.67

Initiated by an individual’s notification, NAIH conducted a data protection inquiry, and 
after the data controller partly disputed the findings, an ex officio authority procedure for 
data protection was initiated against the data controller who had collected signatures (and 
other personal data, including e-mail addresses) for his campaign called “Let’s join the 
European Public Prosecutor’s Office”.

In its final decision NAIH/2020/974/4,68 the authority found that the data controller 
had collected the personal data of the data subjects without legal basis for the purpose of 
maintaining further contact, and did not provide adequate information on all the essential 
circumstances of the data processing, thereby infringing several articles of the GDPR. The 
DPA also found that since the data controller had not provided adequate information to the 
data subjects about the purpose of the data processing, this violated the basic requirement 

66  3110/2022 (III.  23.) AB decision.
67 This section is based on the translation of the author. The English texts below are not official translations of the 

quoted Court judgements and decisions of the Constitutional Court of Hungary.
68 NAIH/2020/974/4, see: www.naih.hu/files/NAIH-2020-974-hatarozat.pdf 

https://www.naih.hu/files/NAIH-2020-974-hatarozat.pdf
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of fair data processing [Article  5(1) (a) GDPR, “lawfulness, fairness and transparency”]. 
The authority ordered the data controller to erase the unlawfully collected personal data 
and obliged him to pay a   1  million HUF data protection fine {3110/2022  (III.   23.) AB 
decision [2]}.

The data controller (plaintiff) filed a  suit for legal remedy to the Budapest-Capital 
Regional Court, reasoning that the authority, in accordance with Act CXII of  2011 on the 
right to informational self-determination and on the freedom of information (Infotv.), 
could only have applied the legal consequences (expressly) defined in the GDPR, so the 
authority would not have been entitled to order the ex officio erasure of the collected 
personal data. The court of first instance came to the conclusion that “data erasure can only 
take place upon the request of the data subject, the petitioner [i.e. NAIH] is not entitled 
to order it ex officio, its provision to this effect is null and void due to the violation of its 
powers” {3110/2022 (III.  23.) AB decision [2]}.

For different reasons, both the plaintiff and the defendant appealed the decision to the 
Kúria. The Kúria rejected the data controller’s appeal for procedural reasons, but regarding 
the authority’s appeal against the decision of the court of first instance, confirmed the 
decision in its effect. Kúria found that

 − the disputed part of the authority’s final decision was not suitable for review, as the 
petitioner did not comply with its obligation to provide reasoning; furthermore,

 − neither the appeal nor the counter-appeal contested that the court of first instance 
made the legal basis of an incompletely justified decision [of NAIH] the subject of 
a  legal review, partly ex officio and partly based on the authority’s new argument 
{3110/2022 (III.  23.) AB decision [4]}.

Therefore, the Kúria carried out a  substantive inquiry related to the findings of the 
judgement’s further references on its legal bases, and on the grounds of joint interpretation 
of Articles  58(2) (g) and  17 of the GDPR, it came to the conclusion that “erasure of data 
can only take place at the request of the data subject, so it was justified for the Regional 
Court to find that the petitioner [i.e. NAIH] lacks the powers to order the erasure ex officio” 
{3110/2022 (III.  23.) AB decision [4]}.

Following the judgment of the Kúria, Hungarian DPA submitted a  constitutional 
complaint to the Constitutional Court because, according to its position, the court 
decisions of first and last instance violated several provisions of the Fundamental Law of 
Hungary, and the contested judgments limited the powers of the authority laid down in the 
Fundamental Law that resulted in a “serious disruption” of its operation, and therefore those 
decisions were contrary to the Fundamental Law. The authority therefore requested that 
the Constitutional Court declare the two judgements to be contrary to the Fundamental 
Law and to annul them, as well as submitting a request to suspend the execution of the 
judgments. {3110/2022 (III.  23.) AB decision [5]}. Regarding the danger of disruption of its 
operation caused by the two judgments, NAIH alleged that:

 − ex officio ordering the erasure of data processed unlawfully has long been within its 
power
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 − it would mean emptying the DPA’s power of control provided in the Fundamental 
Law, if the authority only has the option of formal control, without actual means of 
intervention

 − according to the logic of the two contested court decisions, the data subjects must 
first request the erasure of their personal data from the data controller, and then they 
can apply to the authority based on Article  77 GDPR, which “in case of unlawful data 
processing involving hundreds of thousands or millions of data subjects, it can also 
represent an unmanageable amount of official cases in the operation of the petitioner, 
the same time it also has a negative effect on the enforcement of data subject rights, while 
until the end of which the personal data will remain in the – unlawful – processing of 
the data controller, without effective supervisory control”

 − it is contrary to the powers of the public authorities guaranteed in the Fundamental 
Law, if the DPA “is barred from ex officio erasure of unlawfully processed data, 
because this deprives the data protection authority of the possibility of substantive, 
effective and efficient reparation of the infringement of rights, consequently the 
level of the protection of fundamental rights previously achieved is lowered, and in 
practice serious dysfunctions occur” {3110/2022 (III.  23.) AB decision [6]}

The NAIH also objected that the two Courts had reached their conclusions by applying 
a  merely semantic interpretation of the GDPR, which is contrary to Article  28  of the 
Fundamental Law. Moreover, the authority took the firm position that the Courts “came to 
a conclusion clearly contrary to the Fundamental Law within the scope of the interpretation 
of the legal norms, and the regulations were not actually interpreted, but overwritten, and 
they carried out legislative activity contra legem, even contra constitutionem, in a way that 
violates legal certainty”, which on the other hand also raises the issue of the violation of the 
right to a fair trial, since the two Courts that acted “absolved themselves from the principle 
of subjection to the law” {3110/2022 (III.  23.) AB decision [7]}.
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In terms of legal certainty, the authority referred to the fact that Recital (129) GDPR also 
expresses the requirement for consistent and uniform enforcement, within the framework 
of which other supervisory authorities also recognise the power to order erasure of personal 
data ex officio.

According to the DPA’s argument, both the Regional Court and the Kúria failed to 
initiate the preliminary ruling procedure in connection with the provisions of the GDPR. 
In the authority’s view, this violated the authority’s right to due process and legal remedy, 
as well as limiting its powers of control, especially given that all the relevant aspects of EU 
law remained unexplored and the relevant provisions were interpreted differently from 
the purpose of the legal norm. “Therefore, this violation of fundamental rights occurred 
due to the absence of sufficient legal reflection on EU law.” The NAIH also found it to be 
a violation of its fundamental rights that the Courts “did not comply with their obligation 
to provide reasons, did not examine its arguments regarding the essential part of the case 
with sufficient thoroughness, and in violation of the obligation to remain within the limits 
of the request for legal review, the Kúria examined issues that were not the subject of the 
judicial review” {3110/2022 (III.  23.) AB decision [8]}.

In order to explain her legal position, the Constitutional Court contacted the Minister of 
Justice, who explained in her reply that

 − the constitutional complaint concerns the content of the disputed judicial decisions 
and not the applied law, therefore she cannot evaluate those

 − the Court of Justice of the European Union is authorised to interpret the GDPR 
authentically

 − the corrective powers provided by GDPR also extend to data protection supervisory 
authorities ordering the data controllers to bring their data processing operations 
into compliance with the provisions of GDPR, which may even mean an order to 
erase unlawfully processed personal data, “the Government is not aware of any legal 
interpretation contrary to this in connection with the enforcement of the GDPR in 
the Member States”

 − a legal interpretation, which prohibited the ordering of ex officio data erasure 
“would lead to a seriously disadvantageous, constitutionally unjustifiable situation 
for the data subjects, as a  situation would arise in which a  multitude of the data 
subjects would not have access to legal protection in the absence of an expressed will 
during the application of the GDPR, […] thus this would result in constitutionally 
unjustified distinct (discriminatory) and different regimes in nature”

 − the legislator tried to clarify the legal interpretation giving priority to EU 
law with the amendment of Infotv. that would come into force on  1  January 
 2022 {3110/2022 (III.  23.) AB decision [11]}

The Constitutional Court considered the constitutional complaint of the Hungarian DPA 
well-grounded {3110/2022 (III.  23.) AB decision [25]}.

In its  3110/2022  (III.   23.) AB decision, it explained, among other things, that all the 
provisions of the GDPR fundamentally serve the purpose of limiting personal data 
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processing within legal boundaries, which can be based on the application of the basic 
principles {3110/2022 (III.  23.) AB decision [35]}.

The Constitutional Court essentially accepted the authority’s argument, but also found 
that, as its  2/2019 (III.  5.) AB decision had already explained, “the binding force of European 
Union’s law does not originate from itself, but is based on Article E) of the Fundamental 
Law, and does not override Article R) (1) of the Fundamental Law, according to which the 
Fundamental Law is the foundation of the legal system of Hungary” {3110/2022 (III.  23.) 
AB decision [42]}. The decision also explained that following the submission of the motion 
by the NAIH to the Constitutional Court, the authority turned to the European Data 
Protection Board regarding the interpretation of the powers laid out in Article  58(2) (g) 
of the GDPR.

In its opinion  39/202169 adopted on  14 December,  2021, the EDPB explained that Article 
 58(2) (g) and Article  17  of the GDPR regulate two different cases, so the former one 
“provides an appropriate legal basis for the supervisory authority to order ex officio the 
erasure of unlawfully processed personal data in cases where the data subject (érintett) has 
not submitted such a request” {3110/2022 (III.   23.) AB decision [51]}. The Constitutional 
Court came to the conclusion that the two disputed judgements are not in accordance with 
the function and content of the GDPR in terms of the right to protection of personal data 
as a fundamental right {3110/2022 (III.  23.) AB decision [54]}.

It also noted ironically that the Courts involved in the case “did not perceive that the 
broad data protection supervisory authority control was ensured based on the obligations 
arising from the Fundamental Law, EU law and international law, even before the GDPR”. 
Furthermore, it determined that “based on paragraphs (2) and (3) of Article E) and Article 
VI(4) of the Fundamental Law, and GDPR as a  source of EU law ensuring the uniform 
application of data protection and freedom of information, the Authority is entitled to 
order ex officio the erasure of unlawfully processed personal data even in the lack of 
a request to this effect” {3110/2022 (III.  23.) AB decision [56]}.

Consequently, the Constitutional Court established that the “Kúria’s judgement 
No.  Kfv.II.37.001/2021/6.  and the Budapest-Capital Regional Court’s judgement 
No. 105.K.706.125/2020/12. are contrary to the Fundamental Law”, and therefore cancelled 
them {3110/2022 (III.  23.) AB decision [57]}.

Since the Constitutional Court reached a decision based on the above points, it did not 
find it justified to examine the NAIH’s further arguments.

In this case, Buttarelli’s warning came true, as the authority’s decision was contested,70 
but the NAIH was also confident about the meaning and role of its corrective powers.

69 EDPB opinion  39/2021  (December  14,  2021). Source: https://edpb.europa.eu/system/files/2022-01/edpb_
opinion_202139_article_582g_gdpr_en.pdf (January  5,  2023)

70 Buttarelli  2019:  23.

https://edpb.europa.eu/system/files/2022-01/edpb_opinion_202139_article_582g_gdpr_en.pdf
https://edpb.europa.eu/system/files/2022-01/edpb_opinion_202139_article_582g_gdpr_en.pdf
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CONCLUSIONS

Although Hungarian law and its theory approaches data protection from different 
directions than Buttarelli, finally we may conclude, agreeing with him, that public 
administration is currently facing enormous challenges at a time when our societies are 
under metamorphosis due to the increasing use of AI, algorithms and many other ICT-
related data processing activities.

Hopefully, these changes will not end in a dystopian and authoritarian future, but will 
instead contribute to a more transparent and democratic world.

While the effective enforcement of the GDPR is expected from DPAs, it is equally 
important to raise data subjects’ awareness of their rights in data protection and to 
encourage data controllers to implement additional data protection measures. Only public 
administration, data controllers and data subjects together can build what we may call 
a “data protection culture”71.
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